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Executive Summary
For the Web, security was for a long time an issue that was devoted to the underlying network
layer. The declarative approach of the Web of documents used HTML4 and CSS and did not
offer a very high attacking surface. With the movement of the Web towards being the Open
Web Platform for Applications, this has changed. More and more vital applications in the area
of government, economy and social life use the web as their platform of choice. And those
higher value applications and services made it much more interesting for attackers to spend time
finding loopholes on the Open Web Platform. Additionally, the Community needed to respond
to the attack against the Internet via Pervasive Monitoring and the challenges laid down in
RFC7258[77].
The Community reacted to those challenges with a variety of improvements and tools that
web application developers can use to increase security, confidentiality and privacy for work. This
includes improvements in the protocol sector, the widespread use of encryption and a number
of tools to address the vulnerabilities created by the new functionality introduced by the Open
Web Platform. Some of those security tools are still in their infancy, but look promising. Some
tools need support to take off. Some have the potential to have landscape changing effects by
tying the trust chain to new actors.
After the systematic evaluation of the Web Security landscape by the Web-platform Security
Guide[59], this document describes the toolbox now available at a rather high level and picks
the three main topics where STREWS is able to provide high impact advances for Web security
to the Community.
Secure Web Architectures thus suggests to further the compartimentalisation and modu-
larisation of web applications by allowing developers to sandbox certain modules. While the
Community has already thought about it very recently, STREWS comes with a well thought-
out proposal that may allow the Community to advance more quickly.
Another area of active research with potential high impact is the question on how to secure
sessions on the Web. Session management is a crucial component in every modern web appli-
cation. It links subsequent requests together, enabling a rich and interactive user experience.
But sessions can be hijacked with potentially high damages. STREWS makes suggestions on
how to further improve sessions by suggesting the SecSess approach that effectively prevents the
unauthorized transfer of an established session, by eradicating the bearer token properties of the
session identifier.
Finally, Cross-site Scripting attacks remain to be one of the fastest growing and most severe
threats on the Open Web Platform. Considerable work is already done in the IETF’s WebSec
Working Group and in the W3C’s Web Application Security Working Group, but several open
problems remain to be addressed in the future. STREWS suggests to include recent research
advances in this field in the works already under way to improve mitigating tools like Content
Security Policies.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Web platform is omnipresent in modern life, and has known a short but intense growth.
It has become the foundation of many recent innovations in the ICT sector and beyond. Web
technologies are more and more used in mission-critical services, in critical infrastructures and in
population-facing high-value services that are expected to be secure and resilient. The Web is a
key enabler in all societal challenges of the Digital Agenda of the European Commission. Doctors
use a browser to control their eHealth systems, people put their skills online to find a job. And
when we talk about the intelligent fridge, we mean it talks to the shop using web technologies.
It is thus no surprise that Privacy, Security and Online Trust are part of the Digital Agenda,
or even core to it. Because if people do not trust the systems and the Web, people will not use
those. Systems will fail to grow and scale up. Cases of data breaches and identity theft already
now undermine the trust in our systems. Unfortunately neither the proposed NIS-Directive nor
the various Cybersecurity initiatives give the Web the place it deserves in this debate. It is thus
crucial that Web Security architecture is put back on the agenda of the European IT security
debate. This document tries to give hints and orientations where further work can improve the
overall level of security on the web platform. It takes into account the latest developments in
the communities as seen and detected by the two central standardisation organisations IETF
and W3C.
Web technologies are constantly evolving. And with the evolving platform, the security
challenges change too. In October 2014, HTML5 became a W3C Recommendation. It is already
widely implemented by browsers and will change the landscape of the Web. The evolution
was consequent. HTML4.1 was mainly declarative and its layout determined by Cascading Style
Sheets (CSS). While the same-origin (SOP) was sufficient as a security concept for the declarative
Web, the platform became more and more interactive. With the addition of javascript and
XMLHTTPRequest, the so called «Web 2.0» was created. HTML5 will transform the Web
further into an application platform. At the same time, the services side encountered a strong
move towards virtualisation. Both form together the innovation hotbed of today. Securing the
services side is important. But it has to coincide with the right security capabilities in the
browser. The Web community started already to work on the challenges that result form this
new transformation. This report will summarize those developments based on the assumption
that a reader can always turn back to the Web platform Security Guide (D1.1)[59] to look for a
description of the basic security landscape and its challenges. This covers not only the initiatives
that address browser security directly, but also the threats on the network layer. A lot can be
drawn from the very successful STRINT workshop[80] STREWS had organised in 2014.
It seems useful to allow a mental map to be built by layering the responses of a Web security
architecture along the lines of the threats from the network level up to the scripting level. This is
why the first chapter will describe the work in the IETF concerning that layer. Further work on
higher layers in W3C will be addressed. From this basis, the suggestions to improve the overall
security with new work seem evident.
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The Open Web Platform (OWP) is not a fixed architecture in the sense of strict set of
components that work in a specific way together. It is rather a giant toolbox of interopera-
ble components that can be combined in ever new and innovative ways. As a consequence, a
document on Web Security Architecture can not address all the ways the components can be
combined, but has to focus on the existing components and their security. The very concrete
play of the components in a given scenario has to be subject to a more detailed review as was
done with WebRTC in Deliverable D1.2. One could list the security considerations of the com-
ponents of the OWP in an arbitrary way, it would make no difference. The listed order is thus
one that is oriented towards readability, but should not prevent readers from jumping right to
the component of their interest.
The remainder of this report is structured as follows: First, in Chapter 2 we give a com-
prehensive overview on recent security-centric development in the ongoing evolution of the Web
towards a feature rich application platform. Then, we successively explore three key topics that
concern the security of Web architectures: Web sessions, application compartimentalisation, and
code integrity: To provide robust handling of the security characteristics of an Web application,
the server requires fine-grained control of the client/server authentication, currently provided
by web sessions. We explore the current state-of-the-art and research in Chapter 3 and show
potential improvements for the future. In Chapter 4, we present current approaches towards
JavaScript sandboxing and compartimentalisation, which will allow applications to realise more
flexible, yet secure, architectures. Finally, constructive JavaScript-driven security can only pro-
tect reliably, as long the JavaScript code itself is trustworthy. The Web’s main threat against
code integrity are Cross-site Scripting (XSS) vulnerabilities. Thus, in Chapter 5 we provide a
comprehensive overview on research in this area in the last decade and isolate open problems,
which require further attention. The report concludes in Chapter 6 with a short summary and
a list of identified hot spots for future research and standardisation activities.
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Chapter 2
Recent Developments
When Tim Berners-Lee invented the Web, he started in simplicity. The first Hypertext transfer
protocol (HTTP) was a very simple stateless network protocol. It was designed to transport a
static file from one party to another in the most simple way. Cookies[146] added statefulness
to the protocol already in 19971. HTTP and the applications built on top of it have evolved
quite dramatically. Rich AJAX-based web applications introduced interactiveness. More and
more high value applications and services found their way to the Web. This requires an ever
increasing level of security. The more attractive the asset to attack, the more effort will be put
into bypassing the security measures in place. The challenges for the network layer go beyond
a mere transport security. This section describes selected security tools layer by layer. Some
of them did not have the impact the community had hoped for. Other tools are still in their
infancy but show already a great potential. The goal is to review some of the more prominent
failures to draw conclusions and to look at promising developments that require more attention
and research to avoid failure.
2.1 IETF Web protocol improvements
The IETF has a well functioning process with respect to security. For every specification,
the authors have to complement their technical descriptions with security considerations and
before being finalised all “IETF Stream” specifications are assigned for review from the security
Directorate review team. This helps to understand the risks involved while implementing and
using Internet technology.
Until very recently (April 2015) the IETF had a dedicatedWorking Group onWeb Security[1].
As that group has now completed all of it’s deliverables, it has been closed - a mark of success
in the IETF organisation. And of course the Web Security Working Group was not intended to
cover all security developments for the Web. The reader ought not be confused into thinking
the IETF is not working on Web security just because the websec working group has closed!
As previously noted in STREWS deliverables, the STRINT Workshop[80] was part of a
process that has lead to a renewal in the energy of all IETF groups aiming to improve the
security of the Internet. STRINT also contributed to the start of a range of new activities. And in
November 2014, the Internet Architecture Board (IAB) also issued a statement on confidentiality
on the Internet[30] stating:
In 1996, the IAB and IESG recognized that the growth of the Internet depended
on users having confidence that the network would protect their private informa-
tion. RFC 1984[114] documented this need. Since that time, there has been evidence
that the capabilities and activities of attackers are greater and more pervasive than
1now obsoleted by [17]
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previously known. The IAB now believes it is important for protocol designers, de-
velopers, and operators to make encryption the norm for Internet traffic. Encryption
should be authenticated where possible, but even protocols providing confidentiality
without authentication are useful in the face of pervasive surveillance as described in
RFC 7258[77].
Aside from this high level trend, we briefly describe some of the more core IETF defined
building blocks that influence secure web architectures. The sections below are presented in a
“bottom-up” manner from the lower relevant layers.
2.1.1 Privacy Enhanced IP Addressing
At a low level, many Web privacy issues depend on the extent to which IP addresses are identi-
fying.
IPv6 has the option to have Stateless Address Autoconfiguration (SLAAC). SLAAC generates
IPv6 addresses from a prefix and an identifier of the device. They are augmented by some fixed
bytes. This means a device is re-identifiable across networks, countries, time and space. This
allows tracking of the device and also reveals information about the manufacturer and other
things. The STRINT Workshop has shown how harmful this can be. But also tracking for
advertisement and the re-targeting can be done using IPv6 addresses generated in this manner.
As one mitigation, the IETF created Privacy Extensions in IPv6. [196, 15]. These specifica-
tions remove the fixed relation of IPv6 address and the device identifier.
IPv6 privacy Extensions are supported in some operating systems but may be not useful for
services requireing full and real end-to-end connectivity. One of the advantages of IPv6 is that
there is no scarcity of IP addresses any more. As use and implementation of IPv6 is still behind
the expectations and needs, those lower level protections are a nice evidence that privacy by
design helps even on the protocol level.
With IPv6 however, the global prefix issued by the ISP or network still makes up the high
order bits of the address. And as that needs to be aggretable for routing purposes, it is also
likely to be identifying.
Even within the IPv4 world, deployment of so-called carrier grade NATs, means that more
and more devices and people can be “behind” any given source address. However, logging by
ISPs (at the behest of law enforcement or otherwise) is likely to ensure that such addresses
remain identifying.
In addition there is now work starting in IEEE on randomised MAC addresses. This is
directly useful for IPv6 addressing, but also to make re-identification harder. With a fixed MAC
address, a colluding layer 2 (or access to layer 2 logs) can mean that an adversary can correlate
which seemingly independent IP addresses were actually issued to or used by the same device
or person.
It is also worth noting that Web proxies do not remove the need for privacy friendly forms
of addressing since such proxies may include information about the source IP addresses they see
(via the XFF or Forwarded HTTP header field [214]), which has seen significant deployment.
So the practical benefits achieved via privacy friendly addressing mechanisms are only of
limited impact at time of writing of this document.
2.1.2 DNSSEC
The Domain Name System (DNS) is an essential part of the Web. It provides the names that are
used in the Unique Resource Identifiers (URI) and define the origin in the same origin concept2.
The DNS allows to lookup a name for a certain machine and get back the corresponding IP
address. An important part of the system are so called caching name servers. Caching name
servers (DNS caches) store DNS query results for a period of time determined in the configuration
2see D1.1 Chapter 3.13[59]
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(time-to-live) of each domain-name record. An attacker can now try to poison the caching name
server by inception of false data. As a result of so called cache poisoning attacks, e-mails can
be redirected and copied before they are delivered to their final destination, voice over IP calls
can be tapped by third parties, and - given the circular dependency of the registration process
on the DNS - SSL certificates may not be as protective as one would hope.[144]
In recent history, also governments are starting to use the DNS system to manipulate the
user experience. DNS queries to the name server of the user’s Internet Service Provider are
matched against a list of URIs with allegedly harmful content. If an entry of the list matches,
the name server, instead of giving the right IP address, gives the IP address of a governmental
server that then shows some landing page with «STOP» signs or other symbols for a dead end
request.
DNSSEC was designed to deal with cache poisoning and a set of other DNS vulnerabilities
such as man in the middle attacks and data modification in authoritative servers. Its major
objective is to provide the ability to validate the authenticity and integrity of DNS messages
in such a way that tampering with the DNS information anywhere in the DNS system can be
detected.[144]
Despite the importance and usefulness, DNSSEC still lacks ubiquitous deployment. This
is not only due to the difficulties in implementation, but also due to the fact that there are
a range of middle boxes redirecting people that would be put out of business with DNSSEC.
The governmental blockings are only one examples for certain techniques that will not work any
more once DNSSEC is deployed. More importantly, most Hotel networks today depend also
on the manipulation of the DNS request to redirect people to the payment portal or to some
click-through page that contains disclaimers and terms of service.
Solutions to this problem are largely unknown. The current business models block the evolu-
tion of the network by the deployment of higher security solutions like DNSSEC mainly because
neither research nor industry has found reasonable solutions to transition from world to another.
DNSSEC also still contains major challenges concerning its technical deployment where further
work is needed.
2.1.3 DNS Privacy
While the information in the DNS is public, the act of accessing that can be sensitive. For
example some DNS names themselves may indicate interest in a medical condiition or political
leanings, and any accesses to such domains could be sensitive from some parts of the Internet.
For this reason the IETF are now developing DNS privacy mechanisms for use between so called
“stub” and “recursive” resolvers, which is usually the link from the end user’s computer to some
DNS server. This work is being done in the IETF’s DPRIVE working group. While it is early
days for this, the existence of the working group does show that the privacy aspects of the
Internet infrastructure are now being much more seriously considered.
DPRIVE may also impact on the Web in less obvious ways - for example without DPRIVE,
a page of HTML loaded over TLS might still cause a sufficiently identifying set of DNS queries
to be emitted by a browser, so that an observer can determine the specific page being rendered,
even if TLS and HTTPS functioned perfectly. It is probably only the Web that would cause
such large sets of DNS query to be emitted to be identifying.
2.1.4 Transport Layer Security (TLS)
The OWASP Top 10 of 2010 still mentioned transport layer security. This has been merged
into the more general term of «sensitive data exposure». Transport layer security (TLS) was
one of the early protections established on the Web. TLS, the specification behind «HTTPS»
was first standardised in 1999[62]. TLS has been improved over time and is currently specified
in RFC5246[63]. The IETF is also currently working on TLS 1.3[225] which is a fairly major
update.
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TLS is very widely used, both in the Web and far beyond, but for the Web most especially
in higher value services such as online banking. It is one of the absolute cornerstones of Web
security. As the name indicates, TLS is not end-to-end security, but a mere encryption and
secure connection between two endpoints of the transporting pipes. This leads to limitations
once it comes to higher level security and authentication requirements that would need a fully
designed end-to-end security system. It is also the most prominent application using X.509v3
public key certificates.
Vulnerabilities
Because TLS is of such importance, it is under high scrutiny. Vulnerabilities are discovered on
a regular basis. Most of the vulnerabilities are based on implementation errors, but a few are
flaws in the protocol. Here are some of the most notable ones recently uncovered. Most of them
are fixed in up to date software.
• The heartbleed bug[79] has shown vulnerabilities that have been fixed in the meantime.
• The triple handshake attack[27] uses a shortcut in the authentication mechanism to mount
a man-in-the-middle attack
• The FREAK attack[26] made a lot of noise. The «Factoring RSA Export Keys» attack
targets a class of deliberately weak export cipher suites. Support for these weak algorithms
had remained in implementations such as OpenSSL, even though they are typically disabled
by default. The researchers discovered that several implementations incorrectly allow the
message sequence of export ciphersuites to be used even if a non-export ciphersuite was
negotiated.
One of the key findings during the bugfixing of «heartbleed» and «FREAK» was that large
parts of the Internet community were relying on OpenSSL without investing anything into it.
OpenSSL had only one active contributor and maintainer at this time. For the EU, this raises the
question of ensuring the resilience and sustainability of the core building blocks and foundations
of its Digital Agenda. If the underlying tools used by everybody are not maintained well, the
entire house may collapse. This shows the challenge for Web security: How to make sure that
the security tools we are using are reasonably maintained and sustained. What especially the
FREAK attack showed is that the tendency in Cybersecurity to look for better monitoring of
people by using weaker encryption can backfire enormously. The STRINT report[78] showed
the challenge we have to identify modules of the Web technology stack that were weakened on
purpose and that are now vulnerable and create security risks.
TLS & Certification Authorities (CA)
Another challenge for TLS is that it relies on the trust that the CAs are reliable. But some CAs
have issued certificates for sites where they hadn’t authenticated the requester properly, or have
issued subbordinate CA certificates to organisations that misissued certificates. And one of the
main problematic aspects of the Web PKI is that any CA is allowed to issue certificats for any
DNS name. [239] [286].
As discussed in the STRINT Workshop, governmental intelligence services may also try to
undermine the transport encryption to benefit from the ability to mount man-in-the-middle-
attacks. One incident was reported 2013 when security engineers in Google found an interme-
diate certificate that could be traced back to the french «Agence nationale de la sÃľcuritÃľ des
systÃĺmes d’information (ANSSI)». ANSSI reported that the intermediate CA certificate was
used in a commercial device, on a private network, to inspect encrypted traffic with the knowl-
edge of the users on that network[148]. But it could also have been used for more. In March
2015, Google became aware that CNNIC, which had a root certificate in all major browsers,
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issued an intermediate certificate for several Google domains[149]. Google subsequently banned
the CNNIC certificate from its list of accepted root CAs. Mozilla followed soon thereafter[193].
Certificate misissuance incidents such as these are likely to continue but are also increasingly
likely to be detected thanks to the deployment of technologies such as Certificate Transparency.
[151] 3 Certificate transparency is of course not the only approach to detecting such mis-issuance,
nor to mitigating the damage that ensues, public-key-pinning and DANE (both described below)
are also relevant here.
DANE
A key challenge for the TLS protocol remains the trust chain. With the advent SSL/TLS in
important eServices like online-banking and online shops, the key chain was done with X.509v3
certificates via a system of Certification authorities (CAs). The system with the CAs was overall
rather successful as people actually do use the Web for higher value online services via TLS/SSL.
But the certification system has two central challenges. The success of Phishing attacks showed
how poorly designed the trust relation between users and services was, usability wise. Digging
deeper on known and unknown certificates reveals raw X.509v3 certificates that are only useful
for X.509v3 experts and even those are sometimes lost. Thus, nobody ever questioned bogus
CA certificates and if the alarm of the browser shows an unknown certificate, people just click
it away[277] or stop browsing.
W3C tried to augment the usability by issuing a Recommendation called Web Security Con-
text: User Interface Guidelines[229]. Already in 2010 it said: «Public key certificates (see
[PKIX]) are widely used in TLS [SSLv3] [TLSv11] [TLSv12], but have been the basis for the
generation of many inappropriate warnings and other dialogs for users.» Has it changed? Yes, a
little bit, because the «Identity and Trust Anchor Signaling defined by the Web Security Con-
text: User Interface Guidelines[229] found wide deployment in browsers but many sites still don’t
use the possibility to show their brand name in the navigation bar.
Reading the certificate used for the STRINT Workshop[80] the following technical assertions
are made in the certificate:
• Some entity Gandi asserts that www.w3.org is the www.w3.org that has their certificate
• the connection is using TLS 1.2, encrypted with AES 256 CBC, using SHA1 for message
authentication and ECDHE RSA for the key exchange But, how secure is TLS 1.2, en-
crypted with AES 256 CBC, using SHA1 for message authentication and ECDHE_RSA
for the key exchange, compared to the state of art?
And the legal or social questions of interest are:
• Who is Gandi, where are they and what do they do?
• Are they asserting the identity of an entity and which identity are they asserting corre-
sponds to what?
• Who is www.w3.org, what legal entity is behind www.w3.org and how can I reach them in
case of problems
This means, the really important messages for the generation of trust by the user are not
really transported or displayed to the user, even if that user examines all of the detail of a public
key certificae (which essentially none do). In comparison, the domain name system (DNS) offers
much more relevant information since it is the relevant DNS name (together with the URI scheme
and port number) that forms the Web origin [18] on all all other Web security properties are
based.
3RFC6962 is an experimental RFC that is now being standardised within the IETF “trans” working group -
http://tools.ietf.org/wg/trans
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The DNS-Based Authentication of Named Entities (DANE) provides a way to directly bind
the pubilc keys required for TLS with this DNS information, by storing those keys in the DNS
itself.
DANE however relies on DNSSEC to ensure the security of this binding and DNSSEC has
some key potential advantages over the CA model. First, and most importantly, DNSSEC
directly ties the keys to the Domain Name System and is thus much closer to the trust model
of the Web. So the keys associated with a domain name can only be signed by a key associated
with the parent of that domain name; for example, the keys for "example.com" can only be
signed by the keys for "com", and the keys for "com" can only be signed by the DNS root. This
prevents an untrustworthy signer from compromising anyone’s keys except those in their own
subdomains. This also integrates better into the Internet protocols than the CA system with its
arbitrary identifying strings.
Secondly, signed keys for any domain can be made accessible online through a straightforward
query using the standard DNS protocol, so there is no problem distributing the signed keys.
Given these significant advantages, one would in theory immediately jump on DANE as the
new support for TLS. This hasn’t (yet) happened. First, there are CAs that have mis-issued
certificates, but most have not. Large players in the field work well with the CA system as the
marginal cost for them is much lower if one takes into account that IBM needs one certificate
while the bakery around the corner needs one certificate too. As the larger players have higher
impact on the implementation decisions, the interest in DANE remained low. There is a lagging
browser implementation and small players are only starting to realize the benefits of DANE for
them.
But the main problem for DANE is the currently miniscule deployment of DNSSEC. Deploy-
ment of DNSSEC has to be large enough for the networking effects to kick in. One significnat
inhibitor is the functionality provided by badly engineered DNS middle boxes in the network,
often in a non-patched DSL modem. This is perhaps the main reason why browsers have not
adopted DANE - at present it would be less reliable for them. (There are also concerns about
the overheads of DNSSEC and how those might impact on rendering performance.)
And DANE also requires the DNS registries to improve their technical support for DNSSEC,
their verification mechanisms and business processes to accommodate the higher value attached
to a DNS entry that is now also used for trust purposes. The community has so far not fully
understood and documented the issues around a full DANE deployment.
In the medium to longer term, if DNSSEC deployment gains traction, then one could con-
fidently expect DANE deployment to follow very quickly and with very similar coverage as
DNSSEC. However, without widespread DNSSEC deployment, DANE will not succeed in sig-
nificantly displacing nor enhancing the X.509-based Web PKI.
Key Pinning
Above, we described some of the problems with the Web PKI system in TLS, namely that any
CA that chains up to a root in a browser can issue a public key certificate for any name. If this
rogue CA is trusted by the user agent, a web page can appear “trusted” despite the fact that
it comes from some attacker. In addition to DANE, key pinning [73] is another remedy against
this vulnerability.
Key pinning uses a HTTP header that allows a web site to instruct user agents to remember
or «pin» the host’s (or a CA’s) cryptographic key material over a period of time[72]. Key pinning
is a trust-on-first-use (TOFU) mechanism. At first visit, the user agent follows the normal TLS
cryptographic identity validation. Thus the user agent will not be able to prevent a man-in-
the-middle-attack at the first connection to the server. This first request thus suffers from all
the vulnerabilities indicated in subsection 2.1.4. But on further requests, key pinning provides
significant value by allowing host operators to limit the number of certification authorities than
can vouch for the host’s identity, and allows user agents to detect in-process man-in-the-middle
attacks after the initial communication.
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The risk is though, that the web site operator can lose control over their own identity certifica-
tion provided by their private key. An attacker using a bogus certificate for a man-in-the-middle
attack could inject on first request their own pinned private key in the PKP header into the
HTTP stream, and pin the user agent to its own keys. To avoid post facto detection, the at-
tacker would have to be in a position to intercept all future requests to the host from that user
agent. So if the operator had pinned only the key of the host’s end entity certificate, the operator
would not be able to serve their web site or application in a way that user agents would trust
for the duration of their pin’s max-age.
Key pinning has several issues, notably to act like a «super cookie» that allows to track the
user. As key pinning also has the inherent ability to accidentally “brick” one’s web site (if one
gets the pins values wrong), there are also operational concerns with the scheme.
HSTS
HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS) [110] is yet another web security mechanism aiming
to address the failing in the Web PKI. In this case, the threat is so-called “SSL strippng” and
the mitigation is for a web site to indicate, again via an HTTP header field, that it ought only
be accessed for resources accessed using https-URI schemed requests. In other words HSTS
provides a way for a site to declare that it ought only ever be accessed over TLS.
TLS Best Current Practices
As the original definitions for many of the protocols using TLS, including HTTP, are of the order
of a decade old, many of their specifications do not reflect the expericence gained in recent years
in dealing with TLS vulnerabilities, nor do they use the most up-to-date cryptographic options.
The IETF’s Using TLS with Applications (UTA)4 is developing modern recommendations for
use of TLS that address these issues. The main specification for that is an Internet-Draft [244]
that at the time of publication is just about to become RFC 7525. It is expected that browsers
and web servers will over time adopt these improved recommendations.
TLS 1.3
Finally, the IETF’s TLS working group 5 are also in the process of developing a new and fairly
significantly different version of TLS, TLS 1.3. This work is expected to be mostly complete
within calendar 2015 and, based on recent history, we expect adoption to proceed much more
quickly than the curve seen for TLS1.2. (At the time TLS1.2 was finalised, there was not
much perception of urgency for deployment of new TLS versions. That position seems to have
changed.)
2.1.5 X-Frame-Options
In Section 9.3 of the STREWS deliverable D1.1, the Web-platform security guide[59], contains a
full description of the issue of clickjacking. A clickjacking attack, also known as a UI redressing,
attack, in one form redresses or «redecorates» a target application so that the user believes he is
interacting with a (typically, non-sensitive) part of the application, but actually tricking the user
into clicking on a specific location that actually activates some other (more sensitive) function,
with the result that the click is actually sent to the target application to perform the more
sensitive operation. Many forms of UI redressing are possible, from transparent overlays to very
precise positioning of elements, or even fake cursors stealing the user’s attention. The result of
the attack is a legitimate click on an element of the target application although not the one that
the user thought he had clicked, potentially approving security-sensitive actions.
4https://tools.ietf.org/wg/uta/charters
5https://tools.ietf.org/wg/tls/charters
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One of the possible mitigations is to use of the X-Frame-Header. [35]. RFC7034[230] provides
informational documentation about the current use and definition of the X-Frame-Options HTTP
header field. The X-Frame-Options HTTP header field indicates a policy that specifies whether
the browser should render the transmitted resource within a <frame> or an <iframe>. Servers
can declare this policy in the header of their HTTP responses to prevent clickjacking attacks,
which ensures that their content is not embedded into other pages or frames. Braun et al.[35]
claim that the X-Frame-Option can also be utilised to mount a first defence against Cross-Site
Scripting (XSS) and Cross-Origin Leaks as it allows the site to control iframes and framing in
general and reduce it to the desired sources. This is certainly a way for a site to have more
control over the execution context.
2.1.6 HTTP Origin Based Authentication - HOBA
All security experts in this world agree: Passwords are bad. But how to replace them. One
idea is HTTP Origin Based authentication (HOBA)6 now specified in RFC7486.[76] Current
username/password authentication methods such as HTTP Basic, HTTP Digest, and web forms
have been in use for many years but are susceptible to theft of server-side password databases.
Instead of passwords, HOBA uses digital signatures in a challenge-response scheme as its au-
thentication mechanism. HOBA also adds useful features such as credential management and
session logout. In HOBA, the client creates a new public-private key pair for each host 7 to which
it authenticates. These keys are used in HOBA for HTTP clients to authenticate themselves to
servers in the HTTP protocol or in a JavaScript authentication program.
HOBA session management is identical to username/password session management, with a
server-side session management tool or script inserting a session cookie – according to RFC6265[17]–
into the output to the browser. Use of Transport Layer Security (TLS) for the HTTP session is
still necessary to prevent session cookie hijacking.
HOBA keys are «bare keys», so there is no need for the semantic overhead of X.509 public
key certificates, particularly with respect to naming and trust anchors. The Client Public Key
(CPK) structures in HOBA do not have any publicly visible identifier for the user who possesses
the corresponding private key, nor the web origin with which the client is using the CPK.
HOBA has the potential to make Web authentication a bit more secure. But its main
challenge will be in achieving widespread deployment, as today web browser developers do not
see the need to support such a mechanism, preferring to continue with forms-based authentication
linked in to federated (and ultimately password based) login systems. HOBA may also have a
niche as a 2nd factor authenticaiton scheme in some cases.
2.1.7 HTTP/2
The transport layer of the Web uses HTTP, the hypertext transport protocol most prominently
laid down initially in RFC2616[81] and now obsoleted by RFC7230[83]. There are two devel-
opments noteworthy here. First HTTP/2 tries to be more efficient for high volume websites.
And secondly, the question of encryption by default was discussed in the HTTP Working Group.
Finally, the Group settled with a solution that has two specifications: The Hypertext Transfer
Protocol version 2[25] and Opportunistic Security for HTTP[206].
With so called «http-streams», HTTP/2 introduces a new paradigm. A stream can be used
to have an exclusive connection to a node. That node is then funnelling all needed objects from
all different sources of a web page via the node into the exclusive connection to the client. This
is especially useful when on a low bandwidth connection or on a device with lower computing
power. A client can rely on a node that has much higher bandwidth. This node assembles all
the sources for a certain page and streams the complete information into an exclusive channel
with the mobile browser.
6See https://hoba.ie for an example implementation
7"web origin" RFC6454[18]
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Figure 2.1: Schema of HTTP2 streaming, by Ilya Grigorik[91]
Each stream can be given an explicit dependency on another stream. A stream that depends
on another stream is a dependent stream. When assigning a dependency on another stream, the
stream is added as a new dependency of the parent stream.
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The combination of HTTP/2 exclusive streaming and encryption could be a mildly effective
means against pervasive monitoring. HTTP/2 can either use TLS (see below) or the new op-
portunistic encryption specified in draft-ietf-httpbis-http2-encryption-01[206] The ISP only sees
that the browser communicates with a certain node. Only the node knows which subelements
are fetched and delivered. The ISP can’t use deep packet inspection to determine the content of
the stream coming to the user. On the other hand, if the node itself is tapped, the eavesdropper
can acquire more information on the dependency between streams and has a single point for
manipulations. It becomes legally interesting if the user is in one country and the node used for
the exclusive stream is in another country. In this case, lawful interception becomes a challenge.
It is worth noting that the new emphasis on opportunistic encryption is a reaction to
RFC7258[77] considering pervasive monitoring an attack. It was also one of the solutions re-
tained by the STRINT Workshop, co-organized by the STREWS project[80]. But the STRINT
Workshop also showed that we do not know yet enough about the vulnerabilities of opportunistic
encryption and how to create the necessary half way encryption that allows legitimate lawful
interception and prevents pervasive monitoring. A combination with the approach of DANE
below is likely, but in its infancy.
2.2 Security improvements on the Open Web Platform
Security is also high up on the agenda in W3C. There is no formal requirement for security
considerations in every specification. The Web has never been a place where the cathedral-
approach had high recognition. Thus there is no master plan for security on the Web. Like
the IETF8, W3C has various Groups working on tools that may be used when implementing a
service on the web. But traditionally, the activities around security in W3C have been smaller
than those in the IETF.
The main Groups active in the area are the Web Cryptography Working Group (WebCrypto),
the Web Application Security Working Group (WebAppSec), the Web Security Interest Group
(SecurityIG) and the Technical Architecture Working Group (TAG).
8see section 2.1.7
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2.2.1 TAG-Finding: Securing the Web
The STRINT Workshop[80] not only had repercussions in the IETF and in RFC7258[77], but
the IAB Statement from November 2014[30] and the Montevideo Statement[9] of the I* (I-Star)
Organisations9 also had repercussions into the highest levels of W3C. In the Montevideo State-
ment the associated organisations re-asserted the benefits of the multistakehoder model. The
Montevideo Statement is a high level commitment of all organisations responsible for coordina-
tion of the Internet technical infrastructure globally to address the security issues created by
the fact that the current Internet infrastructure is to easy to wire tap by all kinds of malicious
actors, including governments. The relevant statement is:
They (the I* Organisations) reinforced the importance of globally coherent Internet
operations, and warned against Internet fragmentation at a national level. They
expressed strong concern over the undermining of the trust and confidence of Internet
users globally due to recent revelations of pervasive monitoring and surveillance.
On 22 January 2015, theW3C Technical Architecture Group (TAG) issued a TAG Finding[208]
entitled: «Securing the Web.» This TAG Finding can be seen as a part of W3C’s commitment
to the I* Statement. The TAG insists that the Web needs trustworthiness more than ever as the
lack of trust is seen as an inhibitor of the further development of the Web:«Important properties
of authentication, integrity and increased confidentiality are currently best provided on the Web
by Transport Layer Security (TLS)[63]. For the HTTP protocol, this means using "https://"
URLs[83].»
The TAG concluded that as much traffic as possible should transition to the TLS/HTTPS
protocol. The TAG then identified issues and mitigation techniques when transitioning to and
using encryption:
• Evaluating ‘Powerful’ Features Many new Web platform features offer increased capabil-
ities, access to data and richer functionality. Some of these ‘powerful’ features also have
significant security and privacy implications, and Working Groups should consider whether
they ought only be used over an encrypted connection. The Web Applications Security
Working Group (WebAppSec) has begun work on powerful-features[279] to document best
practices in this area.
• Controlling Scheme-dependent Behaviors Existing specifications that change behavior based
upon the URL scheme (‘http://’ vs. ‘https://’) should be examined to see if these differ-
ences can either be eliminated or controlled by authors, provided that there is no loss of
security or surprising changes in behavior. For example, the referrer-policy specification[71]
is offering more control over the Referrer HTTP header, as part of CSP2[280].
9I* is a roundtable of the following organisations:
• African Network Information Center (AFRINIC)
• American Registry for Internet Numbers (ARIN)
• Asia-Pacific Network Information Centre (APNIC)
• Internet Architecture Board (IAB)
• Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN)
• Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
• Internet Society (ISOC)
• Latin America and Caribbean Internet Addresses Registry (LACNIC)
• Réseaux IP Européens Network Coordination Centre (RIPE NCC)
• World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)
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• Managing Changing Links Updating sites from ‘http://’ to ‘https://’ necessitates changing
links to resources, which is counter to the good practice of ‘avoiding URI aliases’10. To mit-
igate such changes, Working Groups (in particular, those dealing with Linked Data) should
consider how redirects (like 301 Moved Permanently) and Strict Transport Security[222]
can be used to assert that a ‘http://’ origin has been replaced by an ‘https://’ one.
• Transitioning Mashups When transitioning from ‘http://’ to ‘https://’, applications that
depend upon third-party resources (‘mashups’) that have not yet changed to ‘https://’
themselves can experience difficulties, because of the Mixed Content policy[278].
• Facilitating Shared Caching Adopting ‘https://’ has the side effect of disallowing shared
HTTP caching[82]. Shared caching has a limited role on the Web today; many high traffic
sites either discourage caching with metadata, or disallow it by already using ‘https://’.
However, shared caching is still considered desirable by some (e.g., in limited networks);
in some cases, it might be so desirable that networks require users to accept TLS Man-in-
the-Middle – which is a bad outcome for Web security overall. The TAG encourages the
exploration of alternative mechanisms that preserve security more robustly, such as certain
uses of Subresource Integrity[33].
• Browser Policy Extension APIs Similarly, adopting ‘https://’ makes the practice of impos-
ing policy in intermediaries (e.g., in schools and workplaces, by parents, in prisons) more
difficult. While TLS Man-in-the-Middle is one solution to this, it is a blunt one, sacrificing
substantial security when they are used. Therefore, the TAG encourages development of
facilities to enable imposition of policy – when it is necessary – in a more controlled way,
e.g., as new APIs for Web browser extensions.
• Documentation of Best Practices Changing to ‘https://’ is often difficult, for a variety of
reasons. The TAG encourages development of documentation to aid Web content creators,
administrators and implementers in this process. In particular, since W3C has expertise
in the implications upon content creators, the W3C documentation should focus on this
audience.
• User Experience of Security Educating and interacting with users regarding security is
notoriously difficult. Even so, the TAG encourages the implementer community to contin-
uously challenge their assumptions in this space; for example, there is currently a discussion
changing how ‘http://’ URLs are presented so that they are marked insecure, or even de-
faulting to ‘https://’ when a URL reference without a scheme is input. Where appropriate,
the TAG also encourages these discussions to take place in W3C fora.
Many of the suggested improvements will be explored in more detail in the following sections.
It has to be noted that the TAG is addressing some rather difficult areas of security that are in
urgent need of research. This is certainly the old question of middle boxes that is also haunting
the IETF and reappears here in the form of the issue of imposing policy in intermediaries.
But there is also a new approach of the TAG towards the user interface. So far, browsers and
most of the user facing technology components of the Web had the same model: While being
as interoperable as possible into the system and the data exchanges, the user interface was a
heavily guarded spaces for competition between the stakeholders and economic actors. But in
case of security and privacy, the blind spot concerning user interfaces in web standardisation
has shown its limits. On the other hand it is obvious that a standardisation in the area of user
interfaces for security and privacy must be very prudent and leave as much space as possible
for competition. Securing the Web[208] is not meant to be exhaustive by the TAG. There is
WebAppSec, but there are also other new ways explored to improve the Security on the Open
Web Platform.
10as expressed in the TAG Finding Architecture of the World Wide Web, Volume One[121]
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2.2.2 Server Driven Policies
A confirmed trend in Web security technology is revolving around server driven browser enforce-
ment. This is done via some policy document containing rules that is pushed towards the client
as a part of a web application. The client is then responsible to enforce the policy correctly. On
the protocol layer, X-Frame-Options, HSTS and Key pinning11 were already described. On the
Web layer, there is additional room for higher level policies.
Content Security Policy
JavaScript injection actively circumvents all protective isolation measures which are provided
by the same-origin policy, and empowers the adversary to conduct a wide range of potential
attacks, ranging from session hijacking, over stealing of sensitive data and passwords, up to the
creation of self-propagating JavaScript worms.12. One attempt to mitigate those vulnerabilities
are Content Security Policy (CSP). With a CSP a web application can set a policy that specifies
the characteristics of JavaScript code which is allowed to be executed. CSP policies are added
to a web document through an HTTP header or a meta-tag. More specifically, a CSP policy
includes capabilities to:
1. Disallow the mixing of HTML mark-up and JavaScript syntax in a single document (i.e.,
forbidding inline JavaScript, such as event handlers in element attributes).
2. Prevent the runtime transformation of string-data into executable JavaScript via functions
such as eval().
3. Provide a list of web hosts, from which script code can be retrieved.
The Web Application Security Working Group started by specifying CSP 1.0[249]. But in
2015, the Group decided to abandon[250] work on CSP level 1 that was superseded by CSP
level 2[281]. Level 2 makes breaking changes from Level 1, but also adds a number of rules to
be used in a CSP. The goal of this specification is to reduce attack surface by specifying overall
rules for what content may or may not do, thus preventing violation of security assumptions by
attackers who are able to partially manipulate that content. CSP level 2 is actually in Candidate
Recommendation, which means that W3C calls for implementation of the specification. The
Working Group nevertheless things about an extension to CSP called CSP «Next».
There are also plans to work on a complement to CSP that will allow authors to instruct
user agents to remember (‘pin’) and enforce a Content Security Policy for a set of hosts for a
period of time. This is similar to key pinning 13 and extends this successful concept to CSPs.
This confirms the assumption that the potential of Content Security Policies is far from being
fully exploited and that further work in this area is needed. It is thus interesting from a research
perspective whether CSPs can have adverse effects like confirming monopolies of big players or
excluding certain competitors. What does it mean to abuse a CSP?
User Interface Security Directives for Content Security Policy
CSPs can also be used to mitigate User Interface (UI) Redressing. An author has to restrict
the behaviour of a web application, e.g. the origins where it can load its resources from or
the ways it can execute scripts. The User Interface Security Directives for Content Security
Policy[173] defines directives to restrict the presentation or the interactivity of a resource when
its interaction with the user may be happening in an ambiguous or deceitful context due to the
spatial and/or temporal contiguity with other content displayed by the user agent14. The User
11See sections 2.1.5, 2.1.4 and 2.1.4
12See later section 5.1.3
13see section 2.1.4
14for a full explanation of the clickjacking attack, also known as a UI redressing can be found in section 9.3 of
D1.1, the Web-platform security guide: Security assessment of the Web ecosystem[59]
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Interface Security Directives for Content Security Policy is thus an implementation cookbook for
the CSPs in the context of web applications. This shows nicely that the current standardisation
work is at a level of abstraction that addresses advanced developers and less the average SME
using the Open Web Platform. Further action will be needed to translate not only the UI aspects
of the new security toolbox into guidelines that are readable and usable for the breadth of the
Web community.
Further work along the same lines is planned around Entry Point Regulation for Web Appli-
cations. This specification will define means to allow web applications to designate their entry
points via a combination of headers and a policy manifest. User agents will be forced to re-
strict external navigations and other information flows into the application based on this policy
to reduce the application’s attack surface against Cross-Site Scripting and Cross Site Request
Forgery. But Entry Point Regulation itself has some caveats as it allows the site to control
deep links, bookmarks and similar features. Deep linking itself was already subject to several
court decisions and is socially highly controversial. Thus Entry Point Regulation can be rather
considered a dual use tool.
The user interface to security remains by far the most difficult issue to tackle. The W3C
Workshop on Privacy and UserâĂŞCentric Controls[2] has shown that issues related to imple-
menting and achieving adoption related to privacy and security may be similar to those for
accessibility and internationalization. The latter are seen as a constant challenge and review-
point for all specifications. The Workshop has raised the right questions, but wasn’t able to
come up with agreed answers despite the number of high quality contributions. It has been
noted earlier already that the user interface is where browsers compete. So agreement in this
area is very difficult as it faces to constant challenge not to overstep the line where space is
reserved for competition between the actors.
Powerful features
The Web Application Working Group is now chartered to work on the issue of so called «powerful
features». The charter itself calls it «Upgrade Insecure Requests». The chartering was contro-
versial as it cuts across several Working Groups and Standardisation Organisations. The idea
was then relabelled «Privileged Contexts»[282].
The specification provides guidelines for user agent implementors and specification authors
for implementing features whose properties dictate that they be exposed to the web only within
a trustworthy environment. This means mainly that security requirements are applied tightly
and that encryption is used pervasively. It is interesting to see that the specification starts by
defining use cases that the authors feel need a privileged context of execution. Features are
considered powerful enough to restrict when it fits into one or more of the following categories:
1. The feature provides access to sensitive data (personally-identifying information, creden-
tials, payment instruments, and so on)
2. The feature provides access to sensor data on a user’s device (camera, microphone, and GPS
being particularly noteworthy, but certainly including less obviously dangerous sensors like
the accelerometer)
3. The feature provides access to or information about other devices a user has access to.
4. The feature exposes temporary or persistent identifiers, including identifiers which reset
themselves after some period of time (e.g. session storage), identifiers the user can manually
reset
5. The feature introduces some state for an origin which persists across browsing sessions.
6. The feature manipulates a user agent’s native UI in some way which removes, obscures, or
manipulates details relevant to a user’s understanding of her context.
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7. The feature introduces some functionality for which user permission will be required.
This rather broad list is considered non-exhaustive and reveals a certain opinion of the au-
thors that privileges of the average web application should be evaluated in more depth. The
specification still lacks maturity. With the broad definition of «privileged context», applying the
necessary measures to said privileged context becomes more Important. The first thing to do
is to apply transport encryption. Citing RFC7258[77] closes the loop to all other attempts to
increase the amount of traffic encryption on the Web. But the guidelines go beyond a mere rec-
ommendation for more encryption. A past debate about the geolocation API carries fruit as the
authors of the specification suggest to only allow the execution of the getCurrentPosition()[220]
command in a privileged context, meaning a requirement for TLS transportation.
A further test is whether an origin is trustworthy. This first of all makes the local re-
sources Potentially Trustworthy, namely localhost and local files. Potentially Trustworthy are
also authenticated resources, which could cover TLS and also things like DANE15. When a spec-
ification allows user agents to extend this trust to other, vendor-specific URL schemes like ‘app:’
or chrome-extensions, it is opening multiple paths to abuse not by the attacker of the assumed
threat model, but by the vendors themselves. This is also an opener for potentially big loopholes.
But there is so far very little experience with setting a privileged context for a web application
and further research in this area would be a good investment: What are the features that need
to be reduced? What are the security features required for certain use cases? The Directive
2002/58EC[44] in its current version as amended by the Directive 2009/136EC[45] required the
presence of an indicator in the UI of a device if the geolocation feature of that device is active.
There are certainly more requirements where applications need a privileged context. Guidelines
based on use cases will help tremendously to make the Web a more secure place. ENISA has
already provided extensive guidelines in its «Threat Landscape and Good Practice Guide for
Internet Infrastructure»[154]. It would be a good idea to translate the insights from those re-
ports into a more technical specification that helps guide implementers of web applications to
the right level of security. This is also what the ENISA report suggests in its recommendation 4.
2.2.3 Mashing up from various resources
Subresource Integrity
The Web has gained part of its exponential growth from the fact that people share many things.
This accelerates greatly the development cycles. Because of the distributed nature of the Web
and its architecture, services can be delivered and merged into the Web presence. The most
prominent example is the business engine of the Web: Advertisement. Specialised companies
provide scripts to a, e.g., a newspaper web site. This script then loads resources into the page
that is constructed at runtime by the browser. But those so called mashups go far beyond
the trivial example above. As the Web moves forward and becomes an application platform,
not only text and images are merged on the fly to construct a page. Paradigms well known
in computer science appear. Node.js is one of the most prominent JavaScript libraries and
is widely used. A web application then uses functionality provided by the library in its own
application code. On the Web, this does not mean to provide one’s own copy of the library.
Mostly, those libraries are dynamically integrated from the original source. This takes the
form of «<script src="http://example.org/include.js"></script>». Once an attacker has access
to include.js on example.org or can manipulate the script in transition, the attacker can inject
malicious capabilities into the library. This hidden capabilities allow the attacker to subsequently
gain full control over the web application and all its assets. As the script is used by many
applications and web sites, this has the potential for a tidal wave of infections. A 2011 survey of
800 businesses revealed that 87% are using Google analytics for online measurement[42]. Google
analytics is mainly a JavaScript library that is integrated into the web site one wants to measure.
15see section 2.1.4
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If attackers would be able to inject malicious code into google-analytics.js they could gain access
to 87% of the hosts on the Web. Is there a way to secure those shared libraries? For the moment,
the only way to mitigate a possible attack somewhat is to use TLS when integrating those scripts
into one’s own web application. It is further recommended to also use HSTS and key pinning16.
The Web Application Security Working Group started work on this issue. The idea is to
not only authenticate the server as TLS does, but also the content. An author of a web appli-
cation should be able to pin the content, ensuring that an exact representation of a resource,
and only that representation, loads and executes. A specification on how to achieve this is cur-
rently under development. It is called «Subresource Integrity»[34]. The specification creates a
validation scheme, extending several HTML elements with an integrity attribute that contains
a cryptographic hash of the representation of the resource the author expects to load. The
browser would then be able use the transported hash, remember it and alarm the user or the
CSP reporting URI of a potential mismatch once the cryptographic function was executed. As
for key pinning, this reduces the attacking surface to the first download of the content as later
downloads can be compared to the pinned hash of the loaded application script. An obvious
relation to the work of the Web Cryptography Working Group17 unfortunately is only there on
the level of the implementers. A further harmonisation of functionalities and their re-use seems
desirable. Research will have to further explore the use of trust chains like trusted computing
on the Open Web Platform. This also includes the use of hardware tokens to secure certain high
value application environments.
Suborigin Namespaces
The Web Security Guide D1.1[59] explained the concept of same origin protections in section
3.1.3. The Web Origin Concept is laid down in RFC6454[18], reminding us that many web-
related technologies have converged towards this common security model. In principle, user
agents could treat every URI as a separate protection domain and require explicit consent for
content retrieved from one URI to interact with another URI. Unfortunately, this design is
cumbersome for developers because web applications often consist of a number of resources
acting in concert. Instead, user agents group URIs together into protection domains called
«origins». The origin is computed using an algorithm described in section 4 of RFC6454[18]
that creates a triple of «(uri-scheme, uri-host, uri-port)».
In a mashup scenario where authors want to use scripts downloaded from the Web, those
scripts would have a different origin than the rest of the web-site. To give authors flexibility,
the suborigin namespaces work will allow authors to create applications that place themselves
into a given namespace defined by the origin triple. The hope is to allow for easier development
of modular applications and support privilege separation. This is certainly a helpful component
with respect to the JavaScript sandboxing suggested in this document18. The work on suborigin
namespaces is in its infancy and will benefit from feedback from the project contained in this
report.
Confinement with Origin Web Labels
On a longer time scale, mashups need to be controlled in a more fine grained way. In a mashup,
a web application may want to specify privacy and integrity policies on data. Currently this is
imagined to be done by origin labels. This way browsing contexts can be confined according to
the labels and policies set. This allows web applications to share data with less trusted code
and impose restrictions on how the code can further share the data involved. This comes very
close to the sandboxing suggestion given later in this document19, but is mainly still a basic
16see section 2.1.4 and 2.1.4
17see below section 2.2.4
18See section 4
19see Section 4
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idea without written content available. STREWS is funnelling the research results into to Web
Application Working Group to help develop this further.
2.2.4 Javascript APIs
As the Web moves from the world’s library to the world’s application platform, access for pro-
grammers to features of devices or services is provided by Application Programming Interfaces
(API). For APIs to work, they have to be known and interoperable. There are proprietary APIs
to interface with some commercial software, but most of the APIs are described in specifications
from standardisation organisations. The Open Web Platform is based on many of those APIs.
Many of them are still under active development. To assess the Web Security Architecture
toolbox, selected APIs are presented as they expose security features.
Credential Management API
In Section 2.1.6 it was already mentioned that weak passwords are one of the most used vul-
nerabilities on the Web. There are several approaches to create wallets. Today, all browsers
have their own wallet format. A web application can currently not access those to help with
the management of user credentials or identity providers. The API is also supposed to provide
mechanisms for for use and lifecycle management of these common credential types. It remains
to be seen how well this API will integrate into existing schemes and how much schemes will be
able to cater to the new API.
Web Cryptography API
The Web Cryptography API defines a low-level interface to interacting with cryptographic key
material that is managed or exposed by user agents. The API itself is agnostic of the underlying
implementation of key storage, but provides a common set of interfaces that allow rich web
applications to perform operations such as signature generation and verification, hashing and
verification, encryption and decryption, without requiring access to the raw keying material.[246]
The Web Cryptography API was developed with 7 use cases in mind. Those were:
Multi-factor Authentication A web application may wish to extend or replace existing
username/password based authentication schemes with authentication methods based on proving
that the user has access to some secret keying material. Rather than using transport-layer
authentication, such as TLS client certificates, the web application may wish to provide a rich
user experience by providing authentication within the application itself.
Using the Web Cryptography API, such an application could locate suitable client keys,
which may have been previously generated via the user agent or pre-provisioned out-of-band
by the web application. It could then perform cryptographic operations such as decrypting an
authentication challenge followed by signing an authentication response.
The authentication data could be further enhanced by binding the authentication to the
TLS session that the client is authenticating over, by deriving a key based on properties of the
underlying transport.
If a user did not already have a key associated with their account, the web application could
direct the user agent to either generate a new key or to re-use an existing key of the user’s
choosing.
Protected Document Exchange When exchanging documents that may contain sensitive
or personal information, a web application may wish to ensure that only certain users can view
the documents, even after they have been securely received, such as over TLS. One way that a
web application can do so is by encrypting the documents with a secret key, and then wrapping
that key with the public keys associated with authorized users.
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When a user agent navigates to such a web application, the application may send the en-
crypted form of the document. The user agent is then instructed to unwrap the encryption key,
using the user’s private key, and from there, decrypt and display the document.
Cloud Storage When storing data with remote service providers, users may wish to protect
the confidentiality of their documents and data prior to uploading them. The Web Cryptography
API allows an application to have a user select a private or secret key, to either derive encryption
keys from the selected key or to directly encrypt documents using this key, and then to upload
the transformed/encrypted data to the service provider using existing APIs.
This use case is similar to the Protected Document Exchange use case because Cloud Storage
can be considered as a user exchanging protected data with himself in the future.
Document Signing A web application may wish to accept electronic signatures on documents,
in lieu of requiring physical signatures. An authorized signature may use a key that was pre-
provisioned out-of-band by the web application, or it may be using a key that the client generated
specifically for the web application.
The web application must be able to locate any appropriate keys for signatures, then direct
the user to perform a signing operation over some data, as proof that they accept the document.
Data Integrity Protection When caching data locally, an application may wish to ensure
that this data cannot be modified in an oﬄine attack. In such a case, the server may sign
the data that it intends the client to cache, with a private key held by the server. The web
application that subsequently uses this cached data may contain a public key that enables it to
validate that the cache contents have not been modified by anyone else.
Secure Messaging In addition to a number of web applications already offering chat based
services, the rise of WebSockets and RTCWEB allows a great degree of flexibility in inter-user-
agent messaging. While TLS/DTLS may be used to protect messages to web applications, users
may wish to directly secure messages using schemes such as off-the-record (OTR) messaging.
The Web Cryptography API enables OTR, by allowing key agreement to be performed so that
the two parties can negotiate shared encryption keys and message authentication code (MAC)
keys, to allow encryption and decryption of messages, and to prevent tampering of messages
through the MACs.
Javascript Object Signing and Encryption (JOSE) A web application wishes to make
use of the structures and format of messages defined by the IETF Javascript Object Signing
and Encryption (JOSE) Working Group. The web application wishes to manipulate public keys
encoded in the JSON key format (JWK), messages that have been integrity protected using
digital signatures or MACs (JWS), or that have been encrypted (JWE).
Next steps The Workshop on Web Cryptography Next Steps[99] concluded that further work
is needed to address authentication and the integration of hardware tokens. But the current Web
Cryptography Working Group charter does not allow for the integration of hardware tokens. In
the subsequent chartering discussion, the Working Group decided against developing an API
to access security hardware elements. This is bad news for Europe, as access from the browser
and the Open Web Platform to the security features of Identity cards will be more difficult and
will require dedicated software. To achieve integration of dedicated software into a workflow on
the Web is much harder than accessing the needed functionality from within a Web application
or page. This will make eGovernment applications more difficult and burdensome. Research
is needed to assess the arguments from the browser makers and find remedies so that a secure
access to the Identity tokens for eGovernment becomes easy.
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Permissions API
This API will allow web applications to be aware of the status of a given permission, to know
whether it is granted, denied, or if the user will be asked whether the permission should be
granted. It will will not address user agent implementations of permissions, including their scope,
duration, granularity, or user interface and experience for indicating, configuring, or asking for
permissions.
Permissions and authentication are closely related. In general work in this area is not easy.
There have been many attempts to solve the permission and authentication issue for the Web.
The struggle has gone on for more than 10 years. The Permissions API is low level and only allows
a web application to access certain information about the permissions known to the browser. It
is connected with the work of the Web Cryptography Working Group and its interface to the
cryptographic trust chain in the browser as well as to hardware tokens.
While the work is currently basic, one can imagine that web applications may want to access
all kinds of access control and authentication features in the future. This high potential is
also a major burden for this work. Many people in business believe that owning the identity
management will provide them considerable competitive advantages, hence the constant battle
over those mechanisms. Currently they remain underdeveloped despite their high importance
for many areas of life on the Web.
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Secure Session Management1
3.1 Session Management in the Modern Web
Recent developments have shown a broad activity in securing the information transport and au-
thenticity of exchanges on the Web. New tools like DANE will help to determine whether a user
is talking to the right service. Once the connection is established, it is important to remember
what has been done and which options are available in a certain context. The shopping cart is
the most prominent example of such a stateful service. This is done by session management.
Session management is a crucial component in every modern web application. It links subse-
quent requests and temporary stateful information together, enabling a rich and interactive user
experience. Unfortunately, as we will show in this section, the de facto standard cookie-based
session management mechanism 2 is imperfect, which is why session management vulnerabilities
rank second in the OWASP top 10 of web application vulnerabilities [285].
3.1.1 Session Management
In the early Web, when sites only consisted of static content, the HTTP protocol already of-
fered an Authorization header [84], which could be used for authentication and authorization,
even up until this day. The most common application of the Authorization header uses Basic
authentication, where the user’s credentials, more specifically a username and password, are
base64-encoded, and included as the header value. This allows a server-side application to ex-
tract these credentials, verify them against a password file and make a decision on whether to
allow the request or not. After a successful authentication, the browser will attach the user’s
credentials to every subsequent request to this origin. Note that since the browser remembers
these credentials during the lifetime of its process, logging out of an account is only possible by
closing the browser.
As web applications became more complex, developers wanted to integrate authentication
with the application, streamlining the user experience within the same look and feel. To au-
thenticate users, they embedded an HTML form, where the user had to enter a username and a
password. By submitting the form, the username and password were sent to the server, where
they could be validated. However, since the credentials are only sent in a single request after
form submission, instead of in every subsequent request as with the Authorization header, web
applications needed a way to keep track of the user’s authentication state across requests, a
challenge with the stateless HTTP protocol.
1Parts of this chapter have been disseminated in the PhD dissertation of Philippe De Ryck [56] (December
2014), the OWASP 2013 presentation, entitled “Improving the Security of Session Management in Web Applica-
tions”, and the SAC 2015 paper [58], entitled “SecSess: Keeping your Session Tucked Away in your Browser”.
2Cookies are a standard defined by RFC 2109[146], but there is no standard on how to do session management
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A session management mechanism on top of HTTP is capable of associating multiple requests
from the same user with a server-side session state, allowing the application to store useful session
information, such as an authentication state or a shopping cart (illustrated in Figure 3.1). To
keep track of this server-side session across multiple requests, the session is assigned an identifier,
which the client needs to include in every request. Initially, this identifier was embedded in the
URI as a parameter, for example like http://example.com/index.html?SID=1234. Unfortunately,
this requires the web application to append the user’s session identifier to every URI in the page,
and repeat this action for every user. The introduction of cookies [19] addresses this problem.
Cookies are server-provided key-value pairs, stored by the client in the cookie jar and attached
to every request to the same domain. Essentially, cookies allow the server to store small pieces
of data at the client side, which will be attached to future requests. Cookies can be used for
storing simple settings, such as a language preference, or for building more complex systems,
such as session management mechanisms. Today, cookie-based session management is the de
facto standard, but many systems still allow parameter-based session management as a fallback
mechanism, for example when cookies are not supported.
Figure 3.1: An illustration of cookie-based session management on top of HTTP. Presenting the
session identifier (here 12345) to the server suffices to associate a request with the server-side
session object.
In this de facto standard session management mechanism, the session identifier has a peculiar
property, since it suffices to present the associated session identifier to the web application in
order to associate a request with a specific session. This essentially makes the session identifier
a bearer token, meaning that a request bearing the identifier is granted the privileges associated
with the session. Since the server-side session state generally stores the user’s authentication
state, these privileges are comparable to those of an authenticated user. Note that this means
that the session identifier and credentials are similar, as they both grant access to an authen-
ticated session. Credentials, however, can be used to repeatedly gain access to the application,
while the level of access granted by the session identifier is limited to the lifespan of the session.
3.1.2 Relevant Threat Models
The previous section introduced several building blocks of modern web applications, and already
hinted at several of the attacks that are possible in the current Web. In this section, we present
several threat models, often encountered in research on Web security, and in this case, relevant
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for the discussion of client-side Web security. We explain the general capabilities for each threat
model below, and provide additional details in the technical chapters, tailored towards a specific
problem domain.
Forum Poster A forum poster [21] is the weakest threat model, representing a user of an
existing web application, who does not register domains or host application content. A forum
poster uses a web application, and potentially posts active content to the application, within the
provided features. Additionally, a forum poster remains standards-compliant, and cannot create
HTTP(S) requests other than those he can trigger from his browser.
Web Attacker The web attacker [8, 21, 22, 32] is the most common threat model encoun-
tered in papers, and represents a typical attacker who is able to register domains, obtain valid
certificates for these domains, host content, use other web applications to post content to, etc.
Since none of these capabilities requires a specific attacker characteristic, such as a specific phys-
ical location, every user on the Web is able to become a web attacker. As a consequence, the
capabilities of the web attacker are considered to be the baseline for threat models in the Web,
with the forum poster as the exception to the rule.
Related-domain Attacker A related-domain attacker [32] is an extension of the web attacker,
where the attacker is able to host content in a related domain of the target application. By
hosting content in such a related domain, the attacker is able to abuse certain Web features,
which are bound to the parent domain. A common case of a related-domain attacker is when
the attacker is able to host content on a sibling or child domain of the target application, for
example for the web sites of different departments within a company.
Related-path Attacker A related-path attacker is another extension of the web attacker, and
represents an attacker that hosts an application on a different path than the target application,
but within the same origin. This scenario occurs for example within the web hosting of Internet
Service Providers (ISPs), which often offer each of their clients a web space under a specific path,
all within the same origin. Academic papers aptly describe this attacker [119] and its conflicts
with the Web’s security model, albeit without giving it an explicit name.
Passive Network Attacker A passive network attacker [120] is considered to be an attacker
who is able to passively eavesdrop on network traffic, but cannot manipulate or spoof traffic.
A passive network attacker is expected to learn all unencrypted information. Additionally, a
passive network attacker can also act as a web attacker, for which no specific requirements are
needed. Depending on the system under attack, the passive network attacker may require a
specific physical location to eavesdrop on the network traffic. One common example of a passive
network attack is an attacker eavesdropping on unprotected wireless communications, which are
ubiquitous thanks to publicly accessible wifi networks and freely available hotspots.
In 2013, whistleblower Edward Snowden [263] revealed that intelligence services across the
globe have powerful traffic monitoring capabilities. These pervasive monitoring capabilities
are essentially passive network attacks, albeit on a very large scale compared to the traditional
passive network attacker. In response to the Snowden revelations, the IETF has drawn up a best
practice, stating that specifications should account for pervasive monitoring as an attack [75].
Active Network Attacker An active network attacker [8, 21, 120] is considered to be capable
of launching active attacks on a network, for example by controlling a DNS server, spoofing
network frames, offering a rogue access point, etc. An active network attacker has the ability to
read, control, inject and block the contents of all unencrypted network traffic. An active network
attacker is generally not considered to be capable of presenting valid certificates for HTTPS sites
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that are not under his control, unless by means of obtaining fraudulent certificates, or by using
attacks such as SSL stripping [174].
3.1.3 Common Threats against Web Sessions
The attackers described in the previous section can threaten currentely deployed session man-
agement mechanisms in various ways. Below, we introduce two concrete threats against session
management mechanisms, which comprise the effects of several attacks commonly observed in
the Web.
Violating Session Integrity
The first threat is the violation of the integrity of a session, as encountered in other papers [21, 8],
where an attacker is able to manipulate the session state. For example, if an attacker can
remove requests from a session, or insert requests into the session, the integrity of the session is
compromised. Note that the attacker is not assumed to have full control over the session, which
would allow a transfer to another machine or browser, which is a significantly more powerful
attack, as will become clear in the next threat.
A first attack that violates the integrity of the session is cross-site request forgery (CSRF) [295],
where an attacker tricks the user’s browser to send requests to the target application, which in-
terprets these requests as legitimate. A second attack is UI redressing [112], where the user is
tricked into interacting with a seemingly innocuous page, while in fact he is interacting with a
hidden page of the target application. In a third attack scenario, an attacker is able to take
control of the client-side execution context, for example through a cross-site scripting (XSS)
attack [234], allowing him to send arbitrary requests to the application’s origin. Note that the
main difference between a cross-site scripting attack and a cross-site request forgery (CSRF)
attack is the level of control over the origin of the target application, since in a CSRF attack,
the attacker mainly controls his own origin, and not that of the application under attack.
Unauthorized Transfer of a Session
The second threat to the security of web sessions is the unauthorized transfer of a session,
essentially allowing an attacker to take control over the user’s session. If an attacker succeeds in
taking over a user’s session, he can impersonate the user towards the target application, giving
the attacker the same privileges as the user. While this threat is more powerful than violating
the integrity of a session, the attacker is still bound within this single session, losing his access
when the session is terminated, or when a re-authentication is required by the target application.
The most common way to perform an unauthorized session transfer is a session hijacking
attack [204], by simply stealing the session identifier. Because this session identifier acts as a
bearer token, the attacker can successfully impersonate the user towards the target application.
A second attack session fixation [60], which has the same result as a session hijacking attack,
but is technically more complicated to carry out. In a session fixation attack, the attacker
first establishes a session with the target application, and subsequently transfers this session to
the user’s browser, causing the user’s actions to be carried out within the attacker’s session.
When the user authenticates himself within this session, the attacker gains access to the user’s
authenticated session, giving him the same privileges as the user.
Improving session management in the Web is an active research topic, and many proposals
effectively mitigate the unauthorized transfer of a session [6, 51, 97, 130], albeit without explic-
itly naming the security property. One paper [32] that investigates security issues when two
applications are hosted on a sibling domain defines a violation of session confidentiality as the
attacker learning the session identifier, and session integrity as the attacker being able to modify
the session identifier, which respectively corresponds to a session hijacking and session fixation
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attack. Even though these definitions are explicitly tailored towards session management mech-
anisms that use bearer tokens, our more generic definition of the threat inherently subsumes
these bearer token-based definitions.
3.1.4 Current State-of-Practice Countermeasures
Since these attacks on session management mechanisms are well-known and well-documented,
several countermeasures are available. Most relevant are the HttpOnly and Secure cookie flags,
which respectively restrict script-based access to cookies, and prevent the transmission of cook-
ies over insecure channels. While these countermeasures offer adequate protection if deployed
correctly, they do not fundamentally prevent the unauthorized transfer of an established ses-
sion, as the session identifier remains a bearer token. Additionally, these countermeasures are
often not or incorrectly deployed, even within the Alexa top 100 sites [37], and new attacks that
compromise secure deployments have been discovered [11].
Additionally, while the benefits of HTTPS deployments are evident, wide scale adoption on
the Web is impeded by several intricacies. One often cited issue is the performance impact,
an argument that has lost most of its relevance on modern hardware [150]. Second, HTTPS
deployments are disproportionately more complex compared to HTTP deployments, putting a
significant burden on system administrators. Examples of such complexities are creating keys,
monitoring and renewing certificates, dealing with browser-approved certificate authorities, pre-
venting mixed-content warnings and deploying shared hosting using TLS’s Server Name Indica-
tion extension [68], if supported by the client. Additional to the complexity of deploying HTTPS,
a wide-scale transition to HTTPS severely obstructs the operation of the so-called middleboxes,
machines in between the endpoints that cache, inspect or modify traffic. These middleboxes are
essential parts of the web infrastructure, for example by bringing the Web to developing nations
through extensive caching and enabling efficient video transmission on mobile phone networks.
We acknowledge that wide-scale deployment of HTTPS remains imperative for securing the
Web, but also recognize the long and tedious process. This explains why the recent revelations
about pervasive monitoring on the Web have sparked multiple proposals looking to transpar-
ently upgrade the security properties of the HTTP channel when supported by the endpoints, a
topic vividly discussed during the STRINT workshop organized by the STREWS project. One
prominent proposal is to negotiate an encrypted HTTP channel without verifying the entities’
authentication [207], which is even proposed as one of the available modes in the upcoming
HTTP/2.0 specification. This eagerness to improve the security properties of the HTTP pro-
tocol, even by introducing them into the new version, shows that the HTTP protocol will be
around for the near future. Therefore, it makes sense to not only upgrade the network-level pro-
tocol properties, but also to take the opportunity to improve the security properties of session
management on top of the HTTP protocol.
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3.2 Recent Research on Session Management Mechanisms
Securing session management is an active research topic, which has resulted in a few different
approaches to address the problem. Here, we present the four most relevant academic papers.
One thing these proposals have in common is that at some point, they rely on TLS to exchange
credentials or establish a shared secret. Additionally, some solutions require extensive changes
to legacy applications before they can be deployed, or integrate tightly with the authentication
process. These restrictions make them incompatible with several common web scenarios, such
as supporting legacy applications or third-party authentication services. Nonetheless, these
solutions all have their merits and provide valuable insights into secure session management.
3.2.1 SessionLock
SessionLock [6] augments requests with an HMAC based on a shared session secret. The session
secret is established over a TLS channel and stored in a secure cookie. For HTTP pages, it
is stored in the fragment identifier, a part of the URL that is never sent over the network.
SessionLock also supports setup over a non-TLS channel using Diffie-Hellman. At the client-
side, SessionLock is implemented using a JavaScript library, making it vulnerable to injection
attacks. Additionally, SessionLock requires all requests within the application to be made from
JavaScript using AJAX, making it incompatible with most legacy applications.
3.2.2 BetterAuth
BetterAuth [130] is an authentication protocol for web applications, offering protection against
several attacks, including network attacks, phishing and cross-site request forgery. BetterAuth
considers a user’s password to be a shared secret, and uses that shared secret to agree on a session
secret over an insecure channel. The session secret is subsequently used to sign requests, offering
authenticity. The strength of BetterAuth is that it protects against active network attackers. A
disadvantage is that the password needs to be shared with the server, requiring an initial setup
phase over TLS. Additionally, because BetterAuth depends on the password, it is incompatible
with current third-party authentication services.
3.2.3 One-Time Cookies
One-Time Cookies [51] proposes to replace the static session identifier with disposable credentials
based on a modified hash chain construction. Each credential can only be used once, but due
to the hash chain construction, all valid credentials can be linked together, enabling session
management. To share the initial credential, One-Time Cookies depend on the use of TLS during
the authentication phase. Additionally, each credential that is used needs to be acknowledged
by the server in the response, making sending parallel requests impossible.
3.2.4 HTTP Integrity Header
The HTTP Integrity Header [97] is an expired draft proposing to add integrity protection to
HTTP, which includes a session management mechanism. The header depends on a key ex-
change, either over TLS or with a traditional Diffie-Hellman exchange, after which the integrity
of the selected parts of a message is protected. The use of the HTTP Integrity header offers sim-
ilar mutual authentication properties as the TLS protocol, albeit without explicitly protecting
against active network attackers.
3.2.5 TLS Origin-Bound Certificates
Origin-Bound Certificates (OBC) [64] is an extension for TLS, that establishes a strong authen-
tication channel between browser and server, without falling prey to active network attacks.
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Within this secure channel, TLS-OBC supports the binding of cookies and third-party authenti-
cation tokens, which prevents the stealing of such bearer tokens. While TLS-OBC offers strong
security guarantees, it obviously depends on TLS, making it inapplicable to web applications
that do not deploy TLS.
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3.3 Progress beyond the State-of-the-Art: Transparent Ses-
sion Management with SecSess
3.3.1 Objectives for a New Session Management Mechanism
Based on the discussion of the current cookie-based session management mechanism and its
associated threats, we identify four design objectives for a new session management mechanism.
The first objective is a core design feature, focusing on preventing unauthorized session transfers.
The three remaining objectives ensure the feasibility of deployment, covering induced overhead,
compatibility with current applications and infrastructure, and a gradual migration path.
Preventing Unauthorized Session Transfer State-of-practice session management mech-
anisms are vulnerable to session transfer attacks by design, due to their reliance on the session
identifier as a bearer token. Newly designed session management mechanisms should actively
try to prevent session transfer attacks. Additionally, session management mechanisms should
still support authorized transfers, such as desktop-to-mobile synchronization at the client side,
and load balancing at the server side.
Minimal Overhead A crucial requirement for a new session management mechanism on the
Web is a minimal overhead, well illustrated by browser vendors and web application develop-
ers focusing on minimizing page load times. Overhead in the Web is twofold, with on one hand
performance overhead, such as additional computations, and on the other hand networking over-
head, with increased message sizes and additional roundtrips. Especially the latter is considered
problematic, since it delays the processing of the page and the loading of sub-resources, such as
style sheets, images, etc.
Compatibility with Current Applications and Infrastructure A newly proposed session
management mechanism should be compatible with the current Web and its peculiar deployment
scenarios. Examples are the integration of third-party content in Web sites, and the redirection
towards third-party service providers, such as a centralized authentication provider. On the
infrastructure level, the Web deploys numerous middleboxes, such as web caches at various
levels and content inspection systems at network perimeters.
Gradual Migration Finally, a new mechanism looking for adoption on the Web should sup-
port a gradual migration path, starting with early adopters on the client and server side, followed
by a gradual increase of coverage in the Web. Key in this process is an application-agnostic opt-in
session management mechanism, supporting implementation in current clients and server soft-
ware or application development frameworks, thereby preventing the need for each individual
application to incorporate the new mechanism. Additionally, backwards compatibility with parts
of the Web that will not quickly adopt the new mechanism is also important, since the Web can
not be updated in a single step.
3.3.2 The SecSess Approach
In this section, we propose SecSess, a lightweight session management mechanisms that effec-
tively prevents the unauthorized transfer of an established session, by eradicating the bearer
token properties of the session identifier. Below, we discuss the details of SecSess in three steps:
(i) the actual session management mechanism, (ii) establishing the shared session secret and
(iii) the resulting request flow, which is identical to the flow in cookie-based session management
mechanisms. The essence of SecSess is establishing a shared secret used for session management
between browser and server, which is stored in the browser, where it can not be obtained by
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an attacker. SecSess effectively binds an established session to its initiating parties, thereby
preventing the unauthorized transfer of an established session.
SecSess improves upon state-of-the-art research by remaining compatible with the flow used
by cookie-based session management mechanisms. Additionally, SecSess is compatible with
currently deployed middleboxes, a major requirement for building a roadmap towards adoption
of an improved session management mechanism.
Session Management A core feature of a session management mechanism is actually keeping
track of a session, which SecSess achieves by using a plain session identifier. The session identifier
is provided by the server using a Session response header (response 1 in Figure 3.2). The browser
attaches the session identifier to each request, using the newly introduced Session request header.
Note that while the use of a session identifier strongly resembles traditional cookie-based session
management, the session identifier is no longer considered to be a bearer token, and is useless
without knowledge of the shared secret. Therefore, using a simple incremental counter as an
identifier is sufficient.
Instead of using the session identifier as the bearer token, SecSess uses the shared secret to
add an hash-based message authentication code (HMAC) to the request, thereby legitimizing
the request within the session. Since this HMAC takes the request and the shared secret as
input, only the browser and the server can compute the correct values. Incoming requests with
an invalid HMAC are simply discarded by the server.
Note that the input for the HMAC should be chosen carefully. Technically, a network attacker
can steal the valid HMAC from an eavesdropped request and attach it to a crafted request, having
the crafted request reach the server first. In order to maintain a valid HMAC on the crafted
request, the attacker can only modify the parts of the request that are not part of the input
to the HMAC function. Including the URL of the request in this input prevents an attacker
from directing the request to a different destination, but still allows him to modify sensitive
information in the request headers and body (e.g. the destination account of a wire transfer).
Therefore, the HMAC also covers the request headers containing sensitive data3, and, if present,
the request body. Covering the URL, request headers and request body in the HMAC does not
prevent an attacker from taking the valid HMAC value and attaching it to a crafted request.
However, it does ensure that the attacker can not change the sensitive data, hence limiting the
contents of the crafted request to those of the original request, thereby reducing the problem to
the common double submission problem [260].
Establishing the Shared Secret The shared session secret, needed to compute and verify
HMACs on requests, is established using the Hughes variant [240] of the Diffie-Hellman key
exchange algorithm, which allows to exchange the key even in the presence of eavesdropping
attackers. In Figure 3.2, the server sends his public value (Y) after seeing the first request, in
which the browser indicates support for the Session header. Using the server’s public component
Y, the browser can calculate the second public part (X), which the server needs to calculate the
key. In the next request, the browser sends the public value X, allowing the server to calculate
the full key and verify this and any subsequent requests, effectively establishing the session, as
acknowledged in the second response.
Note that the advantage of the Hughes variant of Diffie-Hellman is that the browser can
compute the key before the first request is sent. This is required to attach an HMAC to the
first request, so the server can verify that the sender of the first and second request are in fact
the same. Omission of the first HMAC allows an eavesdropper to respond to the first response,
injecting his key material into the session, which is problematic when the first request already
caused some server-side state to be stored in the session.
3Concretely, we include the following standard HTTP headers: Authorization, Cookie, Content-Length,
Content-MD5, Content-Type, Date, Expect, From, Host, If-Match, Max-Forwards, Origin.
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Preserving the Request Flow By design, SecSess is an application-agnostic session man-
agement mechanism, preserving the same flow of requests and responses as a currently deployed
cookie-based session management mechanism. This property supports a gradual deployment,
where client and server software can be upgraded to opt-in to SecSess next to cookie-based
session management. If the client does not support SecSess, no Session header is sent, so the
server simply defaults to cookie-based session management. Alternatively, if the client supports
SecSess, but the server does not, the Session header will be ignored by the server, and the default
cookie-based session management mechanism will be used.
Handling Modified Request Flows
Since the Web is a complex distributed system, where multiple simultaneous requests are fired
by the browser, request flows often differ from the flows drawn on paper. One example of a
modified flow are requests that arrive at the server in a different order than they were sent. A
second example are middleboxes changing the request flow, such as a Web cache responding to
a request, which will thus not be sent to the server. Since these scenarios are common in the
Web, it is important that they are robustly handled by a newly introduced session management
mechanism.
The design of SecSess explicitly takes modified request flows into account, and effectively
achieves full compatibility with currently deployed web caches, both within the browser and on
the intermediate network. First, by only adding integrity protection, the caching of content is
effectively enabled. Second, SecSess is robust enough to deal with out-of-order requests and
cached responses, which is fairly trivial once a session is established, but challenging during
establishment. If the client’s public component (request 2 in Figure 3.2) would get lost in
transit, for example when an intermediate cache responds to a request, the server would not
be able to complete the session establishment, effectively breaking the protocol. Concretely,
SecSess addresses this by continuing to send the public component as long as the server has
not confirmed the session establishment (response 2 in Figure 3.2), effectively preventing it from
getting lost in a modified request flow. We discuss the concrete impact of this decision during
the performance evaluation.
3.3.3 Compatibility with the Modern Web
To show the benefits of SecSess over traditional session management mechanisms, we evalu-
ate the security properties of SecSess. Additionally, we provide empirical evidence of SecSess’
compatibility with web caches, which are fundamental to the Web’s infrastructure.
Security Evaluation
The security evaluation of SecSess with regard to the proposed in-scope threat model consid-
ers several concrete attack vectors. A first is the capability to run attacker-controlled scripts
within the context of the target application. A session hijacking or session fixation attack us-
ing this attack vector will no longer succeed, since none of SecSess’s data is available to the
JavaScript environment. Additionally, the Session request and response headers contain only
public information, of no use to an attacker.
Session transfer attacks can also be performed on the network level. Eavesdropping attacks
on the session management mechanism are effectively mitigated by SecSess, since the shared
secret used for calculation of the HMACs is never communicated over the wire, and the Hughes
variant of the Diffie-Hellman key exchange can withstand passive attacks. Next to passive
attacks, an attacker can also try to modify existing requests, or re-attach a valid HMAC to a
crafted request. Such attempts will fail as well, because the HMAC is based on the contents of
the request, effectively preventing any modifications to go unnoticed.
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Compatibility with Web Caches
Web caches are widely deployed throughout the Web, enabling faster page loads and limiting
the required bandwidth. Caches are often deployed in a transparent way, where they intercept
HTTP traffic, and respond when they have the resource in cache. When a cache responds to
a request, the request is never forwarded to the target server, resulting in a modified request
flow. As stated in one of the proposed design objectives, newly proposed session management
mechanisms should be able to cope with infrastructure components of the Web modifying request
flows.
SecSess is robustly designed to be compatible with such modified request flows. We have con-
firmed this compatibility empirically by running experiments with two popular caches, Squid [247]
and Apache Traffic Server [261], configured as a forwarding proxy. In our setup (Figure 3.3a),
we add SecSess session management on top of the requests sent between the browser and the
web servers of the Alexa top 1,000 sites. Since these servers do not know about SecSess, we have
added a dedicated SecSess-proxy in between, which will handle the SecSess session management
with the browser (full arrows), while forwarding the request to the actual web server (dashed
arrows). Finally, we add the cache in between the browser and the SecSess-proxy. This setup
allows us to test the establishment and maintaining of a session with traffic patterns from the
Alexa top 1,000 sites. Additionally, when the cache responds to a request, the SecSess-proxy
will never see the request. This effectively allows us to verify the robustness of SecSess when
dealing with modified request flows. The results are shown in Figure 3.3b.
To maximize the potential of the cache, we visited each site in the Alexa top 1,000 twice. For
the Squid run, 52,947 requests were sent to 5,167 distinct hosts. Of these requests, 5,008 were
cached, of which 830 during session establishment, and 4,178 when an established session was
already present. For the Apache Traffic Server run, we observed 44,173 requests to 4,660 hosts in
total, of which 4,263 were served from the cache. 1,169 cached responses occurred during session
establishment, and 3,094 with an established session. During these requests, SecSess robustly
handled session management, without losing an established session, or failing to establish a
session.
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Figure 3.2: The flow of requests and responses used by SecSess, showing all the details.
(a) The setup for browsing the Alexa top 1,000. (b) The results from the cache.
Figure 3.3: The setup and results of the cache compatibility experiment.
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Figure 3.4: SecSess adds an average 4.3 milliseconds to the session establishment. The first
step, where the shared secret is generated at the client side and the computation parameters are
generated at the server side, takes a bit longer, but can be pre-computed oﬄine or during idle
times.
3.4 Roadmap towards Adoption
Pinning a certain state to a set of partners is a trendy concept. Here it is used to secure sessions.
While most of the components for session management are standardised themselves, the session
management itself is not formalized in a specification. Thus it is not sufficient to address a
specific standard and make changes. It rather needs a variety of concerted actions that have to
be combined. This includes proof of concept, implementation, deployment considerations and
further standardisation.
3.4.1 Implementation
We have created a proof-of-concept implementation of SecSess, which not only allows us to
perform a performance evaluation, but also provides valuable insights into the feasibility of
deploying SecSess on the Web. At the client side, we have extended the Firefox browser with
support for SecSess, heavily leveraging the support of OpenSSL’s crypto library. At the server
side, we have implemented a session management middleware module for the Express framework,
which runs on top of Node.js, an event-driven bare metal web server. The middleware amounts
to a mere 113 meaningful lines of code, and a binary module linking the OpenSSL library is 178
meaningful lines of code.
Figure 3.4 shows the performance overhead induced by SecSess on a session establishment
timeline. To get correct measurements, we calculated 100 data points for each step, which
contain the average computation time of 100 runs each, executed from within JavaScript code,
both on the client-side (browser add-on) as the server side (Node.js)4.
Most notable results are the very limited overhead at the client-side, especially after the
session has been established (from request 3 onwards). At the server side, there is a significant
pre-calculation overhead (212ms) for generating the required parameters. This overhead is in-
duced by the Hughes variant of the Diffie-Hellman key exchange, which requires the inverse of
the server’s private component. Note that these parameters are session-independent, and can
be pre-calculated oﬄine in bulk, and read from a file on a per-need basis. After the parameters
have been calculated, the additional overhead for actually establishing and maintaining a session
is negligible.
In a Web context, network overhead can be caused by increased message sizes, but also
by introducing additional requests or round trips in the flow of requests. By design, SecSess
follows the same sequence of requests and responses used in currently existing applications, which
deploy cookie-based session management mechanisms, so no additional requests or round trips
are required. For brevity reasons, we can not go into much detail, but we have confirmed that,
compared to the sizes of cookies used on the top 5,000 sites, SecSess leads to 25.58% reduction
in the size of the session management headers in requests, a 9.19% increase in response headers
after session establishment, and a 867.44% increase in response headers during the brief stage of
session establishment, due to the transmission of the parameters to generate the secret.
4Experiments have been performed in a VirtualBox VM (Linux Mint 15), which was assigned 1 Intel i7-3770
core and 512 Mb of memory.
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3.4.2 Deploying SecSess
Implementing SecSess’s functionality at the client side is best done within the browser, who is
responsible for managing sessions, sending requests and receiving responses. A browser-based
implementation has full control over all outgoing requests, regardless whether they originate
from within a page, JavaScript or the browser core. Currently, we implemented SecSess as
a lightweight add-on, enabling easy development of a proof-of-concept for evaluation with the
latest browser. The long-term deployment strategy integrates the current codebase into the
browser core, enabling SecSess as an opt-in mechanism at the client side.
At the server side, SecSess can be supported through two complementary implementation
strategies. The first option is to integrate SecSess directly into the web platform, while remaining
transparent to the target applications, for example as a module within the web server (e.g.
as an Apache module), or as part of the underlying application framework (e.g. our Express
middleware implementation). The alternative strategy focuses on supporting legacy applications,
where the underlying frameworks can not easily be upgraded. Implementing SecSess as a reverse
proxy in front of the server provides secure session management towards the browser while
shielding the server from these changes.
Since SecSess follows the same traffic flow as current cookie-based session management mech-
anisms, it remains fully compatible with advanced web technologies. One common example are
load balancing techniques deployed at the server side, where multiple servers serve requests for
the same target application. Since cookie-based mechanisms already require session tracking or
state sharing between servers, SecSess can benefit from the same technology.
3.4.3 Next Steps
The road from inception to adoption of security measures for the Web is difficult, aptly illustrated
by the slow and cumbersome adoption process of the HttpOnly cookie attribute [55]. For SecSess,
research suggests to invest in a prototype-based strategy, using concrete implementations to
show the benefits and feasibility of SecSess. This implementation-driven approach allows us to
maximize the opportunities to gain traction within the community and to gain momentum for
further standardisation.
We have optimized exposure by presenting SecSess at industry-driven events, such as OWASP’s
AppSec EU conference, and workshops backed by standardisation committees, such as STREWS’
STRINT workshop. Participating in these events has resulted in a promising interaction with
developers from the Firefox browser and the Apache web server, both interested in providing
respectively client-side and server-side support for SecSess. STREWS will try to gain attention
of the Web Application Security Working Group to evaluate interest to include SecSess as one
of the items for the next charter. This has to be coordinated with the relevant IETF Working
Groups, especially WebSec, as it also has protocol elements owned by the IETF.
In addition to these efforts, we are currently conducting a feasibility study of integrating
SecSess directly into the browser core, an essential requirement for a wide-scale deployment on
the Web. To extend our support towards multiple platforms, we are integrating SecSess into the
Chromium browser, which is based on the Blink rendering engine.
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JavaScript sandboxing1
4.1 JavaScript inclusions in the Modern Web
JavaScript
In 1995, Netscape management told Brendan Eich to create a programming language to run
in the web browser that “looked like Java.” He created JavaScript in only 10 days [41]. In
addition to browser plugins, JavaScript was another novel feature of Netscape Navigator 2.0
that supported Netscape’s vision of the Web as a distributed operating system. In contrast with
Java, which was considered a heavyweight object-oriented language and used to create Java
applets, JavaScript would be Java’s “silly little brother” [198], aimed towards non-professional
programmers who would not need to learn and compile Java applets.
Listing 4.1 shows a simple example of JavaScript. When executed, the code will prompt
for the user’s name and birth-year. It will then calculate the user’s age based on the current
year and display it with a greeting using a pop-up. This JavaScript example makes use of the
“prompt()” function, the “Date” object and the “alert()” function.
When an HTML document is about to be loaded, and before the rendering pipeline starts,
the browser initializes an instance of the JavaScript engine and ties it uniquely to the webpage
about to be loaded.
The webpage’s developer can use JavaScript to interact with this rendering pipeline by in-
cluding JavaScript in several ways. JavaScript can be executed while the pages is loading, using
HTML <script> tags. These script tags can cause the browser to load external JavaScript
and execute them inside the webpage’s JavaScript execution environment. Script tags can also
contain inline JavaScript, which will equally be loaded and executed. HTML provides a way
to register JavaScript event handlers with HTML elements, which will be called when e.g. an
1Parts of this chapter have been disseminated in the PhD dissertation of Steven Van Acker [265] (January
2015).
Listing 4.1: Example JavaScript code prompting the user for name and birthyear, calculating
age and displaying it in a pop-up.
1 var name = prompt ("What is your name ?");
2 var year = prompt ("What year were you born ?");
3
4 var today = new Date();
5 var age = today.getFullYear () - year;
6
7 alert("Hello "+name+", you are about "+age+" years young");
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image has loaded, or the user hovers the mousepointer over a hyperlink. In addition, JavaScript
can register these event handlers itself by querying and manipulating the DOM tree. Events are
not only driven by the user, but can also be driven programmatically. For instance, JavaScript
has the ability to use a built-in timer to execute a piece of JavaScript at a certain point in the
future. Likewise, the XMLHttpRequest functionality available in the JavaScript engine allows a
web developer to retrieve Internet resources in the background, and execute a specified piece of
JavaScript code when they are loaded. Lastly, JavaScript has the ability to execute dynamically
generated code through the eval function.
JavaScript APIs
JavaScript’s capabilities inside a web page are limited to the APIs that are offered to it. Typical
functionality available to JavaScript in a web page includes manipulating the DOM, navigating
the browser and accessing resources on remote servers.
Client‐side storage
(Web Storage,
IndexedDB, File API)
External Communication
(CORS, UMP, XHR 1+2, 
WebSockets)
Device Access
(System Information, 
Geolocation, Crypto)
Media
(Audio, Video, 
Media Capture)
UI & Rendering
(Drag/Drop events, Clipboard 
events, Notifications, History API)
Window
(Cookies, Location)
Event Handlers DOM
Sandbox Inter‐Window 
Communication
(Web messaging)
Figure 4.1: Synthesized model of the emerging HTML5 APIs, from [5].
In the new HTML 5 and ECMAScript 5 specifications, JavaScript gains access to more and
powerful APIs. Figure 4.1 [57] shows a model of some of these new HTML 5 APIs, which are
further explained below and in Section 4.2.2.
Inter-frame communication. facilitates communication between windows (e.g. between mashup
components). This includes window navigation, as well as Web Messaging (postMessage).
Client-side storage. enables applications to temporarily or persistently store data. This can
be achieved via Web Storage, IndexedDB or the File API.
External communication. features such as CORS, UMP, XMLHttpRequest level 1 and 2,
WebSockets, raw sockets and Web RTC (real-time communication) allow an application
to communicate with remote websites.
Device access. allows the web application to retrieve contextual data (e.g. geolocation) as
well as system information such as battery level, CPU information, ambient sensors and
high-resolution timers.
Media. enable a web application to play audio and video fragments, capture audio and video
via a microphone or webcam and manage telephone calls through the Web Telephony API.
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The UI and rendering. allow subscription to clipboard and drag-and-drop events, issuing
desktop notifications, allow an application to go fullscreen, populating the history via the
History API and create new widgets with Web Components API and Shadow DOM.
Web applications
A web application combines HTML code, JavaScript and other resources from several web
servers, into a functional application that runs in the browser. Unlike typical desktop appli-
cations which need to be installed on a computer’s hard disk, web applications are accessible
through the web browser from anywhere and do not need to be installed.
A key component in today’s web application, is JavaScript. JavaScript code in a web ap-
plication executes in the browser and can communicate with a web server, which typically also
executes code for the web application.
Figure 4.2: Example of an embedded live Twitter feed (indicated by the rectangle on the bottom
right), from [264].
Consider a website wishing to display the latest tweets from a Twitter feed. Such a widget
can be embedded into a web page, as shown in Figure 4.2. Without a client-side programming
language such as JavaScript, the web server from which this web page is retrieved, could gather
and insert the latest tweets at the moment the web page was requested, and insert them into
the web page as HTML-formatted text. When rendered, the visitor would see the latest tweets,
but they would not update themselves in the following minutes because the web page is static.
Another option is to use JavaScript on the client-side. When the web page is requested,
the web server can insert JavaScript that regularly requests the latest tweets from the feed and
updates the web page to display them. The result is an active web page that always displays
the latest information.
This example consists of only one HTML page and requests information from one source. To-
day’s web has many web applications combining a multitude of third-party resources. Examples
are Facebook, YouTube, Google Maps and more.
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The Same-Origin Policy
If web applications were allowed complete access to a browser, they would be able to interfere in
the operation of other web applications running in the same browser. Given the powerful APIs
briefly discussed in the previous section, a web application would be able to access another web
application’s DOM, local storage and data stored on remote servers.
To prevent this, web applications are executed in their own little universe inside the web
browser, without knowledge of each other. The boundaries between these universes are drawn
based on the Same-Origin Policy (SOP) [267].
When the root HTML document of web application is loaded from a certain URL, the origin
of that web application is said to be a combination of the scheme, hostname and port-number of
that URL. For instance, a web application loaded from https://www.example.com has scheme
https, hostname www.example.com and, in this case implicit, port number 443. The origin for
this web application is thus (https,www.example.com,443) or https://www.example.com:443.
The same-origin policy is part of the foundation of web security and is implemented in every
modern browser. The Same-Origin Policy (SOP) dictates that any code executing inside this
origin only has access to resources from that same origin, unless explicitly allowed otherwise
by e.g. a Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS) [268] policy. In the previous example, the
web application from https://www.example.com:443 cannot retrieve the address book from a
webmail application with different origin https://mail.example.com:443 running in the same
browser, unless the latter explicitly allows it.
Insecurely written web applications may allow attackers to breach the same-origin policy by
executing their JavaScript code in that web application’s origin. Once arbitrary JavaScript code
can be injected into a web application, it can take over control and access all available resources
in that web application’s origin.
Consider a typical webmail application, such as Gmail, allowing an authenticated user to
access his emails and contact list. The webmail application offers a user interface in the browser
and can send requests to the webmail server to send and retrieve emails, and manipulate the
contact list.
An attacker may manage to lure an authenticated user of this webmail application onto
a specially crafted website. This website could try to contact the webmail server to send and
retrieve emails and contact information, just as the web application would. However, the webmail
application’s origin is e.g. https://webmail.com:443, while the attacker’s website is https:
//attacker.com:443. Because of the SOP, JavaScript running on the attacker’s website has no
access to resources of the webmail’s origin.
Now consider what would happen if the webmail application is written insecurely, so that
an attacker can execute JavaScript in its origin: https://webmail.com:443. Because the at-
tacker’s code runs inside the same origin as the webmail application, it has access to the same
resources and can also read and retrieve emails and contact information. Because of the power
of JavaScript, an attacker can do much more. Specially crafted JavaScript can compose spam
email messages and send them out using the victim’s email account, or it could erase the contact
list. It could even download all emails in the mailbox and upload them to another server.
An attacker with the ability to execute JavaScript in a web application’s origin can take full
control of that web application. In the typical web application scenario, untrusted JavaScript
can be executed in two ways: by including it legitimately from a third party, or by having
it injected through a Cross-Site Scripting vulnerability in the web application or an installed
browser plugin or extension.
Attacker model
When discussing Web security, it is important to keep in mind a typical web application with
third-party JavaScript and the actors involved in it. Figure 4.3 shows such a typical web appli-
cation where HTML and JavaScript from a trusted source are combined with JavaScript from
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Trusted Web
Application
Third-party
JavaScript
ProviderClient
Web Application Site
Client Site
Browser View
Trusted HTML
and JavaScript
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both trusted and
untrusted JavaScript
Figure 4.3: A typical web application with third-party JavaScript inclusion. The web application
running in the browser combines HTML and JavaScript from a trusted source, with JavaScript
from an untrusted source.
an untrusted source. Remember that all JavaScript, trusted or untrusted, running in a web
application’s origin has access to all available resources.
There are three actors involved in this scenario: The developer of the trusted web application
and the server it is hosted on, the developer of the third-party JavaScript and the server it is
hosted on, and the client’s browser.
Both the client and the trusted web application have a clear motive to keep untrusted
JavaScript from accessing the web application’s resources. The client will wish to protect his own
account and data. The trusted web application has its reputation to consider and will protect a
user’s account and data as well. Furthermore, the client does not need to steal information from
himself and can use any of his browser’s functionality without needing to use a remote web ap-
plication. Likewise, the web application developer owns the origin in which the web application
runs. Stealing data from his own users through JavaScript is not necessary.
It may be the case that the client has modified his browser and installed a browser plugin
or extension. Such a plugin or extension may be designed to make the interaction with the
web application easier or automated, potentially circumventing certain defensive measures put
in place by the developer of the web application. In this scenario, the client is still motivated
to protect his account and data, but may be exposing himself to additional threats through the
installed browser plugins or extensions that form additional attack surface.
The third-party script provider however, does not necessarily share the same desire to protect
a user’s data. Even with the best of intentions, a third-party script provider may be compromised
and serving malicious JavaScript without its knowledge. It may be the case that the script
provider has an intrusion-detection system in place that will detect when it is serving malware,
but this would be wishful thinking. In the worst case, the third-party script provider is acting
maliciously on its own for whatever sinister reason. In any case, the client and trusted web
application cannot trust a third-party script provider with their secrets.
The attacker model best associated with this actor is the gadget attacker [23]. A gadget
attacker is a malicious actor who owns one or more machines on the Internet, but can neither
passively not actively intercept network traffic between the client’s browser and the trusted web
application. Instead, the gadget attacker has the ability to have the trusted web application’s
developer integrate a gadget chosen by the attacker.
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Third-party script inclusion
Web applications are built from several components that are often included from third-party
content providers. JavaScript libraries like jQuery or the Google Maps API are often directly
loaded into a web application’s JavaScript environment from third-party script providers.
Figure 4.4: Relative frequency distribution of the percentage of top Alexa websites and the
number of unique remote hosts from which they request JavaScript code, from [203].
In a large-scale study of the Web in 2012 [203], Nikiforakis et al. found that 88.45% of
the top 10,000 web sites on the Web, include JavaScript from a third-party script provider.
Figure 4.4 shows the distribution of the number of third-party script providers each web site
includes. While about a third include JavaScript from at most 5 remote hosts, there are also
web sites that include JavaScript from more than 295 different remote hosts.
Including JavaScript from remote hosts implicitly trusts these hosts not to serve malicious
JavaScript. If these third-party script providers are untrustworthy, or if they have been compro-
mised, a web application may end up executing untrusted JavaScript code.
As an example, consider jQuery, a popular multi-purpose JavaScript library used on 60%
of the top million websites on the Web [36]. The host distributing jQuery was compromised in
September 2014 [133], giving the attackers the ability to modify the library and possibly infect
many websites that include the library directly from http://jquery.com. Fortunately, the
attackers did not modify the jQuery library itself, but used the compromised server to spread
malware instead. Although the JavaScript library itself was not tampered with, the jQuery
compromise indicates the inherent security threat that third-party script inclusions can pose.
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Listing 4.2: Example JavaScript calling eval() on user input, but only if its MD5 hash matches
a given hash.
1 var cmd = prompt ();
2
3 // MD5 algorithm computes a one -way hash
4 function md5(m) {
5 // ...
6 return m;
7 }
8
9 // verifies whether the given input is "alert(’hello ’)"
10 if(md5(cmd) == "3 b022ec21226e862450f2155ef836827 ") {
11 eval(cmd);
12 }
4.2 Recent Research on Sandboxing Mechanisms for JavaScript
The gadget attacker, as defined in Section 4.1, has the ability to integrate a malicious gadget
into a trusted web application. This allows the attacker to execute any chosen JavaScript code
in the JavaScript execution environment of this trusted web application’s origin and access its
sensitive resources.
Given this attacker model, we cannot stop the attacker from presenting a web application
user’s browser with chosen JavaScript. Instead, we can isolate the JavaScript and restrict its
access to certain resources and functionality, by executing this code in a JavaScript sandbox.
From the typical web scenario architecture described in Section 4.1, keeping in mind our at-
tacker model, there are only two possible locations that can be considered to deploy a JavaScript
sandboxing mechanism: the trusted web application and the client’s browser. The third-party
script provider is considered untrustworthy.
The developer of the web application and the server hosting it, are trusted according to the
attacker model. This server then offers a possible location to facilitate JavaScript sandboxing.
Before serving the untrusted JavaScript from the third-party script provider to the client, the
code can be reviewed and optionally rewritten to make sure it does not abuse the web applica-
tion’s available resources.
The client’s browser provides a second location to sandbox JavaScript, because it is also
considered trusted. With direct access to the JavaScript execution context, a JavaScript sand-
boxing system located at the client-side has better means to restrict access to resources and
functionality.
4.2.1 JavaScript subsets and rewriting
JavaScript is a very flexible and expressive programming language which gives web-developers
a powerful tool to build web-applications. However, this same powerful tool is also available to
attackers wishing to execute malicious JavaScript code in a website visitor’s browser.
Moreover, the powerful nature of JavaScript is problematic because it hinders code verifica-
tion efforts which could prove safety properties for a given piece of JavaScript code.
Example: eval() Consider for instance the JavaScript fragment in Listing 4.2. When exe-
cuted in a browser, this code will prompt a user to input a line of text. The one-way hash-
ing algorithm MD5 is then used to compute a hash of this line of text. If the hash matches
“3b022ec21226e862450f2155ef836827”, the MD5 hash for "alert(’hello’)", then the line of text is
passed to the eval() function and executed as JavaScript code.
Given that the MD5 hashing algorithm cannot easily be reversed, it is practically impossi-
ble for a code verification tool to automatically determine the effect of this code, prior to its
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Listing 4.3: Example JavaScript using the “with” construct to place a new object at the front
of the scope chain during the evaluation of the construct’s body. This example is adapted from
Miller et al. [185].
1 var o = {f:2, x:4};
2
3 console.log(" before with: f == " + f);
4 console.log(" before with: x == " + x);
5 console.log(" before with: \"x\" in window == " + ("x" in window));
6
7 with(o) {
8 function f() { }
9 console.log(" inside with: f == " + f);
10 var x = 3;
11 console.log(" inside with: x == " + x);
12 }
13
14 console.log("after with: o.f == " + o.f);
15 console.log("after with: o.x == " + o.x);
16 console.log("after with: f == " + f);
17 console.log("after with: x == " + x);
18 console.log("after with: \"x\" in window == " + ("x" in window));
Listing 4.4: Output of example in Listing 4.3.
1 before with: f == function f() { }
2 before with: x == undefined
3 before with: "x" in window == true
4 inside with: f == 2
5 inside with: x == 3
6 after with: o.f == 2
7 after with: o.x == 3
8 after with: f == function f() { }
9 after with: x == undefined
10 after with: "x" in window == true
execution. The eval() function illustrates a feature of JavaScript which makes code verification
difficult because of its dynamic nature. For this reason, eval() is considered evil [226] and should
be used with the greatest care, or not be used at all.
Example: Strange semantics and scoping rules As another example, the JavaScript
fragment in Listing 4.3 illustrates some strange semantic rules in JavaScript, including the “with”
construct. This particular example showcases some non-intuitive scoping rules associated with
the scope chain. The scope chain consists of an ordered list of JavaScript objects which are
consulted when unqualified names are looked up at runtime.
Before continuing, the reader is advised to read the code and try to predict what it will
output. The actual output of the code in this example, is listed in Listing 4.4.
From the output, it appears that both “f” and “x” are already defined before they are
even declared, but “x” has “undefined” as value. Using “with”, the user-defined object “o” is
pushed to the front of the scope chain. The new function “f()” is declared, but the subsequent
“console.log()” call seemingly is not aware it. Instead, the value of “f” is retrieved from the first
object in the scope chain (“o”), resulting in “2.” Then, a variable “var x” is declared and assigned
“3.” The following “console.log()” call is aware of this declaration and outputs the correct value.
Outside the with loop, the object “o” has changed to reflect the new value of “o.x”, but did not
record any change to “o.f”.
The strange behavior in this example indicates that variable and function declarations have
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different semantics in JavaScript. The discrepancy between variable and function declara-
tions can be explained by a process called “variable hoisting.” Variable hoisting examines the
JavaScript code to be executed and performs all declarations before any code is actually run.
o: undeﬁned,
x: undeﬁned,
f:  function() {}global object
(a) before code execution
o: {x: 4, f: 2},
x: undeﬁned,
f:  function() {}global object
x: 4,
f:  2o
(b) start of “with” body
o: {x: 3, f: 2},
x: undeﬁned,
f:  function() {}global object
x: 3,
f:  2o
(c) end of “with” body
o: {x: 3, f: 2},
x: undeﬁned,
f:  function() {}global object
(d) after code execution
Figure 4.5: The scope chain during execution of the example in Listing 4.3. In this depiction,
the scope chain grows down so that newly pushed objects are at the bottom.
A graphical representation of the scope chain during the execution of this example is shown
in Figure 4.5 and can be used as a visual aid during the explanation.
Depicted in Figure 4.5a is the result of the variable hoisting before any code is run. The
function “f()” and the variable “x” are declared on the global object. While the variable “x” has
value “undefined”, the function “f()” is declared and is assigned its value immediately.
Next, the object “o” is pushed to the front of the scope chain. The scope chain right after this
push and right before the start of the “with” construct, is shown in Figure 4.5b. Any unqualified
names are now looked up in the variable “o”.
The third image shown in Figure 4.5c, depicts the state of the scope chain at the end of the
“with” body. Here, the value of the property “x” of the object “o” has changed to “3” because
of the assignment. Also note that the value of “f” has not changed because variable hoisting
declares and initializes a function in a single step before the code is run, and so outside of the
“with” body.
Finally, in Figure 4.5d, the scope chain is restored because the “with” body ended.
The strange scoping rules and semantics of “with” are difficult to reason about for uninitiated
programmers. Widely-acknowledged as being a “JavaScript wart” [94], it is often recommended
to not use the “with” construct because it may lead to confusing bugs and compatibility is-
sues [192].
JavaScript subsets: verification and rewriting The goal of JavaScript code verification
and rewriting is to inspect JavaScript code before it is executed in a browser, and ensure that it
is not harmful.
In the light of the previous examples, it can be desirable to eliminate those constructs from
the JavaScript language that hinder code verification efforts or cause confusion in general. At the
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same time, it is also desirable to maintain as much of the language as possible so that JavaScript
is still useful. Such a reduced version of JavaScript, with e.g. “eval()” and “with” construct
missing, is called a JavaScript subset.
The usage of a JavaScript subset must be accompanied by a mechanism which verifies that
a given piece of code adheres to the subset. A deviation from the subset’s specification can be
handled in two ways: rejection and rewriting.
Rejection is the simpler of both options, treating a deviation from the subset as a hard error
and refusing to execute the given piece of code.
Rewriting is a softer alternative, transforming the deviating piece of code into code which
conforms to the subset. Such a rewriting phase can also introduce extra instrumentation in the
code to ensure that the code behaves in a safe way at runtime.
Interception in a middlebox Both the JavaScript subset verification and rewriting steps ne-
cessitate the processing of raw third-party JavaScript code before it reaches the client’s browser.
These steps are to be performed in a middlebox, a network device that sits on the network path
between a client and a server. Such a middlebox may consist of a physical device unrelated to
either client or server, but it may just as well be collocated with either client or server.
Trusted Web
Application
Third-party
JavaScript
ProviderClient
Web Application Site
Middlebox
(a) Middlebox at web application site
Trusted Web
Application
Third-party
JavaScript
ProviderClient
Client Site
Middlebox
(b) Middlebox at client site
Figure 4.6: Architectural overview of a setup where a middlebox is used for code verification
and transformation, at the web application site and at the client site.
From the attacker model discussed in Section 4.1, we can eliminate the third-party script
provider’s site as a possible location to verify and rewrite JavaScript. We are left with two
possible locations for these tasks: the site of the trusted web application and the client’s site.
A middlebox at the site of the web application, as shown in Figure 4.6a, can equally be
implemented as part of a separate network device such as a load-balancer, reverse proxy or
firewall, or can be integrated to be part of the web-application.
A middlebox at the client’s site, as shown in Figure 4.6b, can either be a implemented as
a proxy performing the required verification and translation steps, or as a browser plugin or
extension, implementing the proxy’s behavior as part of the browser.
ECMAScript 5 strict mode ECMAScript 5 strict mode [190], or JavaScript strict, is a
standardized subset of JavaScript with intentionally different semantics than normal JavaScript.
To use strict mode, a JavaScript developer must only place “use strict”; at the top of a script
of function body, as shown in Listing 4.5. Strict mode will then be enforced for that entire script,
or only in the scope of that function. JavaScript strict mode can be mixed with and function
together with normal JavaScript.
Strict mode removes silent failures and turns them into hard errors that throw exceptions
and halt JavaScript execution. For instance, accidentally creating a global variable by mistyping
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Listing 4.5: JavaScript strict mode example.
1 "use strict ";
2
3 var example = 123;
4 // the following fails because the name is misspelled
5 exmaple = 345;
6
7 // the following fails because of a duplicate key name
8 var obj = {p:1, p:2};
9
10 // the following fails because "with" is not allowed
11 with(obj) {
12 alert(p);
13 }
a variable name, will throw an error. Likewise, overwriting a non-writable global variable like
“NaN” or defining an object with a duplicate key, causes strict mode to throw errors.
Strict mode simplifies variable names and allows better JavaScript engine optimization by
removing the “with” construct. Through this construct, JavaScript engine optimizations may
be confused about the actual memory location of a variable. In addition, strict mode changes
the semantics of “eval()” so that it can no longer create variable in the surrounding scope.
Strict mode also introduces some fixes with regard to security. It is no longer possible to
access the global object through the “this” keyword, preventing unforeseen runtime leaks. It is
also no longer possible to abuse certain variables to walk the stack or access the “caller” from
within a function.
Finally, strict mode forbids the use of some keywords that will be used in future ECMAScript
versions, such as “private”, “public”, “protected”, “interface”, . . .
Research in the area of JavaScript subsets and rewriting systems includes BrowserShield [224],
CoreScript [291], ADsafe [49], Facebook JavaScript [262], Caja [185], Jacaranda [117], Microsoft
Live Websandbox [183], Jigsaw [179], Gatekeeper [93], Blancura [85], Dojo Secure [145], . . .
The remainder of this section discusses a selection of work on JavaScript subsets and rewriting
systems.
BrowserShield
Reis et al. have developed BrowserShield, a dynamic instrumentation system for JavaScript.
BrowserShield parses and rewrites HTML and JavaScript in a middlebox, rewriting all function
calls, property accesses, constructors and control structures to be relayed through specialized
methods of the bshield object. A client-side JavaScript library then inserts this bshield object,
which mediates access to DOM methods and properties according to a policy, into the JavaScript
execution environment before any scripts run.
BrowserShield aims at preventing the exploitation of browser vulnerabilities, such as MS04-
40 [181], a buffer overflow in the Microsoft Internet Explorer browser caused by overly long “src”
and “name” attributes in certain HTML elements. To shield the browser from attacks against
these vulnerabilities, BrowserShield rewrites both HTML and JavaScript, transforming them to
filter out any detected attacks. BrowserShield does not use a JavaScript subset, because it needs
to be able to rewrite any HTML and JavaScript found on the Internet to be effective.
Although sandboxing is not the main goal of BrowserShield, its rewriting mechanism pro-
vides all the necessary machinery to accomplish this goal by tuning the policy. For instance,
BrowserShield could have a policy in place to mediate access to the sensitive eval() function.
Listing 4.6 shows the output of BrowserShield’s rewriting mechanism on a JavaScript example
using the eval() function. After the rewriting step, any call to eval() in the original code is
relayed through the “bshield“ object, which can mediate access at runtime.
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Listing 4.6: Example JavaScript code rewritten by BrowserShield.
1 // original JavaScript code
2 eval ("...");
3
4 // rewritten by BrowserShield
5 bshield.invokeFunc(eval , "...");
A prototype of BrowserShield was implemented as a Microsoft ISA Server 2004 [180] plugin
for evaluation. The plugin in this server-side middlebox is responsible for rewriting HTML and
script elements, and injecting the BrowserShield client-side JavaScript library which implements
the “bshield” object and redirects all JavaScript functionality through it. BrowserShield worked
as expected during evaluation. The performance evaluation indicated a maximum slowdown of
136x on micro-benchmarks, and on average 2.7x slowdown on rendering a webpage.
ADsafe
The ADsafe subset, developed by Douglas Crockford, is a JavaScript subset designed to allow
direct placement of advertisements on webpages in a safe way, while enforcing good coding
practices. It removes a number of unsafe JavaScript features and does not allow uncontrolled
access to unsafe browser components.
Examples of the removed unsafe JavaScript features are: the use of global variables, the
use of “this”, eval(), “with”, using dangerous object properties like “caller” and “prototype”.
ADsafe also does not allow the use of the subscript operator, except when it can be verified that
the subscript is numerical, e.g. a[i] is not allowed but a[+i] is allowed because “+i” will always
produce a number. In addition, ADsafe removes all sources of non-determinism such as “Date”
and “Math.random()”.
To make use of ADsafe, widgets must be loaded and executed via the “ADSAFE.go()”
method. These widgets must adhere to the ADsafe subset, although there is no verification
built into ADsafe. Instead, it is recommended to verify subset adherence in any stage of the
deployment pipeline with e.g. JSLint [134], a JavaScript code quality verification tool.
ADsafe does not allow JavaScript code to make use of the DOM directly. Instead, ADsafe
makes a “dom” object available which provides and mediates access to the DOM.
No performance evaluation has been published about ADsafe by its author, who claim that
ADsafe “will not make scripts bigger or slower or alter their behavior” [49]. This claim applies
if advertisement scripts are written in the ADsafe subset directly, and not translated from full
JavaScript.
Research on ADsafe has revealed several problems and vulnerabilities, which allow leaking
the document object [258], launch a XSS attack [85], allow the guest to access properties on the
host page’s global object [219], prototype poisoning [168] and more.
Facebook JavaScript
Facebook JavaScript (FBJS) is a subset of JavaScript and part of the Facebook Markup Language
(FBML) which was used to publish third-party Facebook applications on the Facebook servers.
FBJS was designed to allow web application developers as much flexibility as possible while at
the same time protecting site integrity and the privacy of Facebook’s users.
The FBJS subset excludes some of JavaScript’s dangerous constructs such as “eval”, “with”,
“__parent__”, “constructor” and “valueOf”. A preprocessor rewrites FBJS code so that all
top-level identifiers in the code are prefixed with an application-specific prefix, thus isolating the
code in its own namespace.
Special care is also taken with e.g. the use of “this” and object indexing to retrieve properties,
making sure that a Facebook application cannot break out of its namespace. The semantics of
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Listing 4.7: Example JavaScript code making use of “this” semantics to return the global object
and the code rewritten by FBJS to prevent FBJS code from breaking out of its namespace.
1 // original code
2 (function () { return this; })();
3
4 // code rewritten by FBJS
5 (function () { return ref(this); })();
“this” are dependent on the way and location that it is used. A code fragment such as the
one listed in Listing 4.7 can return the global object, allowing FBJS code to break out of
its namespace. To remedy this problem, the FBJS rewriter encloses all references to “this”
with the function “ref()”, e.g. “ref(this)”. This “ref()” function verifies the way in which it
is called at runtime, and prevent FBJS code from breaking out of its namespace. Similarly,
the FBJS rewriter also encloses object indices such as “property” in “object[“property”]” with
“idx(“property”)” to also prevent that “this” is bound to the global object.
Research on FBJS has revealed some vulnerabilities [168, 167], which were addressed by the
Facebook team.
Maffeis et al. [168] discovered that a specially crafted function can retrieve the current scope
object through JavaScript’s exception handling mechanism, allowing the “ref()” and “idx()”
functions to be redefined. This redefinition in turn allows a FBJS code to break out of its
namespace and take over the webpage.
After Facebook fixed the previous issues, Maffeis et al. [167] discovered another vulnerability
which allows the global object to be returned on some browsers, by tricking the fixed “idx()”
function to return an otherwise hidden property, through a time-of-check-time-of-use vulnera-
bility [189].
Caja
Google’s Caja, short for Capabilities Attenuate JavaScript Authority, is a JavaScript subset and
rewriting system using a server-side middlebox. Caja represents an object-capability safe subset
of JavaScript, meaning that any code conforming to this subset can only cause effects outside
itself if it is given references to other objects. In Caja, objects have no powerful references to
other objects by default and can only be granted new references from the outside. The capability
of affecting the outside world is thus reflected by holding a reference to an object in that outside
world.
The Caja subset removes some dangerous features from the JavaScript language, such as
“with” and “eval()”. Furthermore, Caja does not allow variables or properties with names
ending in “__” (double-underscore), while at the same time marking variables and properties
with names ending in “_” as private.
Listing 4.8: Example JavaScript code to be cajoled by Caja.
1 window.alert("hello world");
Caja’s rewriting mechanism, known as the “cajoler,” examines the guest code to determine
any free variables and wraps the guest code into a function without free variables. Listing 4.8
shows some example code and its cajoled form is shown in Listing 4.9 (the “cajoledcode” vari-
able). In addition, Caja adds inline checks to make sure that Caja’s invariants are not broken
and that no object references are leaked. The output of the cajoler is cajoled code, which is sent
to a client’s browser.
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Listing 4.9: Conceptual cajoled code and tamed window.
1 var tamedwindow = tame(window);
2 var cajoledcode = function(param) {
3 param.alert (" hello world ");
4 };
5
6 cajoledcode(tamedwindow);
On the client-side, objects from the host webpage are “tamed” so that they only expose
desired properties before being passed to the cajoled guest code. These tamed objects with
carefully exposed properties are the only references that cajoled code obtains to the host page.
In this way, all accesses to the DOM can be mediated by taming the global object before passing
it to cajoled code. Listing 4.9 shows how the “window” object is tamed and passed to the cajoled
form of Listing 4.8.
Discussion
The JavaScript language makes static code verification difficult, because of its dynamic nature
(e.g. “eval()”) and strange semantics (e.g. the “with” construct). JavaScript subsets eliminate
some of JavaScript’s language constructs so that code may be more easily verified. When re-
quired, JavaScript rewriting systems can transform the code so that policies can also be enforced
at runtime.
This section discussed four JavaScript subsets and rewriting mechanisms: BrowserShield,
ADsafe, Facebook JavaScript and Caja. Some of their features are summarized in Table 4.1.
It is noteworthy that all three JavaScript subsets remove “with” and “eval()” from the lan-
guage, which is in line with the standardized JavaScript strict mode subset. The only available
performance benchmarks are for BrowserShield, which rewrites code written in full JavaScript,
and indicate a heavy performance penalty when rewriting JavaScript in a middlebox. Further-
more, the list of known weaknesses suggest that creating a secure JavaScript subset, although
possible, is not an easy task.
JavaScript subsets and code rewriting have been used in real world web applications and have
proved to be effective in restricting available functionality to selected pieces of JavaScript code.
However, restricting the integration of third-party JavaScript code which conforms to a specific
JavaScript subset, puts limitations on third-party JavaScript library developers which they are
unlikely to follow without incentive. Even if these developers are willing to limit themselves to
a JavaScript subset, they would need to create a version of their code for every subset that they
need to conform too. For instance, the jQuery developers would need to create a specific version
for use with FBJS, Caja, ADsafe etc. This is an unrealistic expectation.
The standardization of a JavaScript subset, such as e.g. strict mode, helps eliminate this
disadvantage for third-party JavaScript providers. But even with a standardized JavaScript
subset to aid with code verification, this verification step itself must still happen in a middlebox
located at either the server-side or the client-side.
Opting for a middlebox on a server-side has the disadvantage that it changes the architecture
of the Internet. From the browser’s perspective, JavaScript code would need to be requested from
the middlebox instead of directly downloading it from the third-party script provider. Although
this poses no problem for generic JavaScript libraries such as jQuery, it does pose a problem for
JavaScript code which is generated dynamically depending on the user’s credentials, as is the
case with e.g. JSONP. In the latter case the third-party script provider might require session
information to prove a user’s identity, which will not be provided by the browser when requesting
said script from a server-side middlebox.
A client-side middlebox on the other hand, does not suffer from this particular problem
because it has the option of letting the browser connect to it transparently, e.g. in case of a
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Listing 4.10: Example JavaScript calling setTimeout() with unknown input.
1 var x = ...;
2 window.setTimeout(x, 1000);
web proxy. With a client-side middlebox, the web application developers lose control over the
rewriting process. Users of the web application should setup the middlebox on the client-side
in order to make use of this web application. But requiring users to install a middlebox next
to their browser for a single web application, hurts usability and puts a burden on users which
they might not like to carry.
From a usability viewpoint, it makes more sense to require only a single middlebox which
can be reused for multiple web applications and to integrate this client-side middlebox into the
browser somehow.
4.2.2 JavaScript sandboxing using browser modifications
The previous section showed that JavaScript contains several language constructs that cannot
easily be verified to be harmless before executing JavaScript code. Instead of verifying the code
beforehand, another approach is to control the execution of JavaScript at runtime and monitor
the effect of the executing JavaScript to make sure no harm is done.
In a typical modular architecture of a browser, as explained in chapter 3 of the Web-platform
Security Guide[59], the JavaScript environment is disconnected from other browser components.
These other components, such as the DOM, the network layer, the rendering pipeline or HTML
parser are not directly accessible to JavaScript code running in the JavaScript environment.
Without these components, JavaScript is effectively side-effect free and is unable to affect the
outside world.
The connection layer between the JavaScript engine and the different browser components,
is an excellent location to mediate access to the powerful functionality that these components
can provide. In order to enforce a policy at this location, the browser must be modified with a
mechanism that can intercept, modify and block messages between the JavaScript engine and
the different components.
Example: allowing only Function object parameters for setTimeout() Consider the
example in Listing 4.10. In this example, the DOM API function “setTimeout()” is called with
a parameter “x.” The specification for the “setTimeout()” function in the Web application API
standard [283] lists two versions: a version where “x” must be a Function object, and a version
that allows it to be a String. Passing a string to the “setTimeout()” function is regarded as
a bad coding practice and considered as evil as using “eval()” [135]. Because of the inherent
difficulty in verifying JavaScript code before runtime, it can be desirable to enforce a policy at
runtime which rejects calls to “setTimeout()” when a string is passed as an argument.
The “setTimeout()” function is provided by a browser component which implements timer
functionality. To access this function, the JavaScript engine must send a message to this compo-
nent to invoke the timer functionality, as shown in Figure 4.7. At this point, a browser modified
with a suitable policy enforcement mechanism can intercept the message, and reject it if the
given parameter is not a Function object.
Forms of browser modifications Browser modifications can take many forms, but they
can generally be split into three groups: browser plugins, browser extensions and browser core
modifications. Browser plugins and browser extensions can add extra functionality to the browser
that can be used to enforce a JavaScript sandboxing technique. They are however limited in the
modifications they can make in the browser environment.
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JavaScript
environment
Timer
functionality
setTimeout(x, 1000);
Interception,
modiﬁcation
or rejection
Figure 4.7: Executing the “setTimeout()” function will send a message from the JavaScript
environment to the component implementing timer functionality, which can be intercepted,
modified or rejected by a policy enforcement mechanism in a modified browser.
Listing 4.11: Example whitelist policy implemented in BEEP’s afterParseHook function,
from [123].
1 if (window.JSSecurity) {
2 JSSecurity.afterParseHook =
3 function(code , elt) {
4 if (whitelist[SHA1(code)]) return true;
5 else return false;
6 };
7 whitelist = new Object ();
8 whitelist ["478 zB3KkS+UnP2xz8x62ugOxvd4 ="] = 1;
9 whitelist ["AO0q/aTVjJ7EWQIsGVeKfdg4Gdo ="] = 1;
10 ... etc. ...
11 }
For more advanced modifications to the browser, such as e.g. the JavaScript engine or the
HTML parser, it is typically the case that neither plugins nor extensions are suitable. Therefor,
modifying the browser core itself is required.
Research on JavaScript sandboxing through some form of browser modification, includes
BEEP [123], ConScript [178], WebJail [5], Contego [165], AdSentry [65], JCShadow [212], Es-
cudo [122], . . .
Browser-Enforced Embedded Policies (BEEP)
Jim et al. introduce Browser-Enforced Embedded Policies, a browser modification that intro-
duces a callback mechanism, called every time JavaScript is about to be executed. The callback
mechanism provides a hook named afterParseHook inside the JavaScript environment, which
can be overridden by the web developer.
Every time a piece of JavaScript is to be executed, the browser calls the afterParseHook
callback to determine whether the piece of JavaScript is allowed to execute or not. To be
effective, BEEP must be the first JavaScript code to load in the JavaScript environment, in
order to set up the afterParseHook callback.
The authors experimented with two types of policies: whitelisting and DOM sandboxing.
In the whitelisting policy approach, illustrated in Listing 4.11, the afterParseHook callback
function receives the script to be executed, and hashes is with the SHA-1 hashing algorithm.
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Listing 4.12: Example HTML with the “noexecute” attribute to be used with BEEP’s DOM
sandboxing policy.
1 <div class=" noexecute">
2 <!-- possibly -malicious content starts here -->
3 <script >
4 alert("hello world");
5 </script >
6 <!-- possibly -malicious content ends here -->
7 </div >
Listing 4.13: A node-splitting attack against the example in Listing 4.12. Notice how the
enclosing “div” element with “noexecute” attribute is closed by an attacker-injected closing
“div” element.
1 <div class=" noexecute">
2 <!-- possibly -malicious content starts here -->
3 </div ><script >
4 alert("hello world");
5 </script ><div >
6 <!-- possibly -malicious content ends here -->
7 </div >
This hash is then compared with a list of hashes for allowed scripts. If the hash is found among
this whitelist, the afterParseHook callback returns “true” and the script is executed.
In the DOM sandboxing policy approach, illustrated in Listing 4.12, HTML elements in
the web page are clearly marked with a “noexecute” attribute if they can potentially contain
untrusted content such as third-party advertising. When a script is about to be executed, the
afterParseHook callback function receives both the script and the DOM element from which
the execution request came. The afterParseHook callback function then walks the DOM tree,
starting from the given DOM element and following the references to parent nodes. For each
DOM node found in this walk, the callback function checks for the presence of a “noexecute”
attribute. If such an attribute is found, the afterParseHook callback function returns false,
rejecting script execution.
The authors report two problems with this last approach. First, in an attack to which
the authors refer to as “node-splitting,” an attacker may write HTML code into the webpage,
allowing him to break out of the enclosing DOM element on which a “noexecute” attribute is
placed. Shown in Listing 4.13, an attacker could easily break out of the DOM sandboxing policy
by closing and opening the enclosing “div” tag which has the “noexecute” attribute set, hereby
escaping its associated policy of rejecting untrusted scripts. Second, an attacker can introduce
an HTML frame, which creates a child document. The afterParseHook callback function inside
this child document would not be easily able to walk up the parent’s DOM tree to check for
“noexecute” attributes.
BEEP was implemented in the Konqueror and Safari browsers, and partially in Opera and
Firefox. Performance evaluation indicates an average of 8.3% and 25.7% overhead on the load-
time of typical webpages for a whitelist policy and DOM sandboxing policy respectively.
ConScript
Meyerovich et al. present ConScript, a client-side advice implementation for Microsoft Internet
Explorer 8. ConScript allows a web developer to wrap a function with an advice function using
around advice. The advice function is registered in the JavaScript engine as deep advice so that
it cannot be altered by an attacker.
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Listing 4.14: Example HttpOnly cookie policy defined on a script element using ConScript,
adapted from ConScript [178].
1 <head >
2 <script policy=’
3 let httpOnly: K -> K = function(_ : K) {
4 curse(); throw "HTTP -only cookies "; };
5 around(getField(document , "cookie "), httpOnly);
6 around(setField(document , "cookie "), httpOnly);
7 ’>
8 </script >
9 </head >
As with BEEP, ConScript’s policy enforcement mechanism must be configured before any
untrusted code gains access to the JavaScript execution environment. ConScript introduces a
new attribute “policy” to the HTML <script> tag, in which a web developer can store a policy
to be enforced in the current JavaScript environment. When the web page is loaded, ConScript
parses this “policy” attribute and registers the contained policy.
Unlike shallow advice, which is within reach of attackers and must be secured in order to
prevent tampering by an attacker, ConScript registers the advice function as “deep advice” inside
the browser core, out of reach of any potential attacker.
Listing 4.14 shows a ConScript policy being defined in the head of a web page. The policy
in this particular example enforces the usage of “HttpOnly” [182] cookies, a version of HTTP
cookies which cannot be accessed by JavaScript. To achieve this goal, the policy defines a
function “HttpOnly” which simply throws an exception, and registers this function as “around”
advice on the getter and setter of the “cookie” property of the “document” object, from which
regular cookies are accessible in JavaScript.
Using around advice as an advice function allows a policy writer full freedom to block or
allow a call to an advised function, possibly basing the decision on arguments passed to the
advised function at runtime.
ConScript uses a ML-like subset of JavaScript with labeled types and formal inference rules as
its policy language, which can be statically verified for common security holes. To showcase the
power of ConScript and its policy language, the authors define 17 example policies addressing a
variety of observed bugs and anti-patterns, such as: disallowing inline scripts, restricting XML-
HttpRequests to encrypted connections, disallowing cookies to be leaked through hyperlinks,
limiting popups and more.
ConScript was implemented in Microsoft Internet Explorer 8 and its performance evaluated.
On average, ConScript introduces a slowdown during micro-benchmarks of 3.42x and 1.24x after
optimizations. The macro-benchmarks are reported to have negligible overhead.
WebJail
Van Acker et al. propose WebJail, a JavaScript sandboxing mechanism which uses deep advice
functions like ConScript.
In WebJail, HTML iframe elements are used as the basis for a sandbox. A new “policy”
attribute for an iframe element allows a web developer to specify the URL of a WebJail policy,
separating concerns between web developers and policy makers.
The authors argue that an expressive policy language such as ConScript’s can cause confusion
with the integrators who need to write the policy, thus slowing the adoption rate of a sandboxing
mechanism. In addition, they warn for a scenario dubbed “inverse sandbox,” in which the policy
language is so expressive that an attacker may use it to attack a target web application by
sandboxing it with a well-crafted policy. For instance, if the policy language is the JavaScript
language, an attacker may define a policy on an iframe to intercept any cookie-access and
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Listing 4.15: Example WebJail policy allowing inter-frame communication, external communi-
cation to Google and YouTube, but disallowing access to the Device API, from [5].
1 {
2 "framecomm ": "yes",
3 "extcomm ": [" google.com", "youtube.com"],
4 "device ": "no"
5 }
transmit these cookies to an attacker-controlled host. A target web-application could then be
loaded into this iframe and would, upon accessing its own cookies, trigger the policy mechanism
which leaks the cookies to the attacker.
To avoid this scenario, WebJail abstracts away from an overly expressive policy language and
defines its own secure composition policy language. Based on an analysis of sensitive JavaScript
APIs in the HTML5 specifications, we divided the APIs into nine categories. The policy consists
of a file written in JSON, describing access rights for each of these categories. Access to a
category of sensitive JavaScript APIs in WebJail can be granted or rejected with “yes” or “no,”
or determined based on a whitelist of allowed parameters. Listing 4.15 shows an example WebJail
policy which allows inter-frame communication (framecomm: yes), external communication to
Google and YouTube (extcomm: [“google.com”, “youtube.com”]), but disallowing access to the
Device API (device: no).
Policy file
Category
API
API Function
Advice function
Advised function
+ + =
Ja
va
Sc
rip
t
C+
+
Policy layer
Advice construction layer
Deep aspect weaving layer
Figure 4.8: The WebJail architecture consists of three layers: the policy layer, the advice con-
struction layer and the deep aspect weaving layer, from [5].
WebJail’s architecture, depicted in Figure 4.8 consists of three layers to process an integrator’s
policy and turn it into deep advice. The policy layer reads an iframe’s policy and combines with
the policies of any enclosing iframes. Policy composition is an essential step to ensure that
an attacker cannot easily escape the sandbox by creating a child document without a policy
defined on it. The advice construction layer processes the composed policy and creates advice
functions for all functions in the specified JavaScript APIs. Finally, the deep aspect weaving
layer combines the advice functions with the API functions, turning them into deep advice and
locking them safely inside the JavaScript engine.
WebJail was implemented in Mozilla Firefox 4.0b10pre for evaluation. The performance
evaluation indicated an average of between 6.4% and 27% for micro-benchmarks and an average
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Listing 4.16: Example usage of Contego and its capability bitstring, from [165].
1 <div cap ="110001111" > ... </div >
2 <!--
3 Capability bitstring:
4 1 AJAX POST request allowed
5 1 AJAX GET request allowed
6 0 Cookie setting not allowed
7 0 Cookie getting not allowed
8 0 Cookie using not allowed
9 1 HTTP GET request allowed
10 1 HTTP POST request allowed
11 1 Hyperlink click allowed
12 1 Button submit click allowed
13 -->
of 6 ms loadtime overhead for macro-benchmarks.
Contego
Luo et al. design and implement Contego, a capability-based access control system for browsers.
In a capability-based access control model, the ability of a principal to perform an action is
called a capability. Without the required capability, the principal cannot perform the associated
action.
Contego’s authors identified a list of capabilities in browsers, among which: performing Ajax
requests, using cookies, making HTTP GET requests, clicking on hyperlinks, . . . . They list three
types of actions that can be associated with those capabilities, based on where they originate:
HTML-induced actions, JavaScript-induced actions and event-driven actions.
Contego allows a web developer to assign capabilities to <div> elements in the DOM tree,
by assigning a bit-string to the “cap” attribute. Each bit in the bit-string indicates whether a
certain capability should be enabled (“1”) or disabled (“0”) for all DOM elements enclosed by
the <div> element on which the capabilities apply. The meaning of each bit in the bit-string is
shown in Listing 4.16, which also shows an example policy disabling access to cookies.
The authors warn about a node-splitting attack when an attacker is allowed to insert content
into a <div> element. Just as with BEEP’s DOM sandboxing policy, care should be taken
to avoid that an attacker can insert a closing tag and escape the policy. In addition, Contego
has measures in place to ensure that an attacker cannot override capability restrictions by e.g.
setting a new “cap” attribute either in HTML or in JavaScript. Cases where principals with
different capabilities interact are handled by restricting the actions to the conjunction of the
capability sets.
To implement Contego in the Google Chrome browser, the authors extended the browser
with two new components: the binding system and the enforcement system. The binding system
assigns and tracks individual principal’s capabilities within a webpage. The enforcement system
then uses the information from the binding system to allow or deny actions at runtime.
The performance evaluation shows an average overhead of about 3% on macro-benchmarks.
AdSentry
Dong et al. propose AdSentry, a confinement solution for JavaScript-based advertisements,
which executes the advertisements in a special-purpose JavaScript engine.
An architectural overview of AdSentry is shown in Figure 4.9. Next to the regular JavaScript
engine, AdSentry implements an additional JavaScript engine, called the shadow JavaScript
engine, as a browser plugin. The browser plugin is built on top of the Native Client (NaCl) [90]
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Figure 4.9: The AdSentry architecture: advertisements are executed in a shadow JavaScript
engine which communicates with the Page Agent via the policy enforcer, from [65].
Listing 4.17: Format of the communication protocol used between AdSentry’s shadow JavaScript
engine and the Page Agent, from [65].
1 msg ::= command data
2 command ::= script | callFunc | getProp
3 | setProp | return
4 data ::= <text >
sandbox, which protects the browser and the rest of the operating system from drive-by-download
attacks occurring inside the sandbox.
Advertisements can either be explicitly marked for use with AdSentry, or they can be auto-
matically detected by AdBlock Plus. When an advertisement is detected in a webpage, AdSentry
assigns it a unique identifier and communicates with the shadow JavaScript engine to request
that the code be executed there. The shadow JavaScript engine then creates a new JavaScript
context with its own global object and virtual DOM and executes the advertisement.
The virtual DOM inside the shadow JavaScript context has no access to the real webpage on
which the advertisement is supposed to be rendered. Instead, the methods of the virtual DOM
are stubs which trigger the shadow JavaScript engine to communicate with a Page Agent in the
real JavaScript engine, requesting access on behalf of the advertisement. The communication
between the Page Agent and the shadow JavaScript engine is facilitated with a data exchange
protocol, shown in Listing 4.17. This communication channel is also where AdSentry’s enforce-
ment mechanism operates, granting or blocking access to the real webpage’s DOM according to
a user-specified policy. No information is given on how this policy can be specified.
AdSentry was implemented in Google Chrome, and uses a standalone version of SpiderMon-
key, Mozilla’s JavaScript engine, as the shadow JavaScript engine. The performance evaluation
indicates an average overhead of 590x on micro-benchmarks when traversing the boundary be-
tween the shadow JavaScript engine and the Page Agent, and an around 3% to 5% overall
loadtime overhead on macro-benchmarks.
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Discussion
This section discussed five browser modifications that aim to isolate and restrict JavaScript code
in the web browser: BEEP, ConScript, WebJail, Contego and AdSentry. Some of their features
are summarized in Table 4.2.
JavaScript sandboxing through a browser modification allows the integration of third-party
scripts written in the full JavaScript language. Web applications can be built with a much
richer set of JavaScript libraries, since those JavaScript libraries are not confined to a subset of
JavaScript.
In addition, a browser modification can control the execution of JavaScript inside the browser,
allowing the construction of efficient custom-built machinery to enforce a sandboxing policy,
ensuring low overhead.
However, modified browsers pose a problem with regard to dissemination of the software and
compatibility with browsers and browser versions. End-users must take extra steps in order to
enjoy the protection of this type of JavaScript sandboxing systems.
Because end-users do not all use the same browser, it becomes impossible to assure that all
end-users can keep using their own favorite browser. In the most fortunate case, the developers
of this browser core modification may find a way to port their sandboxing system to all browsers.
Even if this is the case, a browser core modification is a fork in a browser’s code base and must
be maintained to keep up with changes in the main code base, which can be a significant time
investment.
Likewise, a browser plugin or extension implementing a certain JavaScript sandboxing system,
must also be created for all browser vendors and versions, to enable a wide range of users to
make use of it. Such a plugin or extension must equally be maintained for future releases of
browsers, which can also require a significant time investment.
All in all, modifying a browser through a fork of browser code, a browser plugin or a browser
extension in order to implement a JavaScript sandboxing system, is acceptable for a prototype,
but proves difficult in a production environment.
An alternative approach is to convince major browser vendors to implement the browser
modification as part of their main code base, or even better, pass it through the standardiza-
tion process so that all browser vendors will implement it. This approach will ensure that the
sandboxing technique ends up in a user’s favorite browser automatically and that the code base
is maintained by the browser vendors themselves.
Unfortunately, getting a proposal accepted by the standardization committees is not a
straightforward task, partly because no solution is widely accepted as being “The Solution.”
In recent years, the standardization process has yielded new and powerful functionality that
could be used to build a JavaScript sandboxing system. Through this approach, a JavaScript
sandboxing system would not need any browser modification at all and work out of the box on
all browsers that support the latest Web standards.
4.2.3 JavaScript sandboxing without browser modifications
The previous section showed that a sandboxing mechanism implemented as a browser modifi-
cation, can be used to restrict JavaScript functionality available to untrusted code at runtime.
A browser modification is useful for proof-of-concept evaluation of a sandboxing mechanism,
but proves problematic in a production environment. Not only must a browser modification be
maintained with new releases of the browser on which it is based, but end-users must also be
convinced to install the modified browser, plugin or extension.
Given the powerful nature of JavaScript, it is possible to isolate and restrict untrusted
JavaScript code at runtime, without the need for a browser modification. This approach is
challenging because the enforcement mechanism will execute in the same execution environment
as the untrusted code it is trying to restrict. Special care must be taken to ensure that the
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untrusted code cannot interfere with the enforcement mechanism, and this without any added
functionality to protect itself from the untrusted code.
Real JavaScript environment
Sandbox
VDOMPolicy enforcer
Real DOM
Figure 4.10: Relationship between the real JavaScript environment and a sandbox. The sandbox
can only interact with a Virtual DOM, which forwards it via the policy enforcer to the real DOM.
Isolation unit and communication channel Following the same rationale as in the previous
section, a good approach is to create an isolated unit (or sandbox) which is completely cut off from
any sensitive functionality, reducing it to a side-effect free execution environment. Figure 4.10
sketches the relationship between a sandbox and the real JavaScript environment.
Any untrusted code executed in the sandbox, will not be able to affect the outside world,
except through a virtual DOM introduced into this sandbox. To access the outside world, the
isolated code must make use of the virtual DOM, which will forward the access request over a
communication channel to an enforcement mechanism. If the access is allowed, the enforcement
mechanism again forwards the access request to the real JavaScript environment.
New and powerful ECMAScript 5 functionality The rise of Web 2.0 resulted in the
standardization of ECMAScript 5, which brought new and powerful functionality to main-
stream browsers. This new functionality can help with the isolation and restriction of untrusted
JavaScript code.
An example of such functionality is the WebWorker API, or WebWorkers [269]. WebWorkers
allow web developers to spawn background workers to run in parallel with a web page. These
workers are intended to perform long-running computational tasks in the background, while
keeping web pages responsive to user interaction.
WebWorkers have a very restricted API available to them, which only allows them to do very
basic tasks such as set timers, perform XMLHttpRequests or communicate through “postMes-
sage()”. In particular, WebWorkers have no access to the DOM. Communication between Web-
Workers and a web page is achieved through the postMessage API.
Having new ECMAScript 5 functionality in place in browsers today, opens new options for
JavaScript sandboxing mechanisms which previously required browser modifications or code
verification/transformation in a separate middlebox.
For instance, because WebWorkers restrict JavaScript code from accessing the DOM and
other sensitive JavaScript functionality, they can be used as the isolation unit for a JavaScript
sandboxing mechanism. TreeHouse, discussed farther in this section, uses WebWorkers as its
isolation unit.
Research on JavaScript sandboxing without browser modification includes Self-protecting
JavaScript [216, 169], AdJail [160], Object Views [177], JSand [7], TreeHouse [115], SafeScript [161],
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Listing 4.18: Simplified version of Self-protecting JavaScript’s creation of a wrapper around the
“alert()” function, allowing it to be called maximum twice.
1 var wrapper = (function (original) {
2 // counter keeps state across
3 // multiple function calls
4 var counter = 0;
5
6 // create and return the wrapper
7 return function(m) {
8 if(counter < 2) {
9 original(m);
10 counter ++;
11 }
12 }
13 })(window.alert);
14
15 window.alert = wrapper;
IceShield [104], SafeJS [39], Two-tier sandbox [215], Virtual Browser [38], . . . A selection of this
work is discussed in the following sections.
Self-Protecting JavaScript
Phung et al. propose a solution where DOM API functions are replaced by wrappers which can
optionally call the original functions, to which the wrapper has unique access. The wrappers
can be used to enforce a policy and, with the ability to store state inside the wrapper function’s
scope, allow the enforcement of very expressive policies. Access to sensitive DOM properties can
also be limited by defining a getter and setter method on them which implements a restricting
policy.
An example of how a DOM function is replaced with a wrapper, is shown in Listing 4.18. In
this example, a wrapper for the function “alert()” is created with a built-in policy to only allow
the function to be called twice. A reference to the original native implementation of “alert()” is
kept inside the wrapper’s scope chain, making it only accessible by the wrapper itself. Finally,
the original “alert()” function is replaced by the wrapper.
It is vital that the wrappers are created and put in place of the original DOM functions
before any other JavaScript runs inside the JavaScript environment, to achieve full mediation.
If any untrusted JavaScript code is run before the wrappers are in place, an attacker may keep
copies of the original DOM functions around, thus bypassing any policies that are placed on
them later.
The authors warn that references to DOM functions can also be retrieved through the “con-
tentWindow” property of newly created child documents. To prevent this, access to the “con-
tentWindow” property is denied.
A bug in the “delete” operator of older Firefox browsers also allows overwritten DOM func-
tions to be restored to references to their original native implementations, by simply deleting
the wrappers.
A performance evaluation of Self-protecting JavaScript revealed a average of 6.33x slowdown
on micro-benchmarks, and a 5.37% average overhead for macro-benchmarks.
Magazinius et al. [169] analyzed Self-protecting JavaScript and uncovered several weaknesses
and vulnerabilities that allow the sandboxing mechanism to be bypassed by an attacker.
They note that the original implementation does not remove all references to DOM functions
from the JavaScript environment, leaving them open to abuse from attackers. The “alert()”
function for instance, has several aliases (such as “window.__proto__.alert”), which must all
be replaced with a wrapper for Self-protecting JavaScript to be effective.
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Equally, simply denying access to the “contentWindow” property is not sufficient to prevent
references to DOM functions from being retrieved from child documents. These references can
also be access from child documents through the “frames” property of the “window” object, or
from the parent document through the “parent” property of the “window” object.
They also point out that Self-protecting JavaScript is vulnerable to several types of prototype
poisoning attacks, allowing an attacker to get access to the original, unwrapped DOM functions
as well as the internal state of a policy wrapper.
Lastly, they remind that an attacker could abuse the caller chain during a wrapper’s execu-
tion, by gaining access to the non-standard “caller” property available in functions, allowing an
attacker to gain access to the unwrapped DOM functions.
Finally, Magazinius et al. offer solutions to remedy these vulnerabilities by making sure
any functions and objects used inside a wrapper are disconnected from the prototype chain
to prevent prototype poisoning, and coercing parameters of functions inside wrappers to their
expected types in order to further reduce the attack surface.
AdJail
Ter Louw et al. propose AdJail, an advertising framework which enforces JavaScript sandboxing
on advertisements.
AdJail allows a web developer to restrict what parts of the web page an advertisement has
access to, by marking HTML elements in that web page with the “policy” attribute. This
“policy” attribute contains the AdJail policy that is in effect for a certain HTML element and
its sub-elements.
The AdJail policy language allows the specification of what HTML elements can be read or
written to, and whether that access extends to its sub-elements. The web developer can also
define a policy to enable or disable images, Flash or iframes, restrict the size of an advertisement
to a certain height and width and allow clicked hyperlinks to open web pages in a new window.
By default, an advertisement is positioned in the “default ad zone,” an HTML <div> element
that aids the web developer in positioning the advertisement in the web page. The default policy
is set to “deny all.”
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Figure 4.11: Overview of AdJail, showing the real page, the shadow page and the tunnel scripts
through which they communicate and on which the policy is enforced, from [160].
An overview of AdJail is shown in Figure 4.11. The advertisement is executed in a “shadow
page,” which is a hidden iframe with a different origin, so that it is isolated from the real web
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Listing 4.19: Pseudo-code showing how an Object View around an object “obj” can be used to
intercept reading and writing a property, and intercepting a function call, from [177].
1 var wrapper = ...;
2 var obj = { prop: 123, func: function () {
3 alert("hello world");
4 }
5 };
6
7 defineSetter(wrapper , "prop",
8 function(x) {
9 obj.prop = x;
10 });
11
12 defineGetter(wrapper , "prop",
13 function () {
14 return obj.prop;
15 });
16
17 wrapper.func = function () {
18 obj.func(arguments);
19 };
20
21 alert(wrapper.prop); // displays 123
22 wrapper.prop = 456; // sets obj.prop to 456
23 wrapper.func() // displays "hello world"
page. Those parts of the real web page’s DOM that are marked as readable by the advertisement,
are replicated inside the shadow page before the advertisement executes.
Changes made by the advertisement inside the shadow page, are detected by hooking into
the DOM of the shadow page, and communicated to the real page through a tunnel script. The
changes are replicated on the real page if allowed by the policy. Likewise, events generated by
the user on the real page, are communicated to the shadow page so that the advertisement can
react to them.
Because AdJail is aimed at sandboxing advertisements, special care must be taken to ensure
that the advertisement provider’s revenue stream is not tampered with. In particular, AdJail
takes special precautions to ensure that content is only downloaded once, to avoid duplicate
registration of “ad impressions” on the advertisement network. Furthermore, AdJail leverages
techniques used by BLUEPRINT [162] to ensure that an advertisement does not inject scripts
into the real webpage.
Performance benchmarks indicate that AdJail has an average overhead of 29.7% on ad ren-
dering, increasing the rendering time from an average of 374 ms to 532 ms. Further analysis
showed that AdJail has an average overhead of 25% on the entire page loadtime, increasing it
from 489 ms to 652 ms.
Object Views
Meyerovich et al. introduce Object Views, a fine grained access control mechanism over shared
JavaScript objects.
An “Object View” is a wrapper around an object that only exposes a subset of the wrapped
object’s properties to the outside world. The wrapper consists of a proxy between the wrapped
object and the outside world, and a policy that determines what properties should be made
available through the proxy.
Sketched in Listing 4.19, an Object View contains a getter and setter method for each prop-
erty on the wrapped object, and a proxy function for each function object. Writing a value to a
property on an Object View, triggers the setter function which may eventually write the value to
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Listing 4.20: A declarative policy rule specifying that a DOM element of class “example” and
its subtree are read-only. If a method “shake” exists, it may be read and invoked as a method.
1 {
2 "selector ": "(//*[ @class=âĂŸexampleâĂŹ ]) | (//*[ @class=âĂŸexampleâĂŹ ]//*)",
3 "enabled ": true ,
4 "defaultFieldActions ": {read: permit},
5 "fields ": {shake: {methCall: permit }}
6 }
the wrapped object’s respective property. The getter function works in a similar way for reading
properties. Using a property of an Object View as a function and calling it, triggers the proxy
function. Object Views are applied recursively to a proxy function’s return value.
Creating two Object Views that wrap the same object, poses a problem with regard to
reference equality. Although comparing the underlying objects of both object views would result
in an equality, this would not be the case for the two wrapping Object Views. This inconsistent
view can be prevented by only wrapping an object with an Object View once, and returning
that same Object View every time a new Object View for the underlying object is requested.
Object views offer a basis for fine-grained access control through an aspect system. Each
getter, setter and proxy function on an Object View can be combined with an “around” advice
function, allowing the enforcement of an expressive policy.
Because of its size and complexity, manually wrapping the entire DOM with object views
would be a difficult and error-prone process. Instead, the authors advocate a declarative policy
system which is translated into advice for the Object Views.
The declarative policy is specified by a set of rules consisting of an XPath [270] selector to
specify a set of DOM nodes and an Enabled flag to indicate that the selected nodes may be
accessed. Optionally, each rule can be extended with default and specific rules for each field of
a DOM element. An example rule, shown in Listing 4.20, specifies that all DOM elements of
class “example” and its subtree can be accessed (Enabled = true) and is by default read-only
(defaultFieldActions). A specific rule for a field called “shake” allows that field to be read and
invoked as a method.
The authors discuss using Object Views in two scenarios: a scenario where JavaScript is
rewritten2 to make use of Object Views for same-origin usage, and a scenario where Object
Views are used in cross-origin communication between frames.
In the latter scenario, each frame provides an Object View around its enclosed document
to only expose the view required by the other. Communication between the frames is handled
by marshaling requests for the other side to a string and transmitting it with “postMessage()”.
Because each Object View has its own built-in policy, the communication channel does not need
to enforce a separate policy.
The performance of Object Views was evaluated on a scenario where several objects are
wrapped in a view, but where the communication between Object Views is not marshaled and
transmitted with “postMessage()”. For this scenario, the average overhead is between 15% and
236% on micro-benchmarks.
JSand
Agten et al. propose JSand, a JavaScript sandboxing mechanism based on Secure ECMAScript
(SES).
Secure ECMAScript (SES) is a subset of ECMAScript 5 strict which forms a true object-
capability language, guaranteeing that references to objects can only be obtained if they were
2This work could also be listed under Section 4.2.1, but since the published paper mostly focuses on the
cross-origin communication which does not require browser modifications, it is listed in this section instead.
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explicitly passed to an object-capability environment.
Without a reference to the DOM, JavaScript code running in a SES environment cannot
affect the outside world. JSand wraps the global object using the Proxy API [69] and passes a
reference to this proxied global object to the SES environment. Any access to the global object
from inside the SES environment, will traverse the proxy wrapper on which a policy can be
enforced.
Without additional care, JavaScript inside the SES environment with access to this proxied
global object, can invoke methods that return unwrapped JavaScript objects. Such an oversight
can cause a reference to the real JavaScript to leak into the SES environment, making JSand
ineffective. To avoid this, JSand wraps return values recursively, according to the Membrane
Pattern [186]. In addition, JSand preserves pointer equality between wrappers around the same
objects, by storing created wrappers in a cache and returning an existing wrapper if one already
exists.
Using the Membrane pattern, any access to the outside world from inside the SES environ-
ment, can be intercepted and subjected to a policy enforcement mechanism. The authors do
not specify a specific policy implementation, but point out that JSand’s architecture allows for
expressive fine-grained and stateful policies.
There are two important incompatibilities between the SES subset and ECMAScript 5 code,
which makes legacy JavaScript incompatible with JSand.
The first is the mirroring of global variables with properties on the global object and vice
versa. When a global variable is created under ECMAScript 5, a property with the same name
is created on the global object. Similarly, a property created on the global object results in the
creation of a global variable of the same name. This ECMAScript 5 behavior is not present in
SES and can cause legacy scripts who depend on that behavior, to break.
Second, because SES is a subset of ECMAScript 5 strict, it does not support the “with”
construct, does not bind “this” to the global object in a function call and does not create new
variables during “eval()” invocations. Legacy scripts making use of this behavior will also break
in SES.
To be backwards compatible with legacy JavaScript that does not conform to SES, JSand ap-
plies a client-side JavaScript rewriting step where needed before sandboxing the guest JavaScript
code. The UglifyJS [184] JavaScript parser is used to parse JavaScript into an Abstract Syntax
Tree (AST). This tree is then inspected and modified for legacy ECMAScript 5 constructs that
will break in SES. In particular, JSand rewrites guest code so that the mirroring of global vari-
ables and properties of the global object in ECMAScript 5, is replicated explicitly. JSand also
finds all occurrences to the “this” keyword and replaces it with an expression that replaces it
with “window” if its value is undefined, thus also replicating ECMAScript 5 behavior.
JSand’s performance evaluation indicates an average 9x slowdown for function-calls than
traverse the membrane wrapper, resulting in an average of 31.2% overhead in user experience
when interacting with a realistic web application. The load-time of a web application is increased
on average by 365% for legacy web applications using ECMAScript 5 code which requires the
rewriting step. The authors expect that this rewriting step will not be needed in the future, so
that the average load-time overhead will drop to 203%.
TreeHouse
Ingram et al. propose TreeHouse, a JavaScript sandboxing mechanism built on WebWorkers.
As explained previously, WebWorkers are parallel JavaScript execution environments without a
usual DOM, which can only communicate through postMessage.
An overview of TreeHouse’s architecture is shown in Figure 4.12. TreeHouse loads guest
JavaScript code into a WebWorker to isolate it from the rest of a web page. WebWorkers do not
have a regular DOM, so TreeHouse installs a broker with a virtual DOM inside the WebWorker
that emulates the DOM of a real webpage. When this virtual DOM is accessed, the broker
first consults the policy to determine whether access is allowed. If access is allowed, the broker
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Figure 4.12: TreeHouse architectural overview. Sandboxes consist of WebWorkers with a virtual
DOM. Access to this virtual DOM is mediated by broker according to a policy. If access is
allowed, the request is forwarded to the real page’s monitor, from [115].
Listing 4.21: TreeHouse integration in a web page. Guest code is loaded into <script> tags
with type “text/x-treehouse-javascript” so that they are automatically sandboxed. The policy is
also specified in a <script> element marked with a “data-treehouse-sandbox-policy” attribute,
from [115].
1 <script src=" tetris.js"
2 type="text/x-treehouse -javascript"
3 data -treehouse -sandbox -name=" worker1"
4 data -treehouse -sandbox -children ="# tetris">
5 </script >
6 <script src="tetris -policy.js"
7 type="text/x-treehouse -javascript"
8 data -treehouse -sandbox -name=" worker1"
9 data -treehouse -sandbox -policy >
10 </script >
then forwards the access request to the real page’s “TreeHouse Monitor” using “postMessage(),”
which handles the access to the real page’s DOM.
TreeHouse offers two deployment options to web developers wishing to use its sandboxing
mechanism. One option is to create a sandbox with a policy and load JavaScript in it manually
using the TreeHouse API. Another option, is more user-friendly and allows a web developer
to specify guest code to be sandboxed, in actual <script> elements. These <script> elements
should have their “type” attribute set to “text/x-treehouse-javascript” to prevent them from
being executed by the JavaScript engine in the host page. The special script type is also auto-
matically detected by the TreeHouse Monitor, which will create sandboxes and load the script
inside them.
An example use of TreeHouse is shown in Listing 4.21. Here, the first <script> element
shows how a sandbox is created called “worker1,” with access to the DOM element with id
“#tetris” and its subtree. The “tetris.js” script is then loaded inside the sandbox and executed.
The second <script> tag references the sandbox “worker1” and indicates through the “data-
treehouse-sandbox-policy” attribute that the script “tetris-policy.js” should be interpreted as a
policy instead of guest JavaScript code.
A TreeHouse policy consists of a mapping between DOM elements and rules. There are
three types of rules: a rule can be expressed by a boolean, a function returning a boolean, or
a regular expression. If the rule has a boolean value of True, access to the associated DOM
element is allowed. If the rule is a function, that function is invoked at policy enforcement time
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Listing 4.22: SafeScript used on a webpage. After loading the rewriter and API implementation,
a namespace is created and the guest code is loaded. Afterwards, the guest code is transformed so
that the property resolution mechanism is locked to the created namespace, and the transformed
code is executed, from [161].
1 <!-- the transformation tool -->
2 <script src=’rewriter.js ’></script >
3 <!-- an APIâĂŹs implementation -->
4 <script src=’interface0.js ’></script >
5
6 <script >
7 var namespace0 = $_sm [0]();
8 var script0_code = load_script(’http ://3rd.com/main.js ’);
9 exec_script(transform(script0_code , namespace0));
10 </script >
by the broker, and access is allowed if the return value is True. Finally, if the rule is a regular
expression, it refers to a property. If the regular expression matches a property’s name, then the
guest code is allowed to set a value to that property.
Because WebWorkers are concurrent by design, they present a problem when multiple Tree-
House sandboxes try to access to same DOM element in a real page. Such simultaneous access
would cause a race condition and result in undefined behavior. To prevent such a race condition,
TreeHouse allows a DOM element to only be accessed by one sandbox.
Another concurrency problem arises when the guest code makes use of a synchronous method
such as “window.alert()”. The guest code will expect the JavaScript execution to block, wait-
ing for the end-user to click away the pop-up window. In reality, TreeHouse’s communication
channel between the host page and the WebWorkers is asynchronous because “postMessage()”
is asynchronous. When calling “window.alert()” in the guest code, the broker would send an
asynchronous message to the host page, and let code execution in the sandbox resume immedi-
ately. This conflicts with the guest code’s expected behavior. The authors chose not to handle
this case and raise a runtime exception when guest code calls synchronous methods.
The performance benchmarks for TreeHouse show an average slowdown of 15x to 176x for
macro-benchmarks, and an average of 7x to 8000x slowdown on micro-benchmarks for method
invocations on the DOM.
SafeScript
Ter Louw et al. propose SafeScript, a client-side JavaScript transformation technique to isolate
JavaScript code in namespaces.
SafeScript makes use of Narcissus [191], a JavaScript meta-interpreter, to rewrite JavaScript
code on the client-side and instrument the code so that it can interpose on the property resolution
mechanism. Narcissus is a full JavaScript interpreter and can correctly handle all of JavaScript’s
strange semantics, its scoping, prototype chains and thus also the property resolution mechanism.
Through this rewriting step, SafeScript can separate JavaScript code in namespaces by ma-
nipulating the property resolution mechanism for each sandboxed script so that it ultimately
resolves to its own isolated global object. Because property resolution is under SafeScript’s con-
trol, it can effectively mediate access to the real DOM when sandboxed JavaScript guest code
requests access to it.
Listing 4.22 shows how SafeScript can be used to sandbox a given JavaScript. In this example,
the “rewriter.js” script contains SafeScript’s transformation code and “interface0.js” contains an
API implementation for a “namespace 0.” After creating the namespace with “$_sm[0]()”,
the guest code is loaded from a third-party host, transformed so that the property resolution
mechanism is locked to namespace 0, and then executed.
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SafeScript ensures that any dynamically generated JavaScript code is also transformed and
isolated in a namespace. In order to do so, SafeScript traps methods such as “eval()”, “set-
Timeout()”, which can inject JavaScript code into the execution environment directly. To cap-
ture JavaScript code that is indirectly injected, SafeScript monitors methods such as “docu-
ment.write()” and properties like “innerHTML.” HTML written through these injection points
must first be parsed and have its JavaScript code extracted before it can be transformed by
SafeScript.
Despite its many optimizations, SafeScript’s performance benchmarks indicate an average
slowdown of 6.43x on basic operations such a variable incrementation, because SafeScript rewrites
every variable statement. The macro-benchmark reveals an average slowdown of 64x.
Discussion
This section discussed six JavaScript sandboxing mechanisms that do not require any browser
modifications: Self-protecting JavaScript, AdJail, Object Views, JSand, TreeHouse and Safe-
Script. Some of their features are summarized in Table 4.3.
Besides Self-protecting JavaScript, which protects all access-routes to the DOM API through
enumeration, all solutions isolate untrusted JavaScript in an isolation unit. The isolated JavaScript
cannot access the DOM directly, but must communicate with the real web page and request ac-
cess, which is then mediated by a policy enforcement mechanism.
JavaScript sandboxing systems that do not require browser modifications leverage existing
standardized powerful functionality that is available in browsers today. The advantage of this
approach is that standardized functionality is, or in the near future will be, available in all
browsers and thus the sandbox works out of the box for all Internet users.
Much of the new browser functionality incorporated in the previously discussed JavaScript
sandboxing systems, was not designed for sandboxing and may not perform well enough for a
seamless user experience.
In the future that may change, because browser vendors optimize their code for speed to
compete with other browser vendors. When new browser functionality becomes more popular,
it will undoubtedly also be optimized for speed, automatically increasing the performance of the
JavaScript sandboxing systems making use of it.
Web standards keep evolving, so that we can expect more advanced browser functionality in
the future. This new functionality can then be used to design and implement yet more powerful
JavaScript sandboxing systems. Ideally, this new functionality will also bring APIs dedicated
to JavaScript sandboxing, providing purpose-built mechanisms to isolate code in a sandbox and
communicate with that sandbox.
When such specialized JavaScript APIs are adopted and implemented, future JavaScript
sandboxing mechanisms will no longer need to rely on repurposed functionality, making them
simpler and faster.
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4.3 Browser components for efficient Secure Sandboxing
of JavaScript
The previous section showed that there is a large body of research into JavaScript sandboxing
solutions, but that there is not a clear winner in terms of the perfect solution.
Browser modifications are powerful and can sandbox JavaScript efficiently, because of their
prime access to the JavaScript execution environment. Unfortunately, the software modifications
are difficult to distribute and maintain in the long run unless they are adopted by mainstream
browser vendors.
JavaScript sandboxing mechanisms without browser modifications leverage existing browser
functionality to isolate and restrict JavaScript. This approach can be slower but requires no
redistribution and maintenance of browser code. In addition, it automatically works on all
modern browsers.
From the review of relevant research, we can distinguish a number of components that are
always present in a JavaScript sandboxing solution. By analyzing the advantages and disadvan-
tages of these solutions, we can describe the ideal form of these components.
Isolation unit
Untrusted JavaScript should be isolated from the regular JavaScript environment so that a policy
enforcement mechanism can identify on which running JavaScript code it should act.
The isolation units used in today’s JavaScript sandboxing mechanisms are not adequate:
they are either not lightweight, or not free of side-effects. For instance, AdJail uses an iframe as
its isolation mechanism, but does not prevent JavaScript running inside from access the DOM.
JSand uses a SES sandbox as its isolation mechanism, which can mediate access to the DOM, but
at a performance penalty. TreeHouse uses WebWorkers, giving executing JavaScript access to
a stripped-down version of the DOM, but still allows access to some DOM functionality. Other
JavaScript sandboxing mechanisms have similar disadvantages.
Ideally, an isolation unit should be light-weight and provide a clean, side-effect free environ-
ment in which untrusted JavaScript can be run and from which it can not escape.
Virtual DOM and complete mediation mechanism
Once untrusted JavaScript code is isolated in an isolation unit, it may require access to browser
functionality available in the JavaScript environment outside of its isolation unit.
This untrusted code has certain expectations about the environment in which it executes.
For instance, it may assume to have access to XMLHttpRequest functionality through certain
standardized properties and functions in the DOM.
The isolation unit must thus provide this environment, or Virtual DOM, so that any untrusted
code running inside the isolation unit will not break due to expected but unavailable basic
functionality.
The Virtual DOM must be able to provide the requested functionality (e.g. XMLHttpRe-
quest) while at the same time mediating access to it through a mediation mechanism.
Virtual DOM implementations of today’s JavaScript sandboxing mechanisms are not optimal.
AdJail and TreeHouse for instance, set up a communications channel between the isolation unit
and the hosting page, marshalling requests and responses between them through the postMes-
sage() functionality. This marshalling of data inflicts a large performance hit. JSand and Object
Views (in one of its forms) have no communications channel between the isolation unit and
hosting page. Instead, the mediation mechanism is implemented using the membrane pattern
through the Proxy API or equivalent. This approach is fast but requires wrapping the entire
DOM, which can involve a lot of extra code.
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Care must be taken to never leak any unmediated references to the real DOM into the
isolation unit. Such an oversight would allow the untrusted code to break out of the isolation
unit.
Ideally, browsers would provide functionality so that the Virtual DOM can automatically be
wrapped using the membrane pattern in such a way that no unwrapped references to the DOM
are passed to the untrusted JavaScript code.
Policy language
The mediation mechanism should be configurable through a policy, enumerating which DOM
functionality that is available inside the isolation unit and describing any restrictions imposed
on the usage of that functionality. For instance, a policy might dictate that access to docu-
ment.location is permitted, but only to read properties and not alter them.
Such a policy language should be fine-grained and expressive enough without becoming a
security problem of its own. WebJail describes an “inverse sandbox” scenario where a policy
language becomes so expressive that an attacker may abuse it to steal information from other
origins.
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4.4 Roadmap towards Adoption
Isolation unit
Mozilla Firefox extensions have access to functionality that allows them to execute JavaScript
code in a sandbox with a selected global object and origin. This functionality, through the
Components.utils.evalInSandbox() method, would be ideal if it was also available in the
JavaScript execution environment of a web page. Unfortunately, this functionality is only avail-
able for browser extensions. On its own, evalInSandbox() would also not allow access mediation
to a virtual DOM. Wrapping the selected global object using the Proxy API and membrane pat-
tern could achieve this, but it is unclear whether evalInSandbox() works in conjunction with
a Proxy object.
Web Workers allow JavaScript code running in a web page to spawn a background thread in
which JavaScript can be executed concurrently. This mechanism allows a web page to oﬄoad
computationally expensive JavaScript into a separate thread, preventing the main thread from
being blocked or slowed down. JavaScript code running inside a Web Worker has access to only
a subset of the functions and classes available in a web page’s DOM. In particular, Web Workers
have no access to the DOM itself. In addition, Web Workers communicate with the main web
page through postMessage, which hinders both performance and synchronous operations. An
adaptation of Web Workers (e.g. a SandboxWorker) could be ideal for JavaScript sandboxing if
it were possible to replace the global object inside the Web Worker with a custom object. Again,
a Proxy object would allow a JavaScript sandboxing mechanism to mediate access to the DOM,
if this Proxy object could replace the global object in a SandboxWorker. Because Web Workers
execute in parallel with the main thread, a SandboxWorker will need to address synchronisation
issues when accessing the real DOM.
Support for Virtual DOM creation
The virtual DOM needs to reflect the methods and properties available in the real DOM as
accurately as possible, because running JavaScript code has certain expectations with regard to
the appearance of a “standard DOM”. Using the Proxy API to wrap the real DOM, presents
executing JavaScript code with an apparently real DOM while at the same time allowing full
mediation.
To prevent that references to the real DOM leak from a Proxy object, the membrane pattern
should be used. The implementation of this membrane pattern needs code to mimic the structure
of the DOM, the DOM classes and their properties and methods. The construction of a virtual
DOM thus involves a full description of the real DOM, which is not available through any
JavaScript API. Such a description has to be imported from elsewhere, as JavaScript code,
JSON or even IDL listings.
Since the browser itself has the information about the structure of its own DOM, it should
not be necessary to import it from elsewhere. Sharing this information from the browser in a
structured way through a JavaScript API, could ease the construction of a virtual DOM.
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Chapter 5
Cross-Site Scripting (XSS)
5.1 Cross-Site Scripting Vulnerabities in the Modern Web
Back when the Web was invented, it was intended to serve as a distribution mechanism for static,
scientific documents written in HTML. With the advent of server-side scripting languages such
as PHP and the introduction of client-side scripting technologies such as JavaScript, Flash or
Silverlight, the Web became a fully-fledged runtime environment for sophisticated applications.
In fact, operating systems such as Chrome OS or Firefox OS merely provide an execution envi-
ronment for a browser such that a user can interact with web applications. As opposed to static
documents, such applications frequently generate content on-the-fly based on inputs provided by
the user, the user’s browser, the underlying database, or other (potentially untrusted) sources.
In some cases, this input is processed by the web application in such a way that a maliciously
crafted input may divert the web application’s intended control flow [153, 253, 292]. Besides
classical injection problems such as SQL injection [96] or Command injection [253], a considerable
portion of the work focusses on so called Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) attacks. In the basic version
of such attacks, malicious HTML tags are embedded by an attacker into Web requests issued by
a client. This type of vulnerability was encountered in the late nineties by a group of Microsoft
security engineers, who also coined the term [232]. The work of this group led to an advisory
published by CERT in February 2000 [40], which is, to the best of our knowledge, the first
known written documentation of XSS. The description given in this advisory “might nowadays
be classified as the reflected/non-persistent form of the attack” [232].
5.1.1 The Ongoing Evolution of Cross-site Scripting
Within the last decade, a huge amount of research has been conducted to investigate the nature
of such injection attacks. A multitude of different flavors of this problem emerged and our
understanding of the vulnerability has fundamentally changed. This evolution can be observed
best when reviewing existing research papers. The early approaches only consider reflected or
persistent XSS (e.g., [29, 142, 197]). In 2005, XSS gained special attention when the infamous
Samy worm [137] hit the social network MySpace and Klein published his paper on “DOM Based
Cross Site Scripting or XSS of the Third Kind” [143]. Since then, a lot of different flavors of the
problem emerged and, hence, the understanding of what XSS really is has changed significantly.
Recent works include many other dimensions such as DOM-based XSS [143, 153], Flash-based
XSS [4], mutation-based XSS [107] or CSS-based XSS [106].
5.1.2 XSS Today
Until today, XSS is a serious and widespread security issue. Only recently, an XSS vulnerability
caused a major security breach of the Ubuntu Forum: two million user credentials were stolen,
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Figure 5.1: Count of entries in the CVE database assigned to the XSS category [188]. Data for
2014 was compiled on October 15th 2014.
when an administrative account was hijacked via a persistent XSS attack [284].
The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) regularly lists XSS as one of the
top three security vulnerability problems on the Web [210]. In its yearly analysis report [242],
the company Whitehat Security lists XSS vulnerabilities as the most wide-spread vulnerability:
according to this study, 43% of all discovered serious vulnerabilities can be accounted to XSS.
An examination of MITRE’s Common Vulnerabilities & Exposures (CVE) database [188] also
shows, that XSS has constantly been the second most reported vulnerability class since 2008
and even takes the top spot for 2014 (see Fig. 5.1). In this statistic it is especially notable that
no clear trend is visible, which suggests that the overall problem of XSS is in decline: Both
SQL Injection and XSS expose a peak in the timeframe between 2007 and 2009, coinciding with
the field of Web applications moving into the focus of the security community. But, while the
frequency of SQL Injection reports has visibly declined over the following years, no such trend
can be observed for the number of reports of XSS.
5.1.3 Overview
In this chapter, we consolidate the existing knowledge on Cross-Site Scripting, especially since
the notion of this type of vulnerability obviously changed a lot over time. Our objective is
to systematically review the existing literature related to XSS and present a comprehensive
overview of this research field. This also enables us to identify open problems and potential
research topics that still need to be addressed. We achieve these goals by first elaborating
on the different dimensions of the problem space. More specifically, we discuss the different
causes behind such attacks and examine the different options of approaching the problem. We
then provide a classification scheme for past, current, and future research in this area. On
the one hand, this classification is based on the different angles from which the problem can
be addressed. On the other hand, our classification is divided into the different places where
the approach is deployed/implemented. By applying this classification scheme to the current
research landscape consisting of more than 80 papers that we reviewed, we identify the underlying
trends and concepts applied to conduct, detect, mitigate, and prevent XSS vulnerabilities and
attacks. Furthermore, we identify several problems that are not well-understood so far and
where additional research is needed.
To summarize, in this chapter we provide the following information:
• We introduce a systematic classification scheme for research on XSS by analyzing the
different dimensions and facets of the problem space.
• We provide a comprehensive overview of the current research landscape by applying our
classification scheme to this research area. Thereby, we analyze the different approaches
and study the underlying concepts.
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• We discuss the advantages and drawbacks of main research streams and point out several
open research problems for future work in this area.
5.2 Dimensions of Cross-Site Scripting
According to OWASP, “Cross-Site Scripting attacks are a type of injection problem, in which
malicious scripts are injected into the otherwise benign and trusted web sites” [210]. While being
correct for a large portion of XSS attacks, this definition does not fully address the complete
problem space. Thus, we propose a precise definition of XSS by analyzing the different flavors
and dimensions of the problem space.
In this deliverable, we consider Cross-Site Scripting to be any injection vulnerability that
allows the injection of arbitrary client-side code or markup into a web application. This includes
JavaScript injection, HTML injection, CSS injection and the injection of other past or upcoming
client-side scripting or markup languages (e.g., VBScript, SVG, etc.). As such, we define XSS
attacks and vulnerabilities as follows:
Definition 1 (Cross-site Scripting Attack) A Cross-Site Scripting Attack is an attack in
which adversary-controlled data is injected into a web application in an unauthorized fashion.
Thereby, the injected content is crafted in such a way that a users’s browser interprets it as
client-side code or markup without the user’s consent.
Definition 2 (Cross-site Scripting Vulnerability) A Cross-Site Scripting Vulnerability is
a programming error within a web application or the corresponding execution environment which
unintentionally allows an attacker to conduct a Cross-Site Scripting Attack.
An XSS attack is caused by adversary-controlled data since the adversary can either directly
inject data into a given web application or she can trick the victim into performing the attack
steps himself (so called self-XSS attack). It is unauthorized since the attacker injects data
into the application without a user’s consent. The attack manifests when the user’s browser
interprets the injected data as client-side code or markup, again without the user’s consent. An
XSS vulnerability is a software fault that can be activated via an external trigger as part of
an XSS attack. Note that the vulnerability can be either located in the web application itself
or within the execution environment (e.g., universal XSS attacks where an adversary exploits
a browser bug to inject data). Again, we emphasize that XSS vulnerabilities are unintentional
to exclude legitimate use cases where code is injected (e.g., as part of browser plugins such as
Greasemonkey or developer sites such as jsfiddle.net).
To illustrate our definition further, the following examples provide an overview of different
facets of XSS attacks:
• HTML Injection: As described in the initial advisory, XSS is an attack that allows
the injection of malicious HTML tags [40]. Hence, XSS is not limited to the injection
of scripts, but to the injection of anything that can be expressed with HTML. This of
course includes JavaScript enclosed in script tags or event handlers, but additionally also
includes any kind of plugin content embedded via object or embed tags (e.g., Flash, PDFs,
or Java) and all the other tags that can be used for attacks such as defacement [86, 211]
or phishing [92, 147].
• JavaScript Injection: One way to inject JavaScript into a web application is to use
HTML script tags or event handlers as described above. However, sometimes it is also pos-
sible to directly inject JavaScript without the need for HTML, for example when JavaScript
code is directly generated by the application from user input. This generation can take
place anywhere within the application, for example at the client-side when strings are con-
verted to code via the eval() function or at the server-side when scripts are dynamically
generated.
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• CSS Injection: Besides the well-known and understood ways of injecting malicious code
via HTML or JavaScript, it is also possible to inject malicious Cascading Style Sheets (CSS)
into an application. As demonstrated by Heyes et al. [108] and Heiderich et al. [106], it is
possible to inject stylesheets that are capable of leaking sensitive information without the
need for JavaScript.
The underlying Cross-site Scripting vulnerability for an injection of such (client-side) content
can be caused by different entities. Depending on the specific entity, the exploitation, detection,
mitigation, or prevention techniques must be adapted to account for the specific environment.
To supplement our definition, we thus classify XSS vulnerabilities according to the causes as
explained in the following.
5.2.1 Caused by Server-side Code
The most well-known type of XSS is the server-side variant. Thereby, the injection problem is
caused by the server-side code used to generate dynamic HTML or script content. Generally,
there are two types of server-side XSS problems:
Non-persistent/Reflected
In a reflected XSS vulnerability, the server “reflects” user input contained in a request into
the response handed back to the browser (see Listing 5.1 for an example). Hence, a malicious
payload executes in the very same browser that also generated the request. In order to exploit
such a vulnerability, an attacker, therefore, needs to lure a victim into generating the malicious
request in his browser. This can either be done by luring the victim into opening a malicious
URL through phishing or social engineering, or by luring the victim onto an attacker controlled
web page that is capable of generating the malicious request (e.g., by embedding an iframe or
submitting a hidden form).
Listing 5.1: Exemplary reflected XSS vulnerability
1 [...]
2 <h1>Hello <?php echo $_GET["name"] ?></h1>
3 [...]
Persistent
In a persistent XSS vulnerability, the application also outputs potentially malicious user input in
an uncontrolled fashion. Opposed to reflected XSS, the user input is not directly reflected back
to the user, but stored on the server (e.g., in a database or file). Depending on the application’s
behavior, this data is then outputted to other users of the application. Hence, the attacker
model in this kind of an attack is a little bit different: instead of luring a user into clicking a
malicious link, this time the adversary simply injects the payload directly into the application.
Afterwards, she only needs to wait until the payload is delivered to another user of the same
application. Hence, it is easier for the adversary to conduct the attack as social engineering or
phishing is not necessary. Due to the persistent nature of the attack, it can be used to construct
XSS worms [46, 47, 54, 137, 139, 255], whereas the server-side backend of the web application
serves as a distribution channel for the worm.
5.2.2 Caused by Client-side Code
Until 2005, Cross-Site Scripting was believed to be a server-side vulnerability. Back then, Klein
published a paper on a variant that he called DOM-based XSS or “XSS of the third kind” (while
server-side reflected and persistent XSS were considered to be the other two variants) [143]. As
opposed to server-side XSS, DOM-based XSS is caused by client-side code, i.e., by legitimate
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JavaScript executed in the browser (see Listing 5.3 for an example). Although there are still
newly published research papers that consider XSS to be a server-side problem only (see for
example [213]), the research community has adapted its definition of XSS in the meantime.
Lekies et al. demonstrated that client-side XSS is a prevalent problem nowadays [153].
Listing 5.2: Exemplary persistent, client-side XSS vulnerability
1 var html = "<a href=’"
2 + location.href
3 + "’>Home </a>";
4 localStorage.setItem (" cached", html);
5
6 [...]
7
8 var html = localStorage.getItem (" cached ");
9 document.write(html);
Listing 5.3: Exemplary non-persistent, client-side XSS
1 document.write("<script
2 src=’http :// example.org/test.php?r="
3 + document.referrer + "’></script >");
As opposed to Klein’s paper, we consider two variants of client-side XSS: non-persistent and
persistent:
Non-persistent/Reflected
Client-side non-persistent XSS vulnerabilities are similar to their server-side counterparts, as
can be seen when comparing Listing 5.1 with Listing 5.3. Nevertheless, there are some very
important differences:
• Attack Detection: While server-side XSS attacks are caused by malicious input to the
server (i.e., everything that is contained in the HTTP request), client-side XSS is caused by
malicious inputs to the client-side (i.e., any attacker controllable data in a web application’s
DOM). Hence, traditional intrusion detection systems that are deployed at the server-side
will not necessarily be able to detect client-side XSS attacks.
• Vulnerability Detection: Another difference is the possibility to detect vulnerabilities.
While for the server-side there are many sophisticated tools, there are almost no tools
to detect client-side XSS vulnerabilities. Furthermore, many web applications make use of
remote script includes [201]. Hence, the amount of source code that is executed within such
a client-side application is significantly different from the amount of code that is hosted
by the originating server. Scanning and patching vulnerabilities is thus much harder.
• Scope: As server-side XSS is caused by dynamic server-side scripts, server-side vulnerabil-
ities are not present in static HTML pages. Client-side XSS vulnerabilities, however, are
caused by dynamic client-side scripts. Hence, static HTML pages are potentially vulnerable
to client-side XSS as soon as JavaScript code is embedded. Furthermore, client-side XSS is
not necessarily caused by HTML and JavaScript, but can also be caused by plugin-based
content such as Flash [4].
• Client-side Environment: While the server-side is under full control of the web site provider,
the client-side is completely controlled by the user. Hence, no assumptions can be made on
the client-side infrastructure. Many client-side XSS vulnerabilities are caused by browser
quirks (e.g., by the CSS expression statement in Internet Explorer). Furthermore, the
browser is currently a moving target. With the introduction of HTML5 related technologies
a lot of new ways to conduct XSS attacks are being revealed nowadays. Hence, it is difficult
to deploy and maintain filters and countermeasures.
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Persistent
A variant of XSS that has not yet receive a low of attention is client-side persistent XSS (see
Listing 5.2 for an example). Until recently, browsers did not offer a lot of client-side storage
functionalities except cookies. However, with the introduction of HTML5 and related technolo-
gies, several of such client-side storage technologies were introduced. Examples are Web Storage,
the File API, indexed Databases, and the Oﬄine AppCache. Several papers demonstrated the
real-world existence of such vulnerabilities [101, 153, 152].
5.2.3 Caused by the Infrastructure
While server-side and client-side XSS vulnerabilities are caused by faulty application-level code,
infrastructure-based XSS vulnerabilities are caused by bugs or malicious code in the underlying
infrastructure. The infrastructure is comprised of the server, the client, and the network.
Server
A common server infrastructure XSS problem can occur with server-wide error pages or similar
vulnerable default behavior [221]. Besides erroneous configuration, server induced XSS can also
be caused by the server directly. For example, in 2006 most web applications served by the
Apache HTTP server were susceptible to XSS due to the server’s wrong handling of the Expect-
header [294].
Client
Client-side infrastructure XSS vulnerabilities are mainly caused by the browser or plug-ins and
extensions executed by the browser. One popular example for this category is Universal XSS
(UXSS). UXSS is a bug class that causes an injection vulnerability in arbitrary web applications.
Thereby, the application itself does not need to expose a vulnerable code fragment. The attacker
simply misuses a browser bug to inject the malicious payload. Instances of this particular problem
occurred for example in Opera [138], Adobe Reader [245], or in Internet Explorer 8 [155].
Network
Network-based XSS attacks occur whenever entities on the network are able to manipulate HTTP
responses. For example, Gilad et al. demonstrated how IP spoofing can be used to conduct a
so-called Off-Path Attack that is capable of injecting malicious scripts into an XSS-free web
application [89]. Another example for a network-based XSS was conducted by an American
hotel chain: visitors that used the hotel’s Wi-Fi noticed that strange advertisements were shown
on web pages that normally did not include banner advertisements. The hotel intercepted the
HTTP responses and injected the advertisement code into the web page [28].
5.3 The Facets of XSS
In the previous section, we defined the terms XSS attack and XSS vulnerability and reviewed
their different dimensions and causes. Based on these insights, we now examine the different
viewpoints from which XSS can be approached and study corresponding approaches to tackle
the problem.
5.3.1 XSS as an Information Flow Problem
A necessary precondition of an XSS vulnerability is that an attacker can inject data (e.g., HTML
tags, JavaScript code, or CSS markup) into a given web application and this data is later on
executed. Hence, we can treat XSS as an information flow problem: in a first step, we need
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to identify sources that an attacker can potentially control. Afterwards, we analyze how data
is processed within the application and if attacker-controlled data eventually reaches a security
sensitive sink. This kind of information flow analysis is a well-understood field and many different
techniques exist to implement information flow analysis (e.g., [61, 233, 241]).
However, unlike monolithic systems, web applications are a composite of various detached
components, typically consisting of at least the web browser, the application server, and a server-
side persistence system or database. And again, each of these components consists of several
subsystems. For example, the web browser is a set of parsers for complex languages such as
JavaScript, HTML, XML, CSS, SVG, ActionScript, etc. In practice, many information flows
span more than one of these components and subcomponents, including information flows span-
ning both server-side and client-side code [107] or data that is temporarily stored in persistence,
either on the server [141] or client-side [153]. As a consequence, covering such complex flows is
a major challenge for protective systems.
5.3.2 XSS as a Sanitization Problem
From a different standpoint, XSS can be seen as a sanitization problem: if we manage to check
both the input and output of a web application for potential XSS attacks, we can filter malicious
content and prevent it from causing harm. Sanitization is a general concept used in many
security contexts and can be applied to XSS vulnerabilities as well. Typical challenges for such
an approach are for example the placement of sanitizers, the problem of deciding if a particular
piece of data is actually malicious or benign, and the various encodings used in modern web
applications.
One of the main difficulties in sanitizers placement and correctness results from the many
different contexts in which injections can occur. Depending on the surroundings of the injection
point, sanitizers have to filter different commands and control characters. For example, if user
input is written to the document via the PHP function echo() between an opening and a closing
div tag, the input has to be filtered for HTML control characters. If user input is used within a
call to JavaScript’s eval function, the input has to be filtered for JavaScript control characters.
And although it is not easy for a security-unaware developer to determine this context, it gets
even more difficult when multiple contexts are combined. Then, sanitizers have to be applied in
exactly the right order. Listing 5.4 provides an example in which a JavaScript context is nested
within a URL context, which again is nested in an HTML attribute context.
Listing 5.4: Example for nested contexts
1 <?php
2 $url = "’javascript:alert("
3 $url .= $_GET[’name ’]." ’)";
4 echo "<a href =". $url .">";
5 ?>
5.3.3 XSS as a Mitigation Problem
On a conceptional level, XSS is related to well-explored code injection vulnerability classes, such
as memory corruption vulnerabilities in binary applications [256]: an attacker can inject input
to a given application that leads to an unauthorized change in the control flow. For memory
corruption attacks, several (more or less successful) approaches for exploit mitigation have been
proposed, such as StackGuard [48], Instruction Set Randomization [140] / Adress Space Layout
Randomization (ASLR), Control-Flow Integrity (CFI) [3], or Write Integrity Testing (WIT) [10].
Interestingly, the underlying concepts of some of these approaches were also applied in the
context of XSS protection, for example in systems such as Document Structure Integrity [195]
or Noncespaces [95]. We will more closely review such mitigation options later on.
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The complexity of the XSS problem suggests that in the near and midterm future, XSS will
still be a major concern: despite a decade of research on this topic, novel attacks that bypass
all existing mitigation and prevention approaches are published frequently. Hence, exploring
applicable mitigation approaches from other areas and studying if/how they can be applied to
the XSS problem is a worthwhile effort. The challenging part is to identify which methods can
be transfered: XSS is a hard problem due to aspects like the involvement of several parties (e.g.,
a web application and several browsers that all have their own quirks), a lot of encoding/trans-
formation that happens on the different levels, or the fact that JavaScript is hard to analyze.
Thus, we need to carefully analyze which mitigation strategies can be applied.
5.4 Research Classification
In the last years, a large body of work on different aspects of the Cross-Site Scripting problem
has been published. The individual papers focus on specific dimensions of the problem and it
is hard to keep track of the overall picture. Especially the identification of “blind spots” (i.e.,
areas where still open problems exist and research work is needed) has become a challenge. In
the following, we thus introduce a general classification of the different research areas that we
will use in the rest of this chapter to provide a comprehensive overview of the current research
landscape. Furthermore, this systematic overview also enables us to identify future opportunities
for research.
Our classification is divided into two orthogonal axes that highlight the distinct facets of
the problem. On the first axis, we organize the existing literature according to the different
technical purposes to approach the problem. The individual classes of this axis are (i) attack,(ii) detection, (iii) mitigation, and (iv) prevention. Note that it is sometimes hard to assign
a method to a single class, especially since the classes are slightly interconnected. However,
we attempt to provide a classification according to the primary goal of a given method to
systematically review the existing works. Orthogonal to this classification is the point where
the presented approaches are deployed. We also subdivide this axis into several classes. A
method can be deployed either at the (i) server-side, (ii) client-side, or it is a (iii) hybrid
approach that requires a (close) interaction between both sides. If we only consider the defense
approaches combined with the deployment aspects, this leaves us with a 3 × 3 matrix on which
we can organize the existing literature. In the following, we explain the individual aspects of
our classification in greater detail and provide a justification for our breakdown of the field.
5.4.1 Purpose of Technical Measure
In a first step, we categorize the different purposes of the technical measures to tackle the XSS
problem in four classes according to the angle from which the problem is addressed, namely:
Exploitation, Detection, Mitigation, and Prevention.
A given paper is classified according to its primary focus. The following list gives a short
overview of the four classes while we provide detailed characterizations in Sections 5.4.1 to 5.4.1:
Exploitation: The primary focus of the paper is on exploring specific facets connected to the
conduction of XSS attacks.
Detection: The paper’s technical contribution targets to detect XSS vulnerabilities or XSS
attacks, without additional steps toward prevention or mitigation.
Mitigation: The paper’s technical measure does not address the underlying XSS vulnerability
(see Def. 2). Instead, the effects of an XSS attack (see Def. 1) are thwarted.
Prevention: The paper proposes a measure to directly prevent the causing XSS vulnerability.
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While there are papers that appear to fit into more than one category (e.g., detection and
prevention), the definition of categories was designed to be is sharp enough to clearly classify
current research. Our categorization is not based on the potential of a technique to fulfill a
certain task, but on the actual features described and evaluated in the papers.
For instance, some of the detection papers’ techniques could, in theory, be extended towards
prevention or mitigation. However, in the paper itself the authors purposefully focused on
detection only, likely due to technical circumstances (e.g., performance overhead, false positives,
compile- time vs. runtime detection, etc.). Thus, from the paper alone, the merits of a given
detection approach to be used for other purposes cannot be concluded.
In a similar fashion, some approaches that focus on prevention or mitigation could potentially
be able to include reporting functionality for detection purposes. But, if this option has not been
evaluated by the paper’s authors, we cannot assess the techniques actual detection capabilities
and the potential quality of such usage of the approach. Thus, in our scheme the approach’s
primary functionality determines its position in the classification. In the remainder of this
section, we explore the four classes in more detail:
Exploitation
The goal of many papers is to explore a method to exploit a particular XSS vulnerability, to by-
pass an existing defense strategy, or to execute code in the context of an XSS vulnerability. Such
works contribute novel attack techniques and demonstrate shortcomings of existing defenses. As
such, they are valuable since they enable us to study the attack surface and offer new insights
into potential weaknesses of existing prevention or mitigation approaches.
Detection
The second class of approaches to tackle the problem includes different ways to detect XSS
vulnerabilities or XSS attacks. This includes approaches that, in their presented form, are only
detecting attacks or vulnerabilities, but not to mitigate or prevent them (e.g., due to shortcom-
ings in areas such as false positive rates, performance, or completeness). We can subdivide this
class in two aspects. On the one hand, we can proactively detect XSS vulnerabilities by analyz-
ing a given application for potential vulnerabilities. Such an analysis can be either carried out
statically (i.e., by analyzing the code without actually executing it) or dynamically (i.e., running
an application on a particular set of inputs and observing the behavior during runtime). Both
approaches have their individual strengths and weaknesses that enable them to detect particular
kinds of vulnerabilities. On the other hand, we also need reactive ways to detect successful XSS
attacks. This is mainly due to the complexity of the problem: despite many years of effort, no
comprehensive and sound way to prevent all kinds of XSS attacks has been presented so far. As
a result, we need means to detect successful attacks such that we can react on them and mitigate
the effects.
Mitigation
This class represents approaches in which vulnerabilities still exist, but cannot be exploited
due to a modified runtime environment. For example, CSP is such a technique: although CSP
prevents vulnerabilities from being exploited by whitelisting legitimate code, the vulnerability
itself still exists. Another example would be SessionSafe [126] or SessionShield [205] that do not
stop JavaScript injection, but protect the cookie from being accessed via JavaScript.
There are different ways to mitigate a given XSS attack and we identified three unique
approaches to do so. First, the injection is successful, but the mitigation approach prevents the
browser from executing the script (e.g., via a randomization of the XML namespace). Second,
the injection of arbitrary code or markup can be successful, but the approach mitigates the
actual effect of this injection (e.g., by identifying and blocking illegitimate scripts). Third, the
injection is successful and is also executed, but the unauthorized code is contained in a specific
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environment such that it cannot cause harm (e.g., via sandboxing or runtime restriction of
potentially malicious scripts). The different approaches have their own unique characteristics as
we will discuss later on.
Prevention
Inspired by the security by design principle, a class of existing work focuses on ways to proac-
tively prevent XSS vulnerabilities in the first place. Such papers introduce methods that either
approach potential root causes of the problem or utilize approaches to prevent the underlying
problem in a generic way. These methods tackle the underlying problems and thus enable us to
anticipate potential attacks. For example, a clear separation between code and data prohibits
a large class of XSS vulnerabilities since an attacker cannot smuggle data into the application
that is later on interpreted as code, thus addressing a root cause. Other examples are the use of
whitelisting or dynamic taint analysis to study the information flow within a given application
with the goal of preventing unauthorized control or data flow.
5.4.2 Point of Deployment
As a second step, we discuss how the existing work can be categorized according to the place
where the approach is deployed/implemented. Historically, XSS vulnerabilities were regarded
as server-side problems and only later on researchers realized that also the client-side can be
influenced. Accordingly, our broad classification on this axis is divided into server- and client-
side approaches depending on where the proposed method is deployed and there are also hybrid
approaches that require an interaction between both sides.
Server
As mentioned above, XSS can be seen as a server-side problem and thus a certain fraction of the
existing literature proposed mechanisms to address the problem on the server side. First, such
an approach can aim at the (web) application layer and implement mechanisms to attack, detect,
mitigate, or prevent XSS vulnerabilities at this level. Second, the method can be applied one level
deeper, namely at the runtime layer. This can be either the framework on top of which a web
application is developed or the underlying infrastructure such as the webserver or the interpreter
that executes the application (e.g., a PHP interpreter). Third and a bit complementary to the
previous two aspects, a server-side approach can utilize a preprocessing step in which the input
(or later on output) of an application is sanitized.
Note that this classification can be extended by the method of deployment. On the one hand,
a given application can be transformed or instrumented in an automated way such that a solution
can be deployed without (much) human interaction (e.g., by instrumenting the interpreter or
rewriting the source code of a given application). On the other hand, manual work or code
changes could be necessary, for example if the source code of an application needs to be adopted
to include the solution.
Client
The situation at the client side is very similar compared to the server side. Again, the problem
can first be tackled at the application layer, for example by instrumenting the code that is
executed on the client side while a user interacts with the application. Second, a solution can be
deployed one level deeper, in this case at the browser layer. This includes all works in which a
browser is instrumented to mitigate or prevent attacks. Third and again a bit complementary, a
preprocessing can be carried out to sanitize the input received by the browser and/or application.
In general, these levels correspond to their counterpart on the server side.
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Figure 5.2: The XSS research landscape (papers per year)
Hybrid
The separation between server- and client-side approaches for deployment is not always sharp
in the sense that there are also solutions that rely on both ends of the communication. As such,
there are a few tools that do not fall into our two broader classes and hence there is a class for
hybrid solutions. Note that such approaches are typically costly since they require changes on
both ends.
5.5 Current Research Landscape
In this section, we present a comprehensive overview on conducted research that is directly
related to XSS. Following the structure of the proposed research classification, we group the
surveyed works into the classes Attack, Detection, Prevention, and Mitigation. In addition,
related survey papers and research on XSS worms is presented in Others.
The data basis of this categorization consists of 80 technical papers, accompanied by rele-
vant survey papers and several notable non-academic publications. These papers were collected
through a systematic survey of the proceedings of the main academic security conferences and
selected security workshops in the timespan between 2004 and 2014. Figure 5.2 shows the cate-
gorized technical publications by year and category.
5.5.1 Exploitation
First, we provide a brief overview of publications with main or substantial focus on exploiting
XSS vulnerabilities. As a substantial portion of such offensive research was conducted in the non-
academic security community, we also discuss selected approaches that have not been published
separately at academic venues.
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New Attack Methods
A comprehensive amount of work flew into the identification of novel XSS attack techniques.
One important paper in this category was authored by Klein [143]. In this paper, he extends
the notion of cross-site scripting from a server-side-only vulnerability to a server- and client-side
problem. He was the first who systematically demonstrated that XSS cannot only be caused
by server-side code, but also by client-side code, i.e., the legitimate JavaScript running in the
user’s browser. Due to its dynamic nature, client-side XSS imposes very different requirements
with regards to Detection, Prevention and Mitigation capabilities. Hence, it is important to
distinguish these different kinds.
Another interesting attack technique was presented by Bojinov et al. [31]. The technique
called Cross-Channel Scripting (XCS) injects malicious script code into an application via non-
HTTP channels. XCS are applicable to all Web-based applications that output user-controllable
data received from such a non-HTTP channel in an uncontrolled fashion. If an attacker is able
to gain control over such a channel he can inject data to it and subsequently wait for another
user to visit the vulnerable web interface.
Very similar to the XCS attack, Zhang et al. present a technique that allows the injection
of malicious scripts via social networking APIs [296]. Often developers do not suspect APIs
of popular social networks to return malicious data, however those APIs only forward user
generated data to the caller of such a functionality. Zhang et al. utilize this fact to inject XSS
payloads into Web-based applications calling these APIs. To do so they create content containing
JavaScript or HTML code within the social network. Even if the social network itself might not
be vulnerable to injection attacks, the malicious content might by returned to a vulnerable web
application by a corresponding API method.
Filter Evasion
Besides identifying novel attacks, another track of research looked into the circumvention of
existing countermeasures and, thus, into reenabling known attacks. Hereby, a special focus was
put onto the circumvention of input validation and filtering techniques.
Heiderich et al. discuss the dangers of novel functionalities for XSS filters with the exam-
ple of the SVG format [105]. Although SVG was primarily constructed to describe scaleable
vector graphics, the XML-based format also introduces novel, sometimes unexpected ways to
execute JavaScript code. Hence, blacklisting-based filters that are not aware of these new func-
tionalities fail to correctly sanitize/filter SVG-based formats. Another work by Heiderich et
al. presents a technique to circumvent widely deployed XSS filters by misusing browser-based
parser quirks and mutations [107]. The idea behind the attack is that many XSS filters do
not take browser-specific parsing optimizations into account. By misusing the corresponding
mutations within user-provided data, a seemingly legitimate value can be transformed into a
malicious XSS payload. As most of the sanitizer and filter functions are executed before the
browser-based mutation, malicious content is undetectable for the filter functions.
Furthermore, Barth et al. [20] and Magazinius et al. [171] utilize lax parsing behavior to
create documents that are accepted by both HTML and PDF parsers: Using the results of
a systematic analysis of the content sniffing mechanisms of web browsers, Barth et al. were
able to create PDF documents that also contain a sufficient amount of HTML mark-up to trick
the content-sniffing algorithms of the examined browsers to render the PDF as HTML, hence,
executing contained JavaScript in uploaded PDFs. Taking the opposite direction, Magazinius et
al. showed that fairly harmless content injection in HTML documents could be used to create
HTML documents that are also parsed by a PDF viewer, including the potentially contained
JavaScript. As the respective input validation procedures are specialized for only one of the
two document formats, the authors demonstrated how to use the observed behavior for filter
circumvention. An earlier related attack, combining the syntactic characteristics of the GIF and
the JAR formats, has been presented by McFeters et al. [176].
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Information Exfiltration
As we will discuss in Sections 5.5.3 and 5.8.3, a subset of browser-based XSS mitigation tech-
niques, including CSP [271] and sandboxed iFrames [109], are on the verge of becoming suffi-
ciently wide spread to have substantial impact. Therefore, recently first techniques have been
proposed that achieve the exfiltration of sensitive information using XSS attacks that evade
existing mitigations [106, 293, 43]. We will explore this emerging trend in Section 5.8.3.
Generating Attack Payloads
One particular stream of work addresses the generation of XSS attack payloads for vulnerability
validation. As a validation mechanism alone does not yield major benefits, these techniques
are often used in conjunction with additional detection capabilities. Hence, we will discuss the
generation of attack payloads in the next section.
5.5.2 Detection
Besides investigating novel attack techniques, a considerable amount of research was conducted
to identify techniques capable of detecting either XSS vulnerabilities or XSS attacks.
Detection of Vulnerabilities
Approaches to detect vulnerabilities have the advantage that implementation faults can be de-
tected in a proactive way. Different mechanisms and techniques proposed in the program analysis
literature can be applied to web applications. The actual implementation of such an analysis can
utilize different techniques such as model checking, data-flow analysis, or symbolic execution,
typically depending on the desired precision and completeness. Three different properties are
relevant for the analysis phase. First, the analysis itself can be performed on different levels,
either only within a given function (intraprocedural analysis) or the interaction of functions can
be analyzed as well (interprocedural analysis). Second, the execution context can be examined
in detail or neglected, which then typically reduces the precision of the analysis. A third aspect
of static analysis deals with the way how the flow of data or code is analyzed.
An important analysis technique that is used in many contexts is so called taint analysis. As
discussed in Section 5.3.1, XSS can predominantly be regarded as an information flow problem,
in which unsanitized data paths from untrusted sources to security sensitive sinks have to be
stopped. To achieve this, a well established approach is (dynamic) data tainting. Untrusted
data is outfitted with taint information, which is only cleared, if the data passes a dedicated
sanitization function. If data which still carries taint information reaches a sink, the application
can react appropriately, for instance through auto-sanitization or completely stopping the HTTP
response. Dynamic taint tracking was initially introduced by Perl in 1989 [273] and since then
has been adopted for numerous programming languagesand frameworks [241]. Most related
publications use SQL injection as their motivating scenario and validation target. For brevity
reasons, we only discuss taint tracking approaches that explicitly aim at preventing XSS in the
following.
Static Analysis With static analysis, the code of a given application is analyzed without
actually executing it. Different methods are used to reason about the properties of the code.
One of the first tools in this area was WebSSARI [113], a code analysis tool for PHP applications
developed by Huang et al. based on a CQual-like type system [87, 88].
Pixy is a static taint analysis tool presented by Jovanovic et al. for automated identification
of XSS vulnerabilities in PHP web applications [131, 132]. The tool performs an interprocedu-
ral, context-sensitive, and flow-sensitive data flow analysis to detect vulnerabilities in a given
application. Combined with a precise alias analysis, the tool is capable of detecting a variety
of vulnerabilities. In a similar paper, Livshits and Lam demonstrated how a context-sensitive
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pointer alias analysis together with string analysis can be realized for Java-based web applica-
tions [159].
Xie and Aiken introduced a static analysis algorithm based on so-called block and func-
tion summaries to detect vulnerabilities in PHP applications [288]. The approach performs
the analysis in both an intraprocedural and an interprocedural way. Dahse and Holz refined
this approach and demonstrated that a fine-grained analysis of built-in PHP features and their
interaction significantly improves detection accuracy [53, 52].
Wasserman and Su implemented a static code analysis approach to detect XSS vulnerabilities
caused by weak or absent input validation [274]. The authors combined work on taint-based
information flow analysis with string analysis previously introduced by Minamide [187].
A tool for static analysis of JavaScript code was developed by Saxena et al [236]. The tool
named Kudzu employs symbolic execution to find client-side injection flaws in Web applications.
Jin et al employ static analysis[125] to find XSS vulnerabilities within HTML5-based Mobile
Apps. Interestingly, they found new ways to conduct XSS attacks within such app by abusing
the special capabilities of mobile phones. We will discuss this issue in detail in Section 5.8.2.
Dynamic Taint Tracking A complementary approach is dynamic analysis, in which a given
application is executed with a particular set of inputs and the runtime behavior of the applica-
tion is observed. Many of these approaches employ dynamic taint tracking and consist of two
different components. A detection component to identify potentially vulnerable data flows and
a validation component to eliminate false positives. As discussed in Section 5.5.1, most of these
validation components aim at generating a valid exploit to demonstrate the vulnerability.
The first taint tracking paper that aimed at automatically generating Cross-Site Scripting
attacks was authored by Martin et al. [175]. The presented mechanism expects a program
adhering to the Java Servlet specification and a taint-based vulnerability specification as an
input, and generates a valid Cross-Site Scripting or SQL injection attack payload with the help
of dynamic taint tracking and model checking. While this approach requires a security analyst
to manually write a vulnerability specification, Kieyzun et al. focus on the fully automatic
generation of taint-based vulnerability payloads [141]. Furthermore, they extend the dynamic
tainting to the database. Hence, as opposed to the first approach, this approach is able to also
detect server-side persistent XSS vulnerabilities.
Lekies et al. implemented a browser-based byte-level taint-tracking engine to detect reflected
and persistent client-side XSS vulnerabilities [153]. By leveraging the taint-information, their
approach is capable of generating a precise XSS payload matching the injection context. A
similar approach was taken by FLAX [237], which also employs taint-tracking in the browser.
Instead of using an exploit generation technique, FLAX utilizes a sink-aware fuzzing technique,
which executes variations of a predefined list of context-specific attack vectors.
Dynamic Testing Very similar to the dynamic tainting approach is dynamic testing. In
dynamic testing, an application is executed and fed with several benign or malicious inputs.
By observing the program’s output, the testing tool determines certain potentially malicious
situations and aims to validate the existence of a vulnerability.
SecuBat [136] is a general purpose Web vulnerability scanner that also has XSS detection
capabilities. To achieve its goals, SecuBat employs three different components: a crawling com-
ponent, an attack component, and an analysis component. Whenever the crawling component
discovers a suspicious feature, it passes the page under investigation to the attack component,
which then scans this page for web forms. If a form is found, appropriate payloads are inserted
into the fields of the form and submitted to the server. The response of the server is then inter-
preted by the analysis component. Snuck [67] is another dynamic testing tool. In a first step,
Snuck uses a legitimate test input to dynamically determine a possible injection and the corre-
sponding context via XPATH expressions. Based on the determined context, the tool chooses a
set of predefined attack payloads and injects them into the application.
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While SecuBat and Snuck focus on server-side security problems, FlashOver [4] focuses
on a client-side problem. More specifically, FlashOver detects client-side reflected XSS in
Adobe Flash applets. It does so by decompiling the source code and statically detecting sus-
picious situations. Then it constructs an attack payload and executes the exploit via dynamic
testing.
Sanitization As discussed earlier, XSS can also be seen as a sanitization problem. However,
choosing and placing the correct sanitizers manually is a very hard problem. Hence, different
publications looked into the detection of missing, incorrect, or misplaced sanitizers.
Saner [16] and BEK [111] are two approaches that evaluate the correctness of a given sani-
tization function. Saner combines static and dynamic analysis techniques to identify incorrect
and thus bypassable sanitization functions. BEK is a language for writing and analyzing san-
itizers in a sophisticated fashion. Thereby, BEK can be used in two different fashions. It can
be used to either analyze existing filters by translating them into BEK, or to initially construct
filters that can be translated into other languages after a security evaluation.
Another approach for detecting sanitization problems is ScriptGard [238], which can be
used to detect context-mismatched or inconsistent multiple sanitization. In order to do so,
ScriptGard uses positive tainting and server-side instrumentation. In that way, it can either
serve as a detection tool or as a runtime prevention technique.
Detection of Attacks
Aa vulnerabilities can never be completely avoided in complex applications, another stream of
work was conducted in order to detect and mitigate real-world attacks.
The first academic paper that proposed such an XSS detection mechanism was written by
Ismail et al. [116] in 2004. Their system acts as a proxy on the network. The system utilizes
two different modes to detect XSS. Both work by matching input parameters to the response of
the server. If a match is found, an attack is detected and stored in a collection database.
Xssds [129] is a system for server-side detection of successful XSS attacks. Xssds consists
of two separate components: For one, incoming HTTP request and the JavaScript content
of outgoing responses are compared to detect non-persistent XSS. To account for server-side
processing steps on the incoming data, the system utilizes subsequence matching instead of
simple string matching. Furthermore, to detect persistent XSS, Xssds employs a learning based
approach that builds a dataset of the application’s legitimate scripts. In the production phase,
scripts that cannot be found in this set are flagged as a potential XSS attacks. A second
training-based, server-side technique was presented by Madou et al. [166]. The system observes
the server-side code points that write directly into the HTTP response. For these code points, the
characteristics of the produced HTML and JavaScript code are learned, represented by keyword
occurrence, and counted. If in productive use of the web application the output characteristics
of one of these code points changes in a suspicious fashion, a potential XSS attack is alerted.
Hallaraker and Vigna [98] report on a client-side detection approach that relies on continuos
monitoring of JavaScript execution. The system utilizes a set of signatures that represent poten-
tial adversary behavior (e.g., cookie stealing). If the browser executes JavaScript that matches
one of the signatures, a possible attack is noted.
Opposed to the methods presented before, the approach by Athanasopoulos et al. [13] does
not take action during runtime. Instead, they propose to detect XSS oﬄine by automatically
analyzing the log files of a given web server.
5.5.3 Mitigation
Beyond detecting XSS problems, another line of research emerged that focusses on ways to
mitigate an attack. As opposed to prevention techniques that completely prevent an injection,
mitigation techniques aim at prohibiting a successful attack: although an attacker is still able
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to inject code into the application, it is not possible for her to conduct any useful, malicious
actions. Hereby, we distinguish between three types of mitigation techniques as discussed in the
following.
Prohibiting Execution of Injections
The first class of mitigation techniques focusses on prohibiting the meaningful interpretation
of the injected content. Thus, although an adversary might be able to inject content into the
application, the content will not be regarded/evaluated by the browser. Most of the research
papers in this category focus on Instruction Set Randomization (ISR) [140]. Thereby, attack-
related commands or tags are randomized in such a way that the attacker is not able to guess
the correct version that needs to be injected for a successful attack.
One of the first papers that utilized ISR to thwart XSS was Noncespaces [95]. Nonces-
paces uses randomized XML namespaces to communicate with a modified browser. At each
request, the server generates a random namespace, prepends it to all legitimate HTML tags
and attributes, and communicates the random namespace to the browser in the form of a pol-
icy. When the browser receives the response, it only interprets the tags prepended with correct
namespaces and regards everything else as untrusted content. As the namespace is generated
randomly after the request is received at the server side, the attacker cannot guess the namespace
and, hence, is not able to create a meaningful payload.
xJS [14] also utilizes ISR to protect against XSS. Instead of using XML namespaces, xJS
makes use of the XOR operation and a secret XOR key. As opposed to Noncespaces, the
XOR operations are only applied to JavaScript code and not to HTML tags. By communicating
the key and the XORed code to a xJS-aware browser, the code can be executed normally. An
attacker is again not able to guess the secret XOR key and, hence, cannot produce valid script
code.
Finally, modern browsers support sandboxed iFrames [109], which enable the developer to ex-
plicitly isolate untrusted portions from the rest of the document or to forbid JavaScript execution
completely in suspicious regions of the document.
Identifying and Blocking Illegitimate Scripts
A second approach for mitigating XSS attacks is to tell malicious and legitimate scripts apart
on the parser level.
More specifically, injected code is handed over to the corresponding parser that uses different
approaches to determine whether a script is malicious or not. One of the first proposals in this
category was made in 2007 with BEEP [124]. With this technique, Web applications are able to
specify a list/policy of allowed scripts. When executing scripts, a BEEP-aware browser checks
whether a script under investigation is on the whitelist. If so, the script is executed and if not it
will be blocked. Similar to BEEP, SOMA [209] also applies a whitelisting approach. However,
SOMA does not only focus on script includes, but takes any kind of embeddable content into
account. Finally, BEEP’s approach was picked up by Stamm et al. who proposed the Content
Security Policy (CSP) [248]. The CSP aims at defending against all kinds of XSS vulnerabilities
and already achieved a vast browser adoption. The idea behind CSP is to only execute whitelisted
scripts. In order to achieve this, the policy forbids several JavaScript/HTML language features
such as inline scripts and string-to-code conversions. Any script that is executed by the browser
needs to be specified within an external script include. Such includes are only allowed to be
fetched from whitelisted servers. As the attacker is typically not able to control the content of
such a whitelisted server, she is not able to invoke any script execution. A disadvantage of CSP
is the fact that Web sites need to adapt to the proposed scheme, by removing inline scripts,
inline stylesheets, and inline event handlers. Doupé et al, therefore, proposed a system capable
of automatically rewriting a Web application’s HTML code at runtime [66].
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Another stream of research focusses on detecting and blocking malicious injection attacks
within a victim’s browser. The Firefox NoScript extension [172] was a pioneer in this area by
introducing the first client-side XSS filter. By investigating an outgoing request for malicious
scripts via regular expressions, the extension is able to detect and defuse attacks, before a request
leaves the victim’s browser.
Similar to NoScript’s filter, Microsoft also introduced client-side protection capabilities in
Internet Explorer 8 [231]. The filter intercepts and observes HTTP requests and responses. If
the filter detects script content within the request via regular expression-based heuristics, it
constructs a signature for the suspicious value and scans the corresponding response for matches
to this signature. If a match is found, the XSS filter marks this as a server-side reflected XSS
attack and neuters the payload by replacing certain characters.
By analyzing NoScript’s and Microsoft’s XSS filter, Bates et al. identified some issues with
the regular expression-based filtering [24]. They propose a slightly different mechanism that
does not work on the network layer, but after the initial parsing step of the browser. Thereby,
the filter validates wether a parsed code token (e.g., a script tag) is contained in the request. If
so, a server-side reflected XSS attack is flagged and hence execution of JavaScript is prohibited.
However, as the approach applies a strict string matching to identify tokens within the request,
the filter cannot cope with custom processing of a string. So if a Web application, on the server-
side, somehow transforms an input string into something slightly different, the filter is not able
to detect an attack. Therefore, Pelizzi et al. proposed a slightly adapted version, that does not
filter on the basis of strict string matching, but by using partial, similarity-based matching [213].
Based on the work of Bates et al. and Pelizzi et al., Stock et al. propose a new filter design, based
on dyanmic data tainting [252]. Whenever a tainted data value, gets transformed into dangerous
code or markup the browser automatically blocks the execution. Hence, attacker-controllable
input cannot be turned into code and hence, attacks are infeasible in their modified browser.
To dynamically identify legitimate scripts, XSS-Guard [29] generates every HTTP request
twice on the server-side: once using the actual data of the request and once using dummy val-
ues. The second instance is called the “shadow page”, a concept used in many other contexts as
well [256]. The tool checks that for both pages the same server-side code is executed. Further-
more, the application framework ensures, that for the shadow page operations, all conditionals
result in the same decision as for the actual page. In consequence, the shadow page is completely
free of all dynamic values, which potentially could have been provided by the attacker. Before
sending the response to the browser, both pages are parsed and all script content is detected.
In cases where the actual page contains a script that cannot be found in the shadow page, it is
recognized to be injected and, hence, removed.
Wurzinger et al. propose Swap, a proxy-based system that inserts the legitimate scripts
only after is has been ensured that the HTML does not contain injected scripts [287]. During
server-side processing, all legitimate scripts are added to the HTML in the form of non-standard
HTML tags (e.g., <scrip1>) that carry an unambiguous script ID. When the HTML assembly
has terminated, the result is parsed. As the legitimate scripts still only exist as non-supported
tags, all encountered scripts are flagged as illegitimate and, hence, malicious. If no injected
scripts can be found, the non-standard tags are retrieved and replaced with the corresponding
scripts, identified through the script IDs.
Runtime Detection and Containment
The third and last set of mitigation techniques focus on detecting and prohibiting malicious
actions. Instead of blocking an injected script, these approaches focus on restricting the script’s
capabilities at runtime, thus, ideally thwarting the adversary’s ability to achieve the goal of his
attack.
SessionSafe [126] is a server-driven approach that confines a successful XSS exploit to
the HTML document in which the attack payload was injected. Through a URL randomiza-
tion technique, the attack script is unable to further interact with the vulnerable application.
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Furthermore, SessionSafe enforces that each document of the application is rendered using a
unique subdomain, thus, leveraging the Same-origin Policy to prevent that the attack propa-
gated from one document to the next. Furthermore, a series of approaches were discussed, in
which JavaScript wrappers are utilized to mediate access to security sensitive JavaScript APIs,
thus, in preventing attacker injected script code to conduct unwanted activities. The approach
was initially proposed by Phung et al. [217] and hardened by Magazinius et al. [170]. Promising
further development of this technique, using ECMA Script 5’s object freezing to protect the
wrappers’ integrity were recently presented by Heiderich [102].
Livshits and Erlingsson proposed to extend the Same-origin Policy using a novel HTML-
attribute [158]. This attribute can create isolated parts within a DOM tree that have only
access to selected parts of the DOM tree. If an XSS injection point exists in such a constraint
area, the injected script can only access and alter a very restricted set of the attacked webpage’s
elements (e.g., only values that are located within the reach of the script can be leaked to the
attacker).
Finally, several approaches exist that are directly targeted at end-users. Utilizing such tech-
niques, a user can achieve attack mitigation even in cases of a vulnerable Web application that
does not provide protection or mitigation capabilities itself. As these approaches have no prior
insight in the specifics of the respective application’s logic, their general mitigation approach
is to prevent the leakage of security sensitive information. For one, Nikiforakis et al. [205] and
Tang et al. [259] propose to mitigate session hijacking attempts by automatically identifying
session cookies and preventing further access to them by JavaScript. In a related fashion, Vogt
et al. used dynamic taint tracking in the Web browser to stop leakage attempts of security
sensitive information, such as session identifiers, cookies, or passwords. Kirda et al. proposed
Noxes [142], a client-side proxy that prevents XSS-induced leakage of sensitive information
through preventing the creation of dynamic HTTP requests to cross-domain hosts. In addition,
Stock and Johns [251] propose browser-based defenses against XSS attacks which abuse the
browser’s built-in password managers to steal the user’s stored password.
Mitigation and containment of XSS Worms
The term XSS Worm refers to an XSS attack that self-propagates on the vulnerable applica-
tion [137], as already mentioned in Section 5.2.1. XSS Worms are independent of specific attack
vectors and mainly rely on certain characteristics of the vulnerable application. Hence, potential
detecting and preventing strategies for XSS Worms do not differ from detecting/preventing other
XSS problems. However, their specific exploitation and propagation behavior has led to several
research approaches to mitigate and contain XSS Worm outbreaks [290, 254, 157, 50]. Due to
the narrow focus of these papers, we omit a deeper discussion for brevity reasons.
5.5.4 Prevention
We now discuss all approaches that either aim to remove XSS vulnerabilities altogether or
fully thwart injection attempts, before they reach the browser. Such methods typically either
attempt to address particular root causes of XSS vulnerabilities or use generic approaches to
prevent them. Compared to mitigation approaches, they have the advantage of comprehensively
tackling the problem.
Dynamic Taint Propagation
As discussed previously, taint analysis is an important program analysis technique and we now
review how this method is used in the context of preventing XSS vulnerabilities. Both the tool
by Nguyen-Tuong et al. [200] and CSSE [218] implement taint tracking on byte-level, which is
more fine grained compared to Perl’s approach of always tainting the full string [273]. This
is in both cases achieved through a modification of PHP’s string type implementation, thus
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requiring a patched interpreter. The method by Nguyen-Tuong et al. [200] does not allow any
tainted information to be present in the HTTP response. Hence, all tainted data, regardless of
its destination in the document, is required to pass a sanitization function. If tainted data is
found in the HTML, the response is stopped. In contrast, CSSE [218] parses the HTML before
sending the HTTP response and checks for tainted information in code contexts. Only if such
code is found, the response is stopped, while tainted data values are still permitted. In addition,
Xu et al. [289] also present byte-level taint tracking. While XSS is used as one of the example
protection policies in this paper, the presented policy (stopping tainted script tags) is rather
simplistic and leads to many false positives in practice.
Sekar presents a system that hooks into an existing Web server/application infrastructure to
apply a technique called taint inference [243]. If input to a Web application or an approximation
of the input is also present in the output of the Web application, the output is marked as tainted.
Based on the taint information and a user supplied policy the system is then able to detect or
block an attack.
Mui and Frankl [194] propose to implement dynamic taint tracking indirectly through uti-
lizing a specific unicode character encoding. More precisely, for each existing character in a
given charset, a complementary character is introduced that signifies the tainted state of this
character. As long as data that is encoded in this fashion is processed by systems that recognize
the specific characteristics of this encoding (i.e., complementary characters have to be regarded
as equivalent for most purposes), the taint status of the data is maintained automatically. If
such data reaches a parser, such as the browser’s HTML parser, tainted code fragments can be
detected and disarmed precisely.
Another taint-based approach that aims at bridging the client-server gap is Dsi [195]. Dsi
aims to prevent attackers from altering the document structure. They do so by enforcing Docu-
ment Structure Integrity through isolating untrusted user input from the rest of a document via
dynamic tainting and confinement on the parser-level.
Separation of Code and Data
In essence, XSS is a form of code injection by the means of attacker controlled data. Thus,
a promising approach is to enable a Web application to cleanly separate data and code while
generating the application’s HTML content [223]. This way, at the point of generating the final
mark-up and script code, the Web application is able to reliably apply matching sanitization
to the data parts of the response. This general approach has been realized for a set of Web
frameworks.
Robertson and Vigna present a novel Web framework that is built on top of the semantics
of Haskel’s Monads [227]. Instead of resorting to strings for server-side HTML assembly, the
tree structure of an HTML document is kept in the form of internal data nodes. In the re-
sulting framework, markup and script code can be added to such documents using type-safe
APIs. Hence, a direct string-to-code conversion, one of the problems underlying XSS attacks,
is impossible. Johns et al. combine a type-safe API and an abstraction layer to achieve similar
results for the J2EE application server [128]. The API is used to assemble HTML documents
in a pre-parsed state on the server-side, kept in a dedicated data type which strictly separates
data and code fragments. The abstraction layer receives the HTTP response’s body through
this type and robustly serializes the resulting HTML. Due to the precise context information
given by the pre-parsed document, the abstraction layer can chose the matching sanitization
functions for the document’s code fragments. A similar path is followed by Samuel et al., who
introduced a context-sensitive auto-sanitization (CSAS) engine [235]. Instead of targeting Web
frameworks that allow full server-side freedom in assembling the final mark-up, they augment
more restrictive Web templating languages.
Blueprint [163] is a system that, similar to Dsi, aims to bridge the gap between client
and server. It prevents XSS by removing the initial parsing and construction step of a Web
page’s document structure. Instead of sending a single string, Blueprint sends an additional
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“Blueprint” of the legitimate document structure to the client. As the client is aware of this
structure, attacker-controlled content is not able to alter the document structure and hence is
not able to insert node that trigger the execution of scripts.
Sanitizer Usage and Placement
To address the problem of correct sanitizer usage, Saxena et al. present ScriptGard, a frame-
work for testing sanitizer placement errors and runtime auto-sanitation [238]. The authors first
present a taint-based approach to identify two previously unknown sanitation problems namely
context-mismatched sanitation and inconsistent multiple sanitation. After a training period, the
system is then able to automatically apply the correct sanitation routines at runtime.
Livshits and Chong propose a shift in the way how sanitizers are placed in Web applications:
instead of letting the developer place the sanitizers manually during development (a process
that is known to be potentially incomplete and error prone) they propose to place the sanitizers
completely automatically after the source code has been finalized [156]. To do so, their system
utilizes static analysis to identify all potentially problematic data flows in the application. Using
automatic reasoning, the system chooses the context-dependent correct sanitizer and positions
it at the algorithmic best place on the respective data path. For cases in which at compile time
the correct sanitizer cannot be determined, the system injects additional runtime checks.
Protection against Specific Attacks
Besides general purpose prevention approaches, several techniques have been proposed that
target only a specific subset of all potential XSS vulnerabilities. For example, to counter potential
XSS vulnerabilities through the native JavaScript APIs innerHTML and localStorage, Heiderich
et al. [107] and Lekies et al. [152] propose corresponding safe API alternatives. In both cases,
the secure API variants can be utilized by Web application developers using a JavaScript library
that wraps and mediates the native API.
As discussed in Sec. 5.5.1, Barth et al. identified a potential attack vector using file uploads
of documents which are handled ambiguously by Web browsers [20]. To counter such attacks,
they generalized the content sniffing algorithms of Web browsers and propose a secure alterna-
tive that is no longer susceptible to said attacks. Furthermore, they described a complementary
server-side filtering approach that closely mimics the observed content sniffing behavior of vul-
nerable browsers and, thus, reliably detects potentially harmful documents. In a similar fashion,
Heiderich et al. [105] propose a server-side sanitization approach for SVGs that counters their
discovered attacks (see Sec. 5.5.1) and Magazinus et al. generalize such attacks using so-called
polyglots [171].
5.6 Deployability Considerations
As motivated in Section 5.4.2, based on an approach’s point of deployment, we propose a coarse
grained classification in the three general classes Server (the approach takes action on the server-
side of the application, i.e., as part of the server-side infrastructure or within the application’s
source code), Client (the approach is implemented as part of the client-side infrastructure, i.e.,
the browser or in the form of a client-side proxy) or Hybrid (approaches that have a foothold
both on the server and the client side). As it can be seen in Table 5.1, the set of surveyed
approaches is fairly well spread over the different classes, with a slight bias towards server-side
techniques and notably missing detection approaches in the “hybrid” category.
Furthermore, we pay special attention to the deployment requirements of a specific subset of
all approaches – namely detection, mitigation, and prevention techniques that have been designed
to be adopted by application providers for continuous, productive use. In such scenarios, the to
be expected cost of adoption is a major factor. While changing an application’s framework is
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Table 5.1: Classification of approaches according to point of deployment
Detection Mitigation Prevention
Server [13] [16] [111] [116]
[129] [131] [132]
[136] [141] [113]
[175] [187] [274]
[288] [125] [266]
[52] [53] [166]
[50] [290] [126] [157]
[29] [287]
[105] [128] [235]
[238] [156] [218]
[227] [243] [163]
[200] [289]
Client [98] [153] [237][4] [24] [142] [205] [254]
[197] [259] [172]
[213] [231] [251]
[252]
[20] [107] [152]
Hybrid [14] [95] [124] [170]
[209] [217] [248]
[158] [66]
[195] [194]
probably feasible in most cases, converting the whole user-base of a commercial application to
use an experimental browser add-on might not.
To get an impression of how the server-driven approaches perform under this criteria, we
refined our categories as follows (starting with the lowest adoption effort and ending with the
highest):
• Changing server-side infrastructure (SSI): The approach requires changes to the server-
side infrastructure, e.g., the utilized Web framework, the application server, or an outgoing
HTTP response rewriting component.
• Automatic code changes (ACC): The approach requires the alteration of the application’s
source code. This change can be conducted automatically by a code-rewriting technique.
• Manual code changes (MCC): The approach requires manual changes in the application’s
source code or source code that was written from scratch using novel technology introduced
by the approach.
• Changing client-side infrastructure (CSI): The approach requires explicit support by the
client-side infrastructure, e.g., the Web browser.
A given approach can appear in more than one of these classes, for instance if server-side code
changes and a modified browser engine are required by the approach. Please refer to Table 5.2 for
an overview on the surveyed papers (please note, that compared to Table 5.1 the total number of
detection approaches is significantly lower, as we here only consider server-driven attack detection
techniques). Based on this representation of the collected data, it becomes apparent, that robust
protection capabilities often correlate with costly deployment requirements. We will revisit this
observation in Section 5.7.1.
5.7 Analysis and Discussion
Based on our classification and review of the existing literature on XSS, we now discuss the
general lessons learned.
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Table 5.2: Fine grained deployment effort classification of server-driven approaches
Class Approach SSI ACCMCCCSI
Detection [116] [129] [166] X
Mitigation
[243] [287] [29] X
[170] [217] X
[126] X X
[24] [142] [205] [259] [197] X
[172] [213] [231] [252] [251]
[14] [95] X X
[124] [209] [248] [158] X X
[66] X X
Prevention
[200] [156] [289] [218] X
[238] X
[105] [107] [128] [235] [152] X
[227] [163] X X
[20] X
[195] [194] X X
SSI: Server-side infrastructure, AAC: Automatic code changes, MCC: Manual code changes,
CSI: Client-side infrastructure
5.7.1 Revisiting the Facets of XSS
In Section 5.3, we discussed different viewpoints of how XSS vulnerabilities can be approached.
We now revisit this classification and examine how the surveyed approaches address the raised
problems.
XSS as an Information Flow Problem
As discussed previously, XSS can be seen as an information flow problem since the path of
untrusted data from an attacker controlled source to a security sensitive sink is a mandatory
precondition for all XSS vulnerabilities. Hence, it is not surprising that a considerable amount
of approaches attempt to address XSS through identifying insecure data flows: For one, static
analysis is utilized to detect vulnerable data flows on compile time [131, 132, 288, 274, 113]
and prevent vulnerabilities via automatically place sanitizers [156] on such flows. Furthermore,
several approaches use dynamic tracking of information flows for vulnerability detection [141,
153, 237, 175] and prevention [200, 218, 289, 194, 195].
A survey of the presented techniques results in three general observations:
• Coverage: With the exception of a few dynamic taint trackers [141, 195, 194], the presented
approaches limit the detection of vulnerable flows only to single components, i.e., either
the server-side or the client-side code. However, in practice complex flows can span the
application’s full scope, including server-code, persistent storage, client-side JavaScript,
and the DOM tree. Hence, sufficient coverage is a challenge for both static and dynamic
techniques.
• Performance: While performance is not necessarily a critical characteristic for static detec-
tion techniques, it is crucial for techniques that are designed to instrument the productive
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use of a Web application at runtime. Depending on the situation, the overhead introduced
during the taint tracking phase might be too high and prevent a wide adoption. The
surveyed techniques report on overhead ranging from 0.09% to 8% in best case scenarios
and 1.74% to 106% in the worst case. However, due to a missing common benchmarking
approach (see Sec. 5.8.5) and highly diverse measurement methodologies a comparative or
qualitative evaluation is difficult.
• Sanitization: Finding an insecure flow solves only one half of the problem for prevention
purposes. Equally important is choosing the correct sanitization for the given code context
(see Sec. 5.3.2). We will elaborate this aspect further in the following section.
XSS as a Sanitization Problem
Deducting from the surveyed literature, we can isolate two distinct problem classes in respect to
sanitization:
• Sanitizer selection and placement: Even in case that a potentially insecure data flow has
been identified, it is not always straightforward to choose the matching sanitizing approach,
as secure sanitizing is highly dependent on the specific syntactic context of the injection
point. Weinberger et al. [276] list a total of six challenges in XSS sanitization, including
“sanitizing nested contexts”, “browser transductions”, and “dynamic code evaluation”.
Based on their observations, the authors conducted a systematic study on auto-sanitization
in 14 commercially-used Web frameworks and noticed that these framework often fail to
apply the correct sanitization. Furthermore, Saxena et al. [238] conducted a systematical
analysis of a large legacy application and found that out of 25,209 observed information
flows, 6.1% were improperly sanitized. Livshits and Chong acknowledge the challenges and
address the problem by injecting runtime checks for sanitizer usage, in cases in which the
exact syntactic code context cannot be determined on compile time [156].
• Sanitizer correctness: Many approaches, especially the taint-tracking based techniques,
assume that sanitizers are always correct. Hence, if tainted data passes a sanitizer, taint is
removed or code constructs are flagged as non-vulnerable. However, in practice sanitizers
are often faulty, especially when they are not written by security experts. Evidence for
this was given by systematic studies, using the test approaches for sanitizer correctness
Saner [16] and Bek [111], which uncovered several insecurities in commercial sanitizers.
XSS as a Mitigation Problem
As discussed in Section 5.5.3, all mitigation techniques have in common that the application’s
underlying injection vulnerability remains untouched. Hence, the attacker maintains her ability
to inject arbitrary data into the page’s HTML content.
Within the class of mitigation approaches exists a hierarchy in respect to the robustness
of the offered protection capabilities: Most powerful are approaches that prohibit the client-
side interpretation of injected code completely (see Sec 5.5.3), such as NonceSpaces or xJS.
Regardless of the nature of the attacker’s injected code, the injection leads to no noticeable effect
on the client-side.
Next in this order reside techniques that aim to differentiate between legitimate and injected
scripts on runtime (see Sec. 5.5.3). These approaches either function via approximation, as it is
the case with browser-based XSS filers [172, 231, 24], which are prone to false negatives, or rely
on additional, server-provided policy information [124, 209, 248], which might be incomplete or
too weak. The potentially worst protection capabilities are provided by techniques that allow
the injected script to be executed, but aim to limit its potential actions (see Sec.5.5.3). An
inherent characteristic of such approaches is that they are geared against a predefined attacker
behavior, which they try to stop (e.g., sessions hijacking [205, 259, 126] or stealing of sensitive
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information [142, 197]). If confronted with an attacker, that leaves the preconceived attack path,
such measures are potentially weak and can be bypassed.
However, when evaluated under the aspect of deployability, the order almost completely re-
verses (see Table 5.2): Many of the containment approaches can be adopted comparatively easily,
either through a simple script include [217, 170, 102] or a client-side proxy for individual end-
user protection [142, 205]. Opposed to this, NonceSpaces or xJS require non-trivial changes
both on the server- and client-side.
5.7.2 Reoccurring Strategies
Based on the data collected in Section 5.5, we are able to identify several strategies to deal with
XSS that have been utilized by the surveyed approaches.
Reducing Complexity
The landscape of Web technologies and components is highly diverse and complex: a Web
application is a combination of several loosely coupled systems, including (but not restricted to)
the Web server, browser, and database, utilizing a mix of various programming, mark-up, and
domain-specific languages. Thus, it is nontrivial to find a common set of assumptions that apply
to all Web applications on which protective approaches could rely on. This makes a general
solution to address XSS vulnerabilities a complex problem. Consequently, an often utilized
strategy is to reduce the degrees of freedom in composing and implementing Web applications,
thus, creating a common, reliable foundation that can be leveraged by defensive techniques. For
one, a set of approaches to reduce the developer’s freedom in composing the client-side of the
application: CSP [248] restricts the usage of inline scripts and unsafe string-to-code conversions.
CSAS [235] demands the usage of a Web templating engine to compose the UI instead of free-
from HTML. Going even a step further, approaches that implement strict code/data separation
impose strong restrictions on the server-side code as well, requiring the application to be written
with specific combinations of type-safe languages and Web frameworks [227, 128].
Overcoming the Server/Browser Gap
A general characteristic for the majority of XSS vulnerabilities is, that the vulnerability resides
on the server-side, while the attack manifests itself on the client-side in the browser. This is a
problem for defensive techniques, as the server has only a very limited direct insight into how
the browser interprets the HTTP response. Several approaches try to overcome this problem
through server-side emulation of browser behavior [129, 29, 287, 200, 163]. However, the resulting
necessity to fully parse the HTML on the server-side results in noticeable run-time overhead and
latency, that might hinder the adoption of such tools. Furthermore, the diversity of browsers
implies that discrepancy in the interpretation of content can potentially lead to bypasses of the
defense methods. An alternative strategy can be found in approaches that take action both
on the server and the client. In most such cases, the server provides additional information
that allows the client to separate legitimate from injected content [163], thus, permitting robust
client-side enforcement. Such additional information could be given by enforcement policies, as
it is the case with CSP [248] or BEEP [124], or using specific encodings which cannot be injected
by the attacker [95, 14, 195]. The main drawback of such solutions is their cost of adoption, as
discussed in Section 5.6.
Instruction Set Randomization
A third reoccurring technique is Instruction Set Randomization (ISR) [140]. ISR is used in
several variations for attack mitigation [95, 195, 14] and prevention [287]. Furthermore, on
a conceptional level, techniques that require secret nonces to be present in HTML tags (e.g.,
jail-tag [70] or CSP’s script nonce [272]) utilize the same underlying principle.
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5.8 Open Research Problems
Our analysis also enables us to identify open problems and topics for future research on XSS as
discussed in the following.
5.8.1 Client-side XSS
As it was demonstrated in 2013 by Lekies et al [153], client-side XSS (see Sec. 5.2.2) is a
widespread problem in modern Web sites. In this study, the authors found DOM-based XSS
vulnerabilities in roughly 10% of the Alexa Top 5000. However, only a small number of the
approaches presented in Section 5.5 explicitly consider this specific subclass of vulnerabilities.
These papers either implement variations of dynamic taint-tracking in the browser [237, 153,
195, 194] or address specific subproblems, such as second-order code injection [152] or client-side
XSS caused by plugins [4]. It remains to be evaluated, to which degree the other approaches
can be adapted to the specifics of client-side XSS.
5.8.2 XSS Outside of the Browser
Ever since HTML was adopted to create UIs of general purpose applications, XSS is no longer
confined to the Web browser. Such attacks were for instance demonstrated for Skype [164, 12]
and widgets for the Mac OS X Dashboard [228]. Lately, Web frontend technologies even found
their way into mobile applications via WebViews that are embedded in the app’s UI. A survey
in 2012 found that up to 75% of all interviewed mobile app developers plan to use Web UI
technologies in the future [257]. Apps using this technology are susceptible to XSS as well,
leading to the execution of arbitrary code [199]. Up to now, only little systematic research
has been conducted on XSS outside of the browser. However, given the growing importance of
this development approach and the potentially enhanced privileges of injected scripts, the topic
warrants further attention and should be studied in detail.
5.8.3 CSP and Script-less Attacks
The future for CSP appears to be bright. With the exception of Internet Explorer, all major
browsers already support the basic CSP directives. The next iteration of the standard, CSP 1.1,
will bring several enhancements for developers, such as script nonces or a JavaScript API [272]
that have the potential to address current drawbacks of CSP 1.0 [275]. A strong CSP provides
very robust mitigation guarantees that only break under certain circumstances, such as vul-
nerable server-side JavaScript generation [127] or insecure JSONP consumption [293]. Hence,
CSP has the opportunity to become a major factor in the battle against XSS exploits, in case
of substantial adoption of the standard in the future. However, CSP only mitigates JavaScript
injection, while mark-up injection still remains possible. For this reason, offensive research
emerged, that focus on XSS exploits that do not rely on JavaScript execution. For instance,
Heiderich et al. [106] showed how to leverage HTML/CSS injection in combination with SVG
fonts to leak sensitive data from an application. Additional information exfiltration attacks
that function without scripting have been documented by Chen et al. [43] and Zalewski [293].
The capabilities and likelihood of such attacks are still subject to future research. Furthermore,
defenses against script-less attacks are needed.
5.8.4 Self-XSS
The term Self-XSS describes a class of social engineering attacks in which a user is tricked to
copy & paste javascript:-URLs into the browser’s address bar, causing the browser to execute
the contained script in the context of the top-level document. As JavaScript’s syntax allows
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several obfuscation tricks (e.g., encoding the full script without alpha-numeric characters [103]),
the nature of the to-be-pasted URL is easily hidden and social engineering attacks are viable.
As a response to the growing number of reported Self-XSS attacks, Facebook introduced pro-
tective measures, but remains vague about the countermeasure’s technical details [74]. Further-
more, Firefox disabled the javascript:-URL scheme for URLs pasted in the address bar [100].
While this closes the address bar attack vector, other methods remain open, including using the
Firefox Web console [202] or tricking the user to create rogue bookmarklets. None of the other
major browsers have followed Firefox’s example yet.
On a technical level, Self-XSS offers the same offensive capabilities as all JavaScript injection
techniques. Hence, it has to be rated on an equivalent severity level. However, up to this point
only little research has been done in respect to applicable defensive measures and thus research
on containing and mitigating such injections is necessary.
5.8.5 No Common Evaluation Methodology
A common methodology to measure and compare competing approaches is direly missing. This
applies to performance, quality, and compatibility measurements all alike. For instance, the
performance of memory corruption countermeasures is frequently measured using the SPEC
benchmarking suite or through recompilation of well-known open source programs, such as Fire-
fox. A similar shared measurement procedure does not exist for Web security research. Likewise,
no suitable dataset is available to evaluate the quality of proposed techniques. For this reason,
several papers resort to data provided by the site xssed.com, which offers a public archive of
reported vulnerabilities. However, xssed.com’s data is of unvalidated quality and consist of only
a specific subset of XSS, namely non-persistent server-side XSS that is easy to archive. For com-
patibility evaluations, typically the top sites of the Alexa ranking1 are crawled and examined.
As Jackson pointed out [118], crawling the Alexa sites exposes the evaluated mechanism only to
a subset of the available Web technologies and code patterns, namely the public, information-
centric Web. However, Web applications that implement rich functionality cannot be covered
easily by automated crawling processes. Another problem of the Alexa-based evaluation ap-
proach is the reproducibility of the results. Even crawling one page twice in a time frame of a
few seconds from the same computer could reveal different results due to dynamically generated
parts of a Web page such as dynamic advertisement code. Furthermore, with network jitter
and changing content, the Alexa Top sites are a moving target. Repeating or reviewing such an
evaluation is therefore not possible, a serious deficit for scientific work. Thus, the creation of
shared approaches and datasets for measuring essential characteristics of Web security research
would be of significant benefit to the whole discipline.
1Alexa Top 500 Global Sites: http://www.alexa.com/topsites
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Conclusion
Web Security Architecture is a trendy topic. Substantial investment from the Community and
research cause very rapid development. After years of insufficient attention, the potential for
high scaling damages have helped put Web Security where it belongs: a central point of review
for emerging new web technologies. A toolbox helps Web application developers to mitigate
threats. But there is still a long way to go. Developments on the protocol layer need to be
confirmed and have to be proven to be implementable. The transformation of the Web into a
platform for applications makes additional research necessary.
To mitigate and prevent known vulnerabilities, the Web Security Architecture has to be
improved with:
• An improved session management for web applications and sites alike. The current practice
of using the session identifier as the bearer token has been shown to be error- and vul-
nerability prone. Instead, more sophisticated mechanism are needed that provide stronger
bindings between the authenticated parties and tie better into the stateful workflows of
Web applications.
To exemplify such mechanisms, we have discussed SecSess, which proposes a potential
improvement: , SecSess uses the shared secret to add an hash-based message authentication
code (HMAC) to the request, thereby legitimizing the request within the session. Since
this HMAC takes the request and the shared secret as input, only the browser and the
server can compute the correct values. Incoming requests with an invalid HMAC are simply
discarded by the server.
• A reliable JavaScript sandboxing mechanism. Untrusted code has to be isolated, but cur-
rent isolation techniques have too many disadvantages. Work on confinement needs more
research and standardisation to support a virtual DOM creation to allow full mediation.
• A better mitigation of XSS vulnerabilities. This report consolidates the existing knowledge
on Cross-Site Scripting, especially since the notion of this type of vulnerability changed
a lot over time. As there are different causes behind such attacks the report examines
the different options of approaching the problem. This leads to a classification scheme
for past, current, and future research in this area that also serves to direct current at-
tempts to mitigate the issue. Based on this classification, it becomes obvious that the
XSS problem is far from being "solved", as multiple areas exist for which no comprehensive
protection/mitigation mechanism exist.
This list of identified, problematic areas is far from complete. It merely reflects closely the
contents of this report. The fast evolving area of Web application security will require significant
attention both from research and standardization in the future, so that the Web remains the
fast incubator of innovation that is has been in the past, without jeopardizing the Web’s users’
security in the process.
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